
These NEW auto-darkening helmets feature high-
definition optical clarity with True Color technology
that allows you to comfortably see your welds.

FORNEY SERIES
All FORNEY auto-darkening welding helmets meet or exceed all related CE standards (DIN and ISO), EN166, EN175, EN379 and ANSI Z87.1 safety standards

Helmet Number: # 55857 # 55859 # 55936

Shade Control: DIN 9-13 DIN 9 -13 DIN 5-9, DIN 9-13
Shade Selector: External Knob External Knob Internal Selector
Grind Option: Yes  Yes Yes
Viewing Area: 5.97 sq. in.  5.97 sq. in. 10.44 sq. in.
 (3.62” x 1.65”) (3.62” x 1.65”) (3.94” x 2.65”)
Optical Classification: 1/1/1/2 1/1/1/2 1/1/1/2 
High Definition Clarity: Yes  Yes Yes
Optical ARC Sensors: 2 2 4
Switching Speed (sec): 1/25,000 1/25,000 1/25,000
Delay Time (sec): 0.15 ~ 0.80 0.15 ~ 0.80 0.15 ~ 0.80
Low TIG Rating: 5 AMP 5 AMP 2 AMP
Lens Power Control:  automatic on/off automatic on/off automatic on/off
SALE PRICE: $39.99 $54.99 $99.99

Regular Price
    $59.00

The Scorcher
#55859

PRO HEADGEAR
Ensures Precise, Comfortable Fit

ARC OPTICS TECHNOLOGY
Clear Vision for Better Welds

GE T
FREE!
GE T
F RE E!

Men’s Large
Welding Gloves with

#55936 Purchase
$15.99 Retail Value!

Black Matte
#55857

$ 3999

PRO SERIES

Camouflage
   #55936

$9999

Regular Price
    $81.00

Regular Price
  $149.00

INSIDE
CONTROLS

#55936

1st Quarter 2020 • Catalog Expires Mar. 31, 2020

This NEW Professional
auto-darkening helmet features

Arc Optics technology that broadens
the color range for a crisp and clear

view of your arc and puddle,
thus reducing eye strain.

33%
SAVE

$5499



TAIL BONE™ SFA # 5031 ................ $159.99
Extra wide and very stable alternative to tip-prone shop stools. This BIG 
seat puts you at a low 12 inches off the ground, perfect for any low job 
you can think of. Easily rolls over shop clutter, cords and air hoses.
• 28” L x 32” W x 24” H • 350 lb capacity
• 3/4” ground clearance • 5-1/8” wheel size • 15.5 lbs

THE BONE™
The original, and widely asked for by name since 1994! 
The big 5-1/8” wheels roll over just about anything that 
can be on a shop floor.
• 45-1/2” L x 25-1/2” W x 6-3/4” T • 300 lb capacity
• 1-3/4” ground clearance • 5-1/8” wheel size • 18 lbs
SFA # 6031 ................................. $169.99

ROUGH RIDER™
This creeper is a beefed up version of The Bone™, made 
specifically for less than ideal conditions. Designed for 
outdoor use in dirt, gravel and rough paving. Great for 
farmers, truckers, off-roaders and dirt track racers. 
• 45-1/2” L x 25-1/2” W x 7-7/8” T • 400 lb capacity
• 2-7/8” ground clearance • 5-1/4” wheel size • 20 lbs
SFA # 7031 ................................. $219.99

AIR/HYDRAULIC 
SERVICE JACK - 22 TON
Rugged steel frame design with front 
positioning handle makes it ideal for use 
between tandem axles. Two large diameter 
rear wheels provide easy transporting and 
maneuverability. Select (3) adjustable handle 
angles; either vertical, horizontal or 45° 
position for maximum access to the vehicle 
lifting point. A high speed air-actuated 
motor to raise the load to the desired height 
efficiently, effortlessly and safely. A built-in 
bypass device protects the hydraulic system 
from over pumping damage. An in-line air 
filter to traps contaminates and protect the 
air motor. The adjustable extension screw 
along with adapter set provides low pick-up 
height or maximum lift height. 

• Minimum Height: 10”
• Max Height: 24-1/2”
 (with 2-1/2” extension)
• Jack Size: 22” x 13”
• Net Weight: 100 Lbs

3.5 TON MAGIC LIFT™
SERVICE JACK
From the rugged heavy duty steel construction, to the 
quality components including built-in bypass device and 
internal safety valve, this jack delivers. The innovative 
‘Fast Lift Technology’ lifts provides fast, no load lifts to 
the jacking point, with a minimum amount of strokes.
• Low height: 5-1/8” • Raised height: 21-1/2”
• Saddle dia: 4-3/8” • 28-1/2” L x 13-1/2” W x 6-3/32” H

SFA # 23221C

$65999

SFA # 29037

$26999

Rough Rider™

Tail Bone™

The Bone™

These kits are designed 
to give the pushing, pulling and 
spreading power you need to make fast 
work of repairs, from your restoration project to 
everyday repairs around the home, shop or farm.
• Snap-lock, heavy-walled extension tubes stand up to the most brutal of applications
• Long ram handle provides shallow pumping action in confined areas
• Automatic pump overload system prevents damage to rams and equipment
• 1/2 Ton capacity spreader has 2” jaws and spreads from 5/8” to 3-3/4”
• Included in rugged blow molded storage case

4-TON CAPACITY KIT
Includes: Hydraulic hand pump assembly, 
hydraulic ram assembly w/ female coupler, 6’ 
hose assembly w/ male coupler, (5) extension 
tubes: 19-1/2”, 16-1/2”, 8-1/2”, 6”, 3”, wedge head, 
serrated saddle, flat base, ram toe, plunger toe, 
rubber head, spreader, 90˚ V Base, case.
SFA # B65114 ....................... $299.99

10-TON CAPACITY KIT
Includes: Hydraulic hand pump assembly, 
hydraulic ram assembly w/ female coupler, 6’ hose 
assembly w/ male coupler, (4) extension tubes: 
27”, 18”, 10”, 4, wedge head, serrated saddle, flat 
base, ram toe, plunger toe, rubber head, spreader, 
90˚ V Base, plastic storage case.
SFA # B65115 .......................$449.99

Bone-Ster™

SFA Industries

BONE-STER™ SFA # 4031 ..............$129.99
Lowest ground clearance on the market makes tight work easier! Also, 
ideal for bigger and taller people with its smaller and less protruding 
wheel pods. Deep molded structural ribs double as ventilation channels.
• 43” L x 24” W
 x 5-1/4” T
• 400 lb capacity
• 1-1/4” ground
 clearnance
• 13 lbs



12V Benchtop Battery Charger ............................ DSR # SC1339 ....... $71.99
Output Current ~ 10 Amp > 2amp Automatic • Features START / STOP push button interface and LED 
charge indicators that act like a gauge to show charge status. Dimensions: 4.88” × 8.88” × 9.63”

12V Benchtop Battery Charger w 80A Boost ...... DSR # SC1306 .....$104.99
Output Current ~ 10 Amp > 2amp  Automatic ~ 20 Amp Boost Mode for severely discharged batteries. 
Features START / STOP push button interface and LED charge indicators that act like a gauge to show 
charge status. Dimensions: 5.5” × 11.13” × 11.38”

12V / 6V Battery Charger + Maintainer ............... DSR # SC1357 ........$64.99
Output Current ~ 2 Amp (6V) ~ 6 Amp (12V) Fully Automatic • Features auto voltage detection, 
auto-start, and LED charge indicators for ease and accuracy. Float mode monitoring automatically 
maintains optimum battery charge. Compatible with standard lead acid and AGM batteries. Dimen-
sions: 3.25” × 10.25” × 7.38”

12V / 6V Battery Charger + Maintainer ............... DSR # SP1356 ........$64.99
Output Current ~ 2 Amp (6V) - 3 Amp (12V) Automatic • Has scrolling digital messaging display, walk-
ing you thru step-by-step charging instructions. Features: auto battery voltage detection, Float Mode 
monitoring and LED charge indicators that act like a gauge to show charge status. The quick-connect 
harness accepts either battery clamps, ring terminal or 12V accessory plug adapter (all three includ-
ed). Compatible with standard lead acid, Gel and AGM batteries. Dimensions: 7.63” × 3” × 8.38” 

12V / 6V Battery Maintainer ................................ DSR # SC1355 ........$44.99
Output Current ~ 1.5 Amp (6V -or- 12V) Automatic • Excellent for keeping stored batteries fully 
charged. Features: auto battery voltage detection, Float Mode monitoring and LED charge status 
indicators. Includes quick-connect ring terminal harness. Compatible with standard lead acid, Gel and 
AGM batteries. Dimensions: 3.5” × 7.25” × 5.25”

On Board 12V / 6V Battery Maintainer ................ DSR # SC1300 ....... $49.99
Output Current ~ 1.5 Amp (6V -or- 12V) Automatic • Can be mounted onto virtually any vehicle so all 
you have to do is plug it into the wall when you need it. Features include: auto voltage detection, Float 
Mode monitoring and (2) LED’s that show charge status. Has ring terminal style harness. Includes 
double-sided adhesive and cable tie for mounting. Dimensions: 2” × 5.88” × 9”

Each model shown here features a Microprocessor Controlled multi-phase charging process to 
provide precision and proper voltage which is vital to many components and sensors found in 

modern vehicles today. Other important features include: reverse hook-up protection and meets 
the highest industry DOE (Department of Energy) standards for energy efficiency.

# SC1356

# SC1306

# SC1339 # SP1355

# SP1300

# SC1357

12V or 6V AUTOMATIC 
BATTERY CHARGER
w/ 200A  ENGINE  START
Output Current ~ 6 Amp < > 2amp  
~ 40 Amp Boost Mode for severely discharged
batteries ~ 200 Amp Engine Start
• Microprocessor Controlled Charging Rate  
 automatically adjust the amperage rate to 
 charge and maintain your battery with  
 precision & safety 
• Float Mode monitoring maintains
 optimum battery charge
• Auto voltage detection - 6 or 12 volts
• Reverse hook-up protection
• LED’s act like a gauge indicate charge status
• Push button controls / interface
• Battery Type Button:  STD - AGM
• LCD digital display shows: Battery charge 
 percentage + Voltage at the charger battery
 clamps + Alternator output percentage 
 (12V only) to help diagnose electrical problems
• Dimensions: 12.5” × 11.88” × 23.5”
• Schu Eco Energy - DOE compliant
• Features Include: retractable handle for easy  
 storage, clamps enter on front of unit and    
 compact wheels for mobility.

DSR # DSR123

$59999

DSR # DSR122

$61999

DSR # DSR121

$49999

DSR # SC1353

$20999
• MEMORY SAVER MODE: for saving vehicle settings while changing the 
battery • 65A FLASH REPROGRAM MODE: with a voltage range of 13.0 
to 15.0, with a default of 14.2 • CHARGING RATES:  4 amps (maintain), 
15 amps (fast) 20<>60 amps (boost mode) that quickly brings deeply 
discharged battery back to life • ENGINE START: has 275 amp (12V) or 
125 amp (6V) boost capability

12V / 24V BATTERY
CHARGER - 250A ENGINE START
• CHARGING RATES: 4 amps (maintain), 15 amps (fast) 10<>50 
amps 12V | 10<>30 amps 24V (boost mode) that quickly brings deeply 
discharged battery back to life • ENGINE START: has 250 amp (12V) 
or 150 amp (24V) boost capability 

12V BATTERY
CHARGER - 250A ENGINE START
• CHARGING RATES: 4 amps (maintain), 15 amps (fast) 25<>50 amps 
(boost mode) that quickly brings severely discharged battery back to life 
• ENGINE START: has 250 amp boost capability 

6V / 12V BATTERY CHARGER - 275A ENGINE START

• Microprocessor Controlled Charging Rate 
• Large LCD display allow user to see Volts, Amps, 
 Charge Percentage with a push of a button
• LED indicators and touch pad controls allows 
 user to select battery type, output rate and 
 start/stop interface
• Reverse hook-up protection
• Front mounted extra-long output cables with 
 angled clamps for those hard to reach terminals
• Retractable handle for compact storage
• Engine Start Mode that can be used to jump 
 start your vehicle if the battery is low
• DOE compliant - meeting the highest industry standards

WHEEL CHARGERS
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External Bumper Jumper Kit
Is your vehicles battery not easily accessible 
or difficult to get to? This kit provides you 
with a connection to your battery on the 
outside of your vehicle. Excellent for service 
stations, auto dealers, garages, trucking 
firms, race industry, contractors, farmers 
and ranchers. 
FRN # 52841 .....................$87.49

600 VOLT COPPER
WELDING | BATTERY CABLE
This Class K stranded bare copper conductor 
is jacketed in black Carolprene® EPDM rubber. 
Great for applications requiring 600 volts or 
less. -- Sold by the Foot.
2/0 AWG ....... CRL # 01773 ....... $4.99
1/0 AWG ....... CRL # 01774 ........$3.79
1 AWG .......... CRL # 01775 ....... $2.99
2 AWG .......... CRL # 01776 ....... $2.39
4 AWG .......... CRL # 01777 ....... $1.49

3/8” MALE SURE-GRIP PLUG
Attaches to one end of your jumper/booster 
cables allowing quick connection to bumper 
plate shown above.
FRN # 57701 ....... Black ...... $13.49
FRN # 57902 ........Red ........ $13.49

Parrot Style 
Commercial
Grade Clamps
These zinc plated clamps have heavy-duty 
tension spring and are rated for 500 Amp 
applications. Lug accommodates up to 2 ga 
wire Includes (1) black and (1) red clamp. 
FRN # 54722 ..................... $10.49

900 AMP - 12V Jump Starter / Power Station 
with Built-in Air Compressor
This 900 Peak Amp rechargeable jump starter is ideal for boosting light to medium 
cars and trucks. The 18 Ah battery is capable of delivering up to 400 Cranking Amps 
(CA) or 200 Cold Cranking Amps (CCA). Suitable for Absorbed Glass Mat (AGM), 
GEL and standard lead acid batteries. Has a ton of safety features like: spark-proof 
protection, accidental reverse polarity protection, overheat protection, power surge, 
overload protector and auto-recovery. If you need portable power for your cell phone, 
tablet or other small electronic device, this jump starter has a USB outlet as well. Or 
use the 12 volt DC power outlet to power 12 volt devices. Has a high-intensity LED 
work light plus a 250 psi air compressor built into this portable power station mak-
ing is perfect for those roadside emergencies. Comes with powder-coated heavy 
duty metal clamps, high-strand double insulation cables, side-mounted holsters with 
cable tracks and a corrosion-proof case with an ergonomic handle. ETL certified.
FRN # 52765................................................................... $134.99

600 AMP 
Lithium Ion Pocket Sized
Jump Starter / Power Pack
• Jump start vehicles ~ 600A Peak / 15,000 mAh
• Safe smart cable/clamps - Spark-Free
• 2.1A + 1A USB ports for charging all USB
  devices, including smartphones & tablets.
• Dimensions: 2.63” × 5.88” × 8.75”
• Schu Eco Energy - DOE compliant
• Contents: (1) SA858 Smart cable with clamps 
  (1) USB to Micro USB charging cable 
  (1) travel bag & manual
DSR # SL1314 ........................$99.99

2200 AMP 
12V DC Jump Starter & 
Portable Electronic Charger
Features high-output AGM battery sets this unit 
apart from the competition. Provides maximum 
jump start power of 525 cranking amps and 350 
cold cranking amps. The 2.1 amp USB port charges 
electronics equipment on-the-go, including cell 
phones, tablets, GPS devices and laptop comput-
ers. Measures: 7.25” x 15.13” x 18.75”.
It’s packed with features like: large easy access 
on/off switch, heads-up LCD screen and reverse 
polarity alarm that alerts you if your jump starter is 
connected incorrectly. Has built-in AC charger so 
you can simply plug in a household extension cord 
to recharge from practically anywhere.
DSR # DSR114 ........................$209.99

Detachable Leads
Power pack doubles 
as personal device 
charger

BOOSTER CABLES

PARROT STYLE CLAMPS
2 Gauge | 24’ Long 
DEK # 00161 .................$124.99 
2 Gauge | 20’ Long 
DEK # 00183 ................. $107.99
4 Gauge | 20’ Long 
DEK # 00163 ...................$79.99
2 Gauge | 16’ Long 
DEK # 00337 ...................$82.99

ALLIGATOR STYLE CLAMPS
Made in the USA by quality craftsman in Pennsylvania. Feature tangle-free dual cable 
construction with thermoplastic elastomer (TPE) cable insulation and 100% copper 
conductors. Has patented E-Z Reach Alligator style clamps
2 Gauge | 20’ Long Booster Cables ..................DEK # 07044 ..... $109.99
4 Gauge | 20’ Long Booster Cables ..................DEK # 00159 ....... $81.99
4 Gauge | 16’ Long Booster Cables ..................DEK # 00170 ....... $69.99
4 Gauge | 12’ Long Booster Cables ..................DEK # 00164 ........$59.99

 • Jump start vehicles quickly ~ 1000A Peak
• Ultra-light design ~ 75% lighter than the lead-acid jump starters 

• Safe smart cable/clamps ~ provide Spark-free protection.
• Works with 12V AGM, gel and standard batteries including power sports and motorcycles.

• Scrolling LCD display provides step-by-step instructions to properly jump start your battery.
• Dimensions: 2.75” × 7.88” × 10.75” • SchuEco Energy - DOE compliant

 DSR # SL1316 ............................................................................. $142.99   

COMPLETE WITH 
(1) 12V DC adaptor

  (1) 12V DC port adaptor 
(1) AC wall charger 

(1) battery clamp adaptor
(1) USB to Micro USB adaptor

(1) handy travel case
(1) manual

1000 AMP
  Lithium Ion Jump Starter &
Portable Electronic Charger

A

A

B

B

C

C

D

D

E

E

2A USB Port
Charges USB 
devices, including 
smartphones, MP3 
players & tablets

Ultra-Bright LED Light
Use as a work light or flash 
as a hazard signal

# 07044
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HAMMER-STYLE
CABLE CRIMPER 
This portable crimping tool 
allows you to crimp connectors 
by striking the anvil with a 
hammer. Features a locking 
lever for easy loading. 
16 to 4/0 Gauge Wire
SWC # WTT7 ..................... $38.99
8 to 4/0 Gauge Wire
DEK # 05410 ..................... $15.99

9” Cable Cutter
Precision made from high carbon, drop forged 
steel. Features heat treated and closely mat-
ed cutters that cuts up to 4/0 aluminum and 
2/0 soft copper (but not designed for steel or 
ACSR cable).  Channellock blue comfort grips 
provide better leverage and extra comfort.
CNL # 911 .......................... $24.69
• Wilmar 10” Cable Cutter
PRT # W30729 .................. $14.99

HEAVY DUTY REPLACEMENT 
BATTERY TERMINALS
These lead alloy clamps fit either the positive or 
negative battery posts. Adjustable plate fits 6 to 
1 gauge cable. 

Top Post Terminals
Comes 10 terminals on a display card.
DEK # 00369 ......................$11.99
Side Post Terminals
Comes 8 terminals on a display card.
DEK # 00192 ....................... $9.99

Battery
Terminal Spreader
Spreads and cleans battery clamps
in one quick operation.
DEK # 00255 ........................$7.69

Battery 
Terminal & 
Wiper Arm 
Puller
This dual purpose puller 
is designed to easily remove 
battery terminals from the post without 
damaging the battery. By tightening the 
knurled cone, it forces the jaws underneath 
the bottom edge of the cable clamp for excel-
lent grip. Turn the ‘T’ screw to lift clamp off 
terminal. Also removes bolted-on windshield 
wiper arms that fit over a tapered spline. 
LIS # 54150 ....................... $23.49

12V Battery Alternator Tester
• Microprocessor Controlled ~ means easy and 
accurate load test with no need to time yourself
• LCD digital display with push button interface
• 3 Colored LED’s indicate test results:
  Green = OK
  Green & Yellow = OK & Recharge
  Yellow = Recharge Battery
  Yellow & Red = Recharge & Retest
  Red = Bad Cell 
• ERROR on the screen means clamps 
  are not connected properly
• Built-in voltmeter tests battery’s state of
  charge and alternator’s output voltage 
• Dimensions: 2.38” × 9.5” × 10.75”
DSR # BTF-250 .................$119.99

Battery
Terminal Clamp Pliers
Serrated jaws with offset handle design for 
working in tight spaces.
LIS # 55240 ....................... $14.49

Battery Carrier
Spring-action handle turns 
lifting power into battery 
gripping power. Sturdy steel 
saw-tooth jaws securely grips 
the battery just below the top 
lip. Will lift and carry nearly 
all types of batteries from 
motorcycle to marine. 

LIS # 57850

$1549

BATTERY 
TERMINAL 
SPRAYS
Clean and protect 
your battery 
terminals, battery 
casings, cables 
connectors, bulk-
head connectors 
and hold downs. 

Battery Cleaner
Instantly detects leaks and neutralizes acid.
CRC # 5023 ......................... $3.99
Battery Terminal Protector
Prevents corrosion buildup on battery terminals.
CRC # 5046 ......................... $6.49

Ratcheting Battery
Terminal Combo Wrench
Has a 5/16” and 10mm reversible ratcheting 
box wrench to fit O.E. side and top terminals. 
BCI torque value for side terminals: 70-90 inch-
pounds & 50-70 inch-pounds for top terminals
DEK # 08861 ....................... $4.99

40 Pc. Dual Wall Adhesive Lined Heat Shrink...... GRO # 83-6535 .. $65.99
Provides superior protection from moisture and other harmful chemicals. 4-to-1 shrink ratio. 
Kit includes: (12) 1/16” - 3/16” • (12) 3/16” - 1/4” • (10) 1/4” - 3/8” • (6), 1/2” - 5/8” 
all in 6” overall length. Handy storage tray. 

43 Pc. Multi-Colored Heat Shrink Kit ..................SWC # HST1A ... $45.99
Includes 6” thin wall polyolefin tubes with 2-to-1 shrink ratio. 

106 Pc. Weatherproof Heat Shrink Kit ..................PRT # W541..... $24.99
Adhesive lined inner wall seals out moisture. 3-to-1 shrink ratio. 
Sizes include: 1/8”, 3/16”, 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 1/2” in a handy storage case.

171 Pc. Heat Shrink Assortment .......................... PRT # W540 .... $13.99
These UL Approved polyolefin shrink tubes provide protection and insulation for solder 
connections and components. 2-to-1 shrink ratio with flame or heat gun. Includes various diam-
eters and lengths from 1-3/16’’ to 39-3/8’’. Two-tier storage case for great organization.

Liquid Electrical Tape w/ Brush-top Applicator ..... LOC # 85120 .......$7.99
Weatherproof  quick drying black coating for wiring and electrical connections where a roll tape 
or shrink tubing can’t get to. Goes on as a liquid and dries to a vinyl polymer. Resists dirt, dust, 
chemicals, moisture, ensuring that connections stay intact. -- 4 oz. brush-top can

CONNECTION PROTECTION
# W541

# 85120 # 83-6535 # HST1A

# W540

HYDRAULIC ACTION CABLE CRIMPER KITS
With these professional crimpers, you can now build custom wiring, crimp terminal lugs on 
battery cables, and attach terminal ends or butt connectors. Consistent repeatable crimps 
performance every time. Includes crimping dies that can be changed quickly and hassle-free. 
The C-shaped head makes this tool very simple to operate at different angles with different 
assortment of connectors. Features a large round knob for easy ram retraction. 

Crimping Force: 45KN (10,116 lbf) .................... TTN # 11980 ......$74.99
Includes 9 dies to crimp: AWG# 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0. 

Crimping Force: 70KN (15,736 lbf) .................... TTN # 11981 ..... $89.99
Includes 8 dies to crimp: AWG# 6, 4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, 4/0.

On/Off Retractor 
Control Knob

NO detached dies to purchase or loose. Compound action exerts 5-tons of force 
making it ideal for copper & aluminium terminals, lugs, and splice connectors. Rotating 
Dies - by pushing the pivot pin you can quick adjustable the die sizes to accommodate various 
size terminals and lugs. Diamond shaped crimp completely compresses cable to form a solid mass 
assuring a low resistance connection. Features metal handles with black comfort grips.

25” Handle Crimping Tool • Crimps 6 gauge – 250 MCM range
SWC # WTT10 .............................................................................. $239.99
18” Handle Crimping Tool • Works for 8-gauge to 4/0-gauge cables
DEK # 05409 ................................................................................ $289.99

Limited
Inventory
Available!

PROFESSIONAL MULTI-FUNCTION
HEAVY DUTY CRIMPING TOOLS

# WTT10

# 05409
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ELECTRIC HEAT GUN
1550 Watt ‘D’ Handle Heat Gun
Features 16 CFM of air delivery with variable 
temperature heat control settings between 120° to 
1100° F. Built-in overload protection that shuts the 
heating element down to prevents burn up. Innovative 
kickstand support for greater stability and prevents 
tip over’s. Lightweight , compact design weighs only 
2.1 lbs and has 10’ long power cord.
DEW # D26950......................$79.99

1600 Watt Industrial Heat Gun
Provides 6 SCFM air delivery from a generous 1” dia. 
aluminum nozzle and rugged cast housing. 3-position 
rocker switch allows you to select between  Cool, Hot 
& Off. High temperature range of 1000° to 1100°F 
plus has a cool air selection. Includes a detachable 
3-position steel base for hands free operation.
PRT # W50078 ...................... $89.99

2-Speed Dual Temp Heat Gun
Features: dual temperature control switch 
(572° & 932°) to meet all of your project needs. 
Has lightweight pistol grip double insulated 
housing. Includes 6’ power cord and hang ring 
for convenient storage.
PRT # W50076 ..................... $22.99

4 Pc. Universal Heat Gun Nozzle Set
Expand the functionality of your heat gun with 
these universal adapters. Used for controlling the 
flow of air and focusing heat to the desired area. 
Fits heat guns with 1-3/8” nozzles. Set includes air 
spreader, reducer, scraper and deflector adapters.
PRT # W50076A......................$4.69

FIREPOWER® 
SELF LIGHTING HAND TORCHES 
Simply pull of the trigger to light the torch. Has a trigger guard to protect 
against accidental light ups. A trigger lock holds flame for extended periods. 
Features: ergonomic easy grip handle made of high impact plastic, a stain-
less steel burn tube with brass tip, and a 180º swivel tip for easy positioning. 
Can be used with MAPP or Propane fuel without changing the orifice.
Preset Flame | Torch Only .............................VIC # 0387-0463 .....$49.99
Adjustable Flame | Torch Only ......................VIC # 0387-0465 .....$59.99
Self Lighting Hand Torch Kit | Preset Flame ....VIC # 0387-0464 .....$58.99
Kit Includes: auto igniting hand torch (#0387-0463) and 14.1 oz. propane fuel cylinder 
(#0387-0436) in a clear blister package for ease of merchandising. 

Propane Heat Gun | Torch Kit
This torch head connects to a disposable pro-
pane cylinder (not included) and has automatic 
ignition and a nozzle guard. Adjustable heat 
output from 842°F to 1,022°F for various appli-
cations. A rotating stand stabilizes torch with 
the head in the vertical position for hands-free 
use. Includes (1) spreader nozzle for larger 
area coverage and (1) deflector nozzle.
TTN # 51886 ........................ $66.99

14.1 oz. Propane Fuel Cylinder
This replacement cylinder fits almost all standard torches. Can also be 
used for many camping items such as stoves, lanterns and heaters.
VIC # 0387-0436 .......................................... $9.99

14.1 oz. MAP / Pro Fuel Cylinder
Provides a significant increase in burning temperature and 
faster heat transfer than propane fuel. Designed for heavy-du-
ty soldering of copper pipes, brazing and basic heat-treating.
VIC # 0916-0122 ...............................$9.99

1 oz. Premium Butane Fuel Refill
Has universal precision refill tip.
FRN # 54822 ......................................$4.99

#
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3 Flint Striker
Dependable ignition 
under all working condi-
tions. Made of high-
tensile strip steel with 
a triple flint head that 
rotates to new flint 
quickly for added 
convenience. Flints 
are replaceable.

1” Wide 
Carbon & Gasket Scraper
Excellent for removing gaskets, seals, car-
bon build-up and more. Features chrome 
vanadium shaft with wide scraper 
blade and comfortable grip handle. 
11” overall length.
TTN # 12462 ............$4.99 
PRT # W234C .........$4.49

# 12462

# W234C

FRN # 86103

$529RIGID 
STAINLESS 
STEEL SCRAPERS
These scrapers have a rigid stainless steel blade 
for extreme durability. Features a comfortable soft 
grip TPR grip handle with Go-Thru™ blade and metal 
striker end-cap for added strength.

1-1/4” Straight Blade
TTN # 11500 .......................... $4.99
1-1/4” Offset Blade
TTN # 11508........................... $4.99
3” Offset Blade
TTN # 11504 .......................... $8.49

Continuous
Metal

Blades

BUTANE MINI TORCHES
These compact pocket sized microtorches 
produce an adjustable, wind resistant blue 
flame that delivers temperatures up to 2500°F 
| 1300°C. Pinpoint flame makes it a smart 
choice for melting solder, small brazing rod, 
heat shrinking & terminating, jewelry repair, 
BBQ, baking and many other applications. Has 
built-in self-igniting system with safety lock and 
refillable butane “fuel cell”.

Palm Sized Model
Dimensions: 2.65”L x 1.05” W x 4.60” H
FRN # 54823 ......................... $17.49
Flame Thrower w/ Stand-up Base
Dimensions: 7.60” H x 5.40” W x 1.40” D
PRT # W2002 ........................$14.99

FREE
DCB204 with DCE530P1 
PURCHASE

4.0 Ah
20V MAX* XR 
Lithium-Ion Battery

20V MAX*
LITHIUM ION

BATTERY
5 Ah

Li-Ion

DEW # DCE530P1

$22499

# DCE530P1 Includes: 
(1) DCE530B cordless heat gun - (1) 20V MAX* 5.0Ah 
lithium-ion battery pack - (1) household fast charger
(1) flat nozzle attachment - (1) hook nozzle attachment.

From heat shrinking wire tubing to paint and decal removal, this cordless heat gun gets the job done. 
Delivers up to 990°F (532C) max temperature output. The switch located on the top of the tool allows 
you to choose between two temperature heat settings and has a specialty lock on feature for hands 
free operation. Delivers 7 CFM. air output. On the low heat setting 
you can get up to 42 minutes of runtime with a fully charged 5.0 Ah 
battery. Includes two nozzle attachments.

CORDLESS HEAT GUN KIT

RETAIL VALUE
$12999
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MELTING ICE
& SNOW

Fireman Portable
Propane Torch Kit

This UL listed 500,000 BTU torch kit has hundreds of 
practical uses. Hooks up to any standard 20 lbs. barbe-

cue grill-type propane tank. Has a 36” all-steel handle 
with a 3” bell and a brass control knob that will not lock 

or freeze during use. The 10’ hose has a universal CGA-
510 L.P. connection with POL safety valve. Includes flint 

striker that ensures swift and safe ignition every time.
FRN # 1723 .................................... $64.99

3-IN-1 
WELDING GLOVES
Made of premium grade goatskin leather with 
4” cuff. The lightweight construction and 
strategic reinforcements makes it excellent 
for MIG, TIG and Stick applications. Under the 
goatskin you will find an aluminized Mylar® 
layered between foam insulated lining. Cotton 
liner naturally allows your skin to breath to 
keep it cool All this combines for exceptional 
heat protection up to 250 AMPs. Comfort and 
protection all in one garment. 
FRN # 53412 .....Medium ..... $15.99
FRN # 53413 ...... Large ...... $15.99
FRN # 53414 .....X-Large ..... $15.99

SHOE HANDLE WIRE BRUSHES
These brushes have a 10-1/4” wooden shoe
style handle that features .013” wire bristles 
in 4 x 16 rows.
Brass FRN # 70519 $4.49
Stainless Steel FRN # 70520 $5.29
Carbon Steel FRN # 70505 $3.29

Silver Streak®
Welders Pencils - 2 Pack
Marks resistant to torch flames; will not rub off or 
burn off like soapstone. Writes on surfaces such 
as wood, tile, metal and plastic. Waterproof.
FRN # 70794 ...........................$2.99

Kit Includes: Oxygen regulator (87090) 
• Acetylene regulator (87091) 
• Torch handle (87093) 
• Cutting attachment (87092) 
• Goggles (55311) 
• Flint Lighter (86102) 
• Check Valves (87151) 
• T-grade hose (3/16” x 20 ft.) 
• Cutting tip #0 (60447) 
• Welding Tip #0 (87822)

Medium Duty 
Oxy-Acetylene Torch Kit

This Victor style medium duty torch 
kit is ideal for maintenance, fabrica-
tion, plumbing and do-it-yourselfers. 

Welding Material Thickness: up to 3/8” 
while Cutting Material Thickness: up 

to 4” (w/ optional tips).

These flexible synthetic rubber 
hoses are color coded; Green for 

Oxygen and Red for Acetylene gas 
only. Has a maximum pressure of 

200 PSI with “B-B” size (9/16” - 18) 
fittings. Non-staining coupling ensures 

that brass fitting will not discolor. Open 
steam vulcanization curing process 

does not require pin pricking and offers 
improved cover and reinforcement 

adhesions for longer hose life.

3/16” ID Hose x 25’ Length ..........FRN # LB253 ......... $31.49
3/16” ID Hose x 50’ Length ...........FRN # LB503 ......... $51.49

1/4” ID Hose x 25’ Length................FRN # LB254 ......... $32.49
1/4” ID Hose x 50’ Length ..................FRN # LB504 ......... $50.99

GRADE R - TWIN WELDING HOSES

FRN # 1705

$27999

ROOFING

STRIPPING
PAINT

Provides an economical solution for light exposure to 
sparks and spatter. Relaxed fit design offers comfort for 
all-day wearability. Constructed of durable 9 oz. 100% 
cotton flame retardant Weldlite™ fabric. This 30” long 
jacket features snap front closure and wrist. Collar can 
be stood up for additional neck protection. Maintains 
flame-resistant properties for up to 25 commercial 
washings or 50 home washings.

Large - 48” to 50” Chest
FRN # 57214 .........................$20.99
X-Large - 52” to 54” Chest
FRN # 57215 .......................... $21.99
2X-Larger - 56” to 58” Chest
FRN # 57216 .........................$24.49

FULL FACE 
GRINDING SHIELDS
These lightweight safety shields provide 
eye and face protection while grinding and 
cutting. Comes complete with high-impact 
lenses and ratchet-type headgear. Meets or 
exceed ANSI Z87.1 specifications.
FRN # 58605 ....... Clear ...... $19.99
FRN # 58606 ....... Green ..... $20.99

MAGNETIC WELDING JIGS
Ideal “3rd hand” for holding objects while tack 
welding, soldering, installing pipe, marking a 
project for assembly, or as a floater to separate 
steel plates. The strong non-switchable magnetic 
holds any ferrous metal object firmly in place. 
Magnets have 45°, 90°, and 135° angles.

Small - holds up to 25 lbs.
Dimensions: 4-3/4” x 3-1/4”
FRN # 70716 ....................... $4.79
Medium - holds up to 50 lbs. w/ Hole
Dimensions: 6-1/4” x 4”
FRN # 70717 .........................$7.69
Large - holds up to 75 lbs. w/ Hole
Dimensions: 7-1/2” x 4-13/16”
FRN # 70715 ........................ $8.99

Standard
Length
Oxy-Acetylene Tip Cleaner  
Can be used to clean welding and cutting 
tips, clean sprinkler and shower heads, gas 
range burners and more. Contains 13 sizes 
(6 thru 27) and dressing tool in a pocket 
sized aluminum case.
FRN # 86120 ....................... $5.99

Blacksmith Hammer
2-1/2 pound hammer has jacketed fiberglass 
handle for greater strength and durability. 
Forged from high-quality hardened and tem-
pered steel with ground and polished faces.
STA # 56-218 .................... $35.99

Multi-Purpose Welder’s Plier
This plier is designed to remove spatter from 
the nozzle both inside and out, plus cleans 
nozzle end. You are also able to remove and 
install tips, nozzles and insulation bushings and 
draw and cut wire. It even works as a hammer. 
Cutting edge is precision machined and laser 
heat treated for lasting performance. 
CNL # 360 ......................... $23.59

Cool, 
Comfortable 
& Washable!

FIRE RETARDENT WELDING JACKETS 
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INFRARED THERMOMETERS

24 OZ. SPICES & DRY RUBS
Become your own gourmet chef in second with these 
unique blends of spices that seals in the juices keeping 
the meat moist. Can be used on any meat like chicken, 
pork, beef, turkey, fish, etc. Gluten free. Contains no MSG.
PIT # 50524 .......... Champion Chicken ......... $15.99
PIT # 50525 ..........Mandarin Habanero ......... $15.99
PIT # 50531 ....... Tennessee Apple Butter ...... $15.99
PIT # 50533 ........Chop House Steak Rub....... $15.99
PIT # 50534 ............. Hickory Bacon ............ $15.99
PIT # 50535 ............ Sweet Heat Rub ........... $15.99
PIT # 50538 .......... Raspberry Chipotle ......... $15.99

SRP # OAK ............................... 100% Oak ......................... 40 lbs .... $24.99
SRP # CHERRY ....................... 100% Cherry ....................... 40 lbs .... $24.99
SRP # HICKORY .....................100% Hickory....................... 40 lbs .... $24.99
SRP # MHC ............ 33% Maple / 33% Hickory / 33% Cherry ...... 40 lbs .... $24.99
SRP # OHC ..............33% Oak / 33% Hickory / 33% Cherry ........ 40 lbs .... $24.99

Pellet grills are becoming more 
and more popular in the BBQ 
world. Smoke Ring BBQ pellets 
are created with professional res-
taurateurs and BBQ smoke enthu-
siasts looking for that consistent 
smoke flavor. Each bag contains 
100% species of wood that is true 
to its label and contain no fillers, 
no added binders, no glues or 
flavoring oils. Made specifically 
for BBQ Pellet Grills with a 7/32” 
dia. die. Five species of wood 
and blends to choose from or mix 
your own blend.

3-PANEL GRILLGRATE KITS
• These kits include a GrillGrate Spatula.
13-3/4” Kit .........OZK # RSS13.75 .....$59.99
16-1/4” Kit .........OZK # RSS16.25 .....$69.99
18-1/2” Kit ..........OZK # RSS18.5 ......$73.99

2-PANEL GRILLGRATE KITS
• These kits include a GrillGrate Spatula.
19-1/2” Kit ....... OZK # RGG19.25K ...$59.99
20” Kit ............... OZK # RGG20K .....$59.99

SINGLE PANEL GRILLGRATES
13-3/4” Single .....OZK # 13.75GG...... $19.99
18-1/2” Single ..... OZK # 18.5GG ......$22.99
19-1/2” Single .... OZK # 19.25GG .....$24.99
24” Single .............OZK # 24GG ........$29.99

GRATE GRIDDLES
Lay on top of your GrillGrate panels 
or interlock them allowing seamless 
integration. Griddle doubles as a defroster 
plate for quicker thawing of frozen foods. 
Made from hard anodized aluminum that will never rust.
13-3/4”L x 9-3/8”W ....... OZK # GRIDDLE13.75 ........$19.99
18-1/2”L x 9-3/8”W  ....... OZK # GRIDDLE18.8 ....... $26.99

GrillGrates provide a new and improved grilling surface by either completely replacing existing grates 
in your grill, or by simply placing them on top of your factory grates. These grates amplify heat, block 
flare-ups, retains juices and distributes heat much more evenly. Say goodbye to hot spots, weak sears 
and charred meat when you install these. Now you can have restaurant quality presentation and flavor 
right from your own backyard!

GRILLGRATE
GRILLING UTINSELS
These tools are uniquly designed to fit 
and slide thru channels of GrillGrates.
GrillGrate Spatula
OZK # WGTOOL ..... $12.99
GrillGrate Tongs
OZK # WGTONG ......$19.99
GrillGrate Detailing & Scrape Tool
OZK # SCRAPER .......$7.99
GrillGrate Cleaning Brush
OZK # GBRUSH .......$15.99

# WGTOOL

# WGTONG

# GBRUSH

#
 S

C
R

A
PE

R

GRILL GRATES

GrillGrates fit

Pit Boss grills p
erfectly!

PIT # 50504 ......... Champion Chicken ........... $5.99
PIT # 50605 ...... Mandarin Habanero Rub ........ $5.99
PIT # 50610 ........Sweet Heat Rub & Grill ......... $5.99
PIT # 50611 ............Apple Butter Rub ............ $5.99
PIT # 50613 ........Chop House Steak Rub......... $5.99
PIT # 50614 .......... Hickory Bacon Rub ........... $5.99
PIT # 50618 ....... Raspberry Chipotle Rub ........ $5.99
PIT # 50612 .........Spice Variety 6-Pack ........ $35.99

PIT BOSS SPICES & RUBS
There is a perfect spice for everything. Versatile as a rub, applied 
evenly over entire surface of meat before cooking. Can also be 
used in a marinade, or simply as seasoning for beef, pork, fish, 
poultry, or vegetables. Gluten free. Contains no MSG. 5oz each.

HARDWOOD PELLETS
100% natural hardwood pellets. Raw 
wood is sourced across North America 
to make a superior product. No artificial 
flavors, additives, spray scents, glues or 
chemicals are in our pellets making it better 
for the environment and better for your 
family. Be sure to try the competition 
blend made from a combo of maple, 
hickory and cherry.

Competition Blend
PIT # 55435

Apple
PIT # 55433

Cherry
PIT # 55434

Hickory
PIT # 55436

Mesquite
PIT # 55438
Tennessee Oak
PIT # 55440

40
POUND BAGS

YOUR
CHOICE

$2399

SMOKE RING
BBQ PELLETS

P R E M I U M

 TTN # 51408 ....... -58° to +1202° Fahrenheit Hi-Temp Model .........$33.99
(-50 to +650°C) with accuracy of +/– 2%. ~ 8:1 spot ratio 

 PRT # W89720 ........... -4° to +968°  Fahrenheit Model .................$69.99
(-20 to +520° C) with accuracy of +/– 2% or 3 degrees ~ 8:1 spot ratio

 PRT # W89721 ............-58° to +380°  Fahrenheit Model ................$29.99
(-50 to +380° C) with accuracy of +/– 2% or 3 degrees ~ 8:1 spot ratio

NON-CONTACT W/ DIGITAL DISPLAYS READ BOTH FAHRENHEIT & CELSIUS
These tools operate by measuring the radiated and absorbed energy from the surface and then translates 
it to an easy-to-read digital temperature display. Just aim and squeeze the trigger and it reads surface 
temperature in less than a second. Uses a single laser guide sighting system for precise measuring. 
Features backlit screen for low light locations and includes 9 volt battery.

A

A

B

B

C

C

Check or
Troubleshoot...

Engines, Cooling & Refrigeration 
Systems, Brakes, Tires, Electrical 
Panels, Defective Transformers, 

Asphalt, Concrete & Kitchen 
Cooking Applications just to 

mention a few



820SC ENCLOSED CABINET
WOOD PELLET GRILL
• Total Cooking Area: 818 sq/in.
• Hopper Capacity: 19 lbs.
• Burger Capacity: 42 total (4”)
• Flame Broiler Slide Plate

1000SC ‘THE ULTIMATE’
ENCLOSED CABINET
WOOD PELLET GRILL
• Total Cooking Area: 1,008 sq/in.
• Hopper Capacity: 31 lbs.
• Burger Capacity: 58 total (4”)
• Flame Broiler Slide Plate
• Meat Probe w/ Precise Temp Control

RANCH HAND TAILGATER
WOOD PELLET GRILL
• Total Cooking Area: 465 sq/in.
• Hopper Capacity: 5 lbs.
• Burger Capacity: 20 total (4”)
• Flame Broiler Slide Plate

700SC ENCLOSED CABINET
WOOD PELLET GRILL
• Total Cooking Area: 700 sq/in.
• Hopper Capacity: 21 lbs.
• Burger Capacity: 32 total (4”)
• Flame Broiler Slide Plate

1000SC GRILL COVER
PIT # 73750 ..........$53.99

820SC GRILL COVER
PIT # 73821 ..........$53.99

700SC GRILL COVER
PIT # 73701 ..........$53.99

RANCH HAND GRILL COVER
PIT # 73440 .........$53.99

6-PACK
DISPOSABLE
FOIL BUCKET LINERS
Clean-up made easy! Line the 
interior of your grease bucket so 
you never have to wipe it out again. 
Simple toss, replace and grill on.
PIT # 67292 ..........$4.99

A

A

B

B

C

D

PIT # 72751

$69999

PIT # 72820SC

$64999

PIT BOSS GRILLS5YEARWARRANTY

Operate Pit Boss grills by simply 
filling the hopper with pellets, and 
turning the temperature control to the 
desired cooking temperature, (180° 
to 500°) and the grill will automati-
cally light itself and adjust the pellet 
feed rate to maintain the cooking 
temperature.

Precise temperature control along 
with fan forced convection cooking means 
you can rely on even heat to lock in the 
juices without the need for a rotisserie. 

Uses 100% hardwood BBQ pellets instead 
of charcoal, propane or gas which allows 
you to enjoy the amazing wood flavor with 
a simple twist of a dial.

Designed and built to last with heavy-duty 
16 guage steel construction, but priced to 
fit anyone’s budget.

C

PIT # 72700SC

$57999

Pitboss grills are not just 
smokers! Enable direct 
heat by sliding this plate 
featured in all Pit Boss 
grills. Having both direct 
and in-direct heat means 
you can charbroil steak, 
slow smoke ribs and bris-
kets or make wood fired 
pizza all from one grill!

Sliding Plate for
Direct Grilling

D

# 72444

PIT # 72444

$39999

Fold-&-Go Leg
Construction for Easy
Portability & Storage!
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GrillGrates fit

Pit Boss grills p
erfectly!
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15000 Watt V-Twin Gas Generator
w/ Electric Start (12000 watt continuous)
When the lights go out you need a safe and reliable source of 
standby power. This 15,000 Peak and 12,000 Running Watt Generator 
is there to provide you a power source for home backup, job sites, 
recreation, and more. Features a heavy-duty steel frame roll cage 
with isolation pads for smooth operation. Has 2 large, never flat 
wheels and fold down handles to make moving this unit around 
easy. A top mounted lifting bar provides safe loading and unloading. 
Beside the receptacles shown above the control panel includes push 
button start switch, automatic transfer switch, 3 into 1 digital meter 
and main breaker switch to keep everything safe. The 10.5 Gal. fuel 
tank with fuel gauge provides 11-hours running time at load. Full EPA 
Compliance allows for operation in all 50 States. 
713cc V-Twin Ducar Engine: accepts high demand continuous run 
applications with ease. The 4-stroke, OHV, air cooled engine is 
equipped with low oil sensor/shutdown and ultra quiet muffler sys-
tem. Has electric push button start and manual recoil backup.
PSR # PG15KVTW ................................... $2,399.99

10000 Watt Gas Generator
w/ Electric Start
(8000 watt continuous)
The most powerful in its class and capable 
of operating up to five (5) major appliances 
at one time. The 420cc OHV gasoline engine 
can operate at a quiet 77 dB for up to 12 hours 
on a single 8 gallon tank of gas. Features 
electric push-button start with maintenance 
free battery. Outlets: (4) 120V outlets - (1) 
120/240 volt twist-lock outlet - (1) 30 amp RV 
outlet - (1) 50 amp receptacle - (1) 12 volt DC 
output (trickle).
PSR # PG10000 ................$987.79

7500 Watt Gas Generator
w/ Electric Start
(6000 watt continuous)
Provides enough watts to operate up to four 
(4) major appliances at one time. The 420cc 
OHV gasoline engine can operate at a quiet 
74 dB for up to 13 hours on a single 6.6 gal-
lon tank of gas. Features electric push-button 
start with maintenance free battery.
Outlets: (4) 120V outlets - (1) 120/240 volt 
twist-lock outlet - (1) 120 volt twist-lock 
outlet - (1) 12 volt DC output (trickle).
PSR # PG7500 ................. $849.99

5250 Watt Gas Generator
(4250 watt continuous)
Large enough to power two (2) major appli-
ances and numerous other devices, yet ideal 
to take to the job site, camping and tailgating 
events. The 224cc OHV gasoline engine can 
operate at a quiet 76 dB for up to 8 hours on 
a single 4 gallon tank of gas. Features pull 
start and full power selector switch.
Outlets: (2) 120V outlets - (1) 120/240 volt 
twist-lock outlet - (1) 30 amp RV outlet - (1) 
12 volt DC output (trickle).
PSR # PG5250 ................. $479.99

3250 Watt
Gas Generator
(2500 watt continuous)
This unit is light enough to carry and 
compact enough to fit in the trunk of many 
cars. The 208cc OHV gasoline engine can 
operate at an extremely quiet 68 dB for up 
to 16 hours on a single 4 gallon tank of gas. 
Outlets include: (2) 120V outlets - (1) 12 volt 
DC output (trickle).
PSR # PG3250 ................. $379.99

5250 Watt
Dual-Fuel Generator
Gasoline - 5250W Peak (4250W continuous)
LPG - 4750W Peak (3850W continuous)
This dual fuel generator can operate on gaso-
line or liquid propane. Its patented Switch & 
Go technology allows you to switch from LPG 
to gas or gas to LP while the generator is 
running. The 212cc OHV gasoline engine can 
operate at a quiet 78 dB for up to 9.5 hours 
on a single 4 gallon tank of gas. 10” No Flat 
tires. Features recoil pull start.
Outlets: (2) 120V outlets - (1) 120/240 volt 
twist-lock outlet - (1) 30 amp RV outlet - (1) 
12 volt DC output terminals to charge auto-
motive batteries (trickle).
PSR # PG5250B ............... $599.99

120 / 240 Volt
50 Amp 
AC receptacle 
(NEMA 14-50R)

120 Volt
30 Amp AC
Twistlock receptacle 
(NEMA L5-30R)

120 / 240 Volt
30 Amp AC
Twistlock receptacle 
(NEMA L14-30R)

x2 120 Volt Duplex
x2 120 Volt GFCI 
(NEMA 5-20R)

SMALL ENGINE
PRE-MIXED FUEL
Prevents ethanol-related 
issues that fuel stabilizers 
can’t fix. This 2-cycle fuel is 
ready to use and premixed 
with highest quality 100% 
synthetic oil. Provide easier, 
more dependable starts and 
better throttle response with 
increased power. 
NO MEASURING, 
NO MIXING, NO MESS – 
JUST POUR IT IN!

PRI # 6235 ..... 50:1 Quart .......$7.89 
PRI # 6295 ..... 40:1 Quart .......$7.89

These 100% copper, 3 wire extension cords are designed for construction and industrial use. They 
have high visibility flexible PVC jacket to withstand temperatures below freezing, plus rough service, 
chemicals, moisture, and ozone. Comes an assortment of colors.

12 Gauge
Triple Tap
Extension Lead
Measures 2 foot length. Heavy-duty lighted 
triple-outlet lets you see when the power is on.
SOS # 12/3-2TT .................. $8.99

3 Wire Grounded
Electrical Plugs
These yellow 15 amp,
125 volt - 3 prong straight 
blade plugs are designed to withstand impact, 
corrosion & chemicals. UL/ CSA certified.
FLT # FT515PV000 .....Male .... $4.99
FLT # FT515CV000 ... Female .. $6.99

POWER-ON™ LIGHTED EXTENTION CORDS

SOS # 12/3-25 ......... 25 ft .......12 Gauge .......$24.99
SOS # 14/3-25 ......... 25 ft .......14 Gauge ........$17.99
SOS # 16/3-25 ......... 25 ft .......16 Gauge ....... $11.99
SOS # 10/3-50 ......... 50 ft .......10 Gauge ....... $74.99 
SOS # 12/3-50 ......... 50 ft .......12 Gauge ....... $39.99
SOS # 14/3-50 ......... 50 ft .......14 Gauge ....... $29.99
SOS # 16/3-50 ......... 50 ft .......16 Gauge ....... $19.99
SOS # 10/3-100 ...... 100 ft ......10 Gauge .... $122.99 
SOS # 12/3-100 ...... 100 ft ......12 Gauge ....... $69.99
SOS # 14/3-100 ...... 100 ft ......14 Gauge .......$49.99
SOS # 16/3-100 ...... 100 ft ......16 Gauge ....... $39.99

2-Stroke 1,200 Watt
AC / DC Portable Generator
This 36 lb. generator provides up to 8.5 hours of run 
time, at 1/2 load, from the 1.1 gallon fuel tank. Deliv-
ers 1,200 watts surge, 850 rated wattage continuous. 
Features: a 2 stroke air-cooled, 79cc (2.2hp) engine 
with recoil start system and low oil shutdown. Has 
four rubber feet to reduce vibration and has a quiet 
noise level of 65 decibels. The control/outlet panel 
offers one (1) 120V A/C outlet and one (1) 12V DC 
output. A trickle charge DC cable included.
PSR # PG1202S  .............. $169.99

HYBRID

Gas
Powered
Portable

Generators

Gas
Powered
Portable

Generators
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THE NEXT GENERATION
OF FUEL STORAGE
Midwest Can fuel containers include the 
NEW and exclusive FlameShield Safety Sys-
tem. This system provides a “double layer 
of protection” from accidental fires that can 
result when improperly handling and storing 
gasoline and other flammable liquids.The 
system is comprised of two elements, 1) an 
internal Flame Mitigation device and 2) a 
Quick-Flow Spout™ that locks vapors inside 
the container.
The FlameShield Safety System works 
by creating a fuel-to-oxygen mixture that 
is too rich to ignite if coming in contact 
with sparks or flame. Independent testing 
confirms that fuel cans equipped with flame 
mitigation devices can reduce personal 
injury when containers are improperly used 
around open flame or spark.

Part # Description Color SALE PRICE
BLZ # 1210 ....Gasoline • 1 Gallon - w/ Flame Shield .......Red ....... $12.99
BLZ # 2310 ....Gasoline • 2 Gallon - w/ Flame Shield .......Red ....... $15.49
BLZ # 5610 ....Gasoline • 5 Gallon - w/ Flame Shield .......Red ....... $21.99
BLZ # 7610 ....Kerosene • 5 Gallon - w/ Flame Shield ......Blue ....... $21.99
BLZ # 8610 ....Diesel • 5 Gallon - w/ Flame Shield .........Yellow ..... $21.99

Internal 
Flame 

Mitigation 
Device

Vapor Locking
Quick-Flow 

Spout™

# 8610

# 7610

# 5610

AIR COMPRESSORS

28 Gallon
Oil Lubricated
Creates max. pressure of 115 
PSI while producing CFMs of 
6.4 @ 40 & 5.6 @ 90 PSI
PSR # PCE6280
$349.99

These are great for a wide variety of jobs where air is required, yet compact enough for convenient 
storage. Features all steel, electro-statically painted tank with drain, that is designed for years of use. A 
direct-drive pump means no belts or pulleys to replace for added convenience. Innovative shroud cover 
protects its vital components. Equipped with pressure regulator, easy-to-read dual pressure gauges and 
brass quick connect output coupler.

20 Gallon
Oil Lubricated
Creates max pressure of 115 
PSI while producing CFMs of 
6.2 @ 40 & 5.2 @ 90 PSI
PSR # PCE6200
$299.99

2,700 PSI Gasoline Pressure Washer
High performance 180 CC, 5.0 HP OHV four-stroke OHV gasoline engine 
with a three-piston, axial pump to create 2700 PSI at an incredible 2.3 
GPM resulting in 5980 cleaning units of on-the-job performance. 
Features: 25’ mesh lined, polybutyl pressure hose, pistol grip wand 
assembly with steel lance, (4) quick connect spray nozzles (0°, 25°, 40°, 
soap) detergent siphon tube w/ strainer and 12” never flat tires.
PSR # PWPG2700H19 ..................................... $363.99

2,000 PSI Electric Pressure Washer
With 1.6 GPM and peak pressure of 2000 PSI the 
PWE2000A generates an incredible 3200 cleaning 
units, making it comparable to some expensive 
gasoline units on the market today. 
Features: 13.5 amp motor with 35’ GFCI power 
cord, 25’ high pressure hose with hose reel, pistol 
grip wand assembly has 4-in-1 adjustable nozzle 
(jet stream/oscillating fan/wide fan/low pressure 
soap), on-board detergent tank.

1,800 PSI Electric Pressure Washer
The PWE1801K provides 1800 PSI of pressure and 1.6 
gallons of water per minute for a 2880 cleaning units. 
The 2 HP electric AC motor is matched to a durable axial 
pump for long life and optimum performance. 
Features: 35’ GFCI power cord, 20’ high 
pressure hose, pistol grip wand assembly, 
adjustable spray nozzle from a full fan to 
a direct stream, detergent bottle/nozzle. 
Also includes two oscillating hand-held 
brushes. Ideal for vehicle application while 
the quick connect oscillating floor brush 
makes deck and walk clean-up a snap.

3,100 PSI
Gasoline Pressure Washer
High performance 208 CC, 7.0 HP OHV 
four-stroke OHV gasoline engine with a 
three-piston, axial pump to create 3100 PSI 
at an incredible 2.5 GPM resulting in 7,750 
cleaning units of on-the-job performance 
Features: 30’ braided polybutyl pressure 
hose, pistol grip wand assembly with steel 
lance, (5) quick connect spray nozzles 
(0°,  15°, 25°, 40°, soap), (1) quick connect 
turbo nozzle, on-board detergent tank and 
12” never flat tires.
PSR # PGPW3100H-AT

PSR # PWE1801K

$15799

PSR # PWE2000A

$19999

PSR # PGPW3100H-AT

$48399

#
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These cold water pressure washers are perfect for RV’s, cars, 
trucks, boats, ATV’s, decks, driveways, patios, lawn equipment, 
buildings and other projects around the home. Simple connect 
the pressure washer to a water source using a standard garden 
hose, and you have tremendous cleaning capability anywhere 
you need it. All units are backed by a one year warranty. 
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1/3 HP 2 Gallon
Air Compressor
w/ Accessory Kit
This all steel, electro-statically 
painted model is ideal for smaller 
jobs like tire inflation and using 
low draw air tools like nailers or 
staplers. Creates a max pressure 
of 100 PSI while producing CFMs 
of 1.5 @ 40 & 0.7 @ 90 PSI.
PSR # PCE6021K $99.99

150’ Capacity Cord Reel
Simply hold the inside swivel handle and turn the hand crank. 
This 13” diameter orange cord storage reel is made of heavy duty 
impact resistant plastic and holds up to 150 feet (16 GA.) or 100 
feet (2 GA.) cord. Extension cord not included.
PRT # W2274 ............................................ $5.99

12 Gauge
Retractable Extension Cord Reel
Stores 40 ft. of 12 gauge cord neatly and 
compactly. Features an impact resistant 
housing with no-snag roller guides and spring 
loaded auto-rewind. Has a 2’ cord lead. The 
triple tap grounded outlet provides up to 
15 amp power source. Wall mountable with 
included bracket and hardware.
PRT # W2278 ..................$99.99

Digital Tire Gauge / Inflator
This highly accurate tire tool can be used for both inflating and 
deflating and comes with a calibration certificate. Single button 
operation allows user to select multiple units of measure: (0-174) 
PSI, (0-12) bar, (0-1200) kPa, (0-12) kgF/cm. Features large LCD 
back-lit display with 90 second auto off and aluminum die cast 
body with full rubber cover sleeve to protect against drops and 
bumps. 20” hose with spring guard and straight on chuck.
TRU # 17-877  ..............................................$89.99

# 2310

POWER-ON™ LIGHTED EXTENTION CORDS
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Engineered for commercial or industrial applications. Features thermally stable fully 
cast iron pumps with four rings per piston and hardened steel spring-loaded disc valves 
for maximum performance. Delivers maximum CFM @175 PSI, providing enough power 
to operate more than one air tool or device at a time. Pumps use oversized tapered 
roller bearings and is shipped with synthetic blend non detergent oil for optimum per-

formance and long life. IndustrialAir™ units are backed by a 2-year limited war-
ranty. Features: ASME rated stationary air tank with manual drain, tank 

pressure gauge, clear easy-to-read oil sight glass and uniquely 
designed metal belt guard to improve compressor pump cooling.

TWO-STAGE ELECTRIC COMPRESSORS

SINGLE-STAGE
ELECTRIC
COMPRESSORS

5 HP ELECTRIC MOTORS

Ideal for farmers to do-it-yourselfers. 
The twin cylinder pumps features a 
thermally stable, one-piece cast iron 
crankcase with an aluminium head 
and durable Swedish stainless steel 
reed valves. Pumps use automo-
tive-style ball bearings with a synthetic 
blend oil for optimum performance 
and long life. Backed by a 2-year limit-
ed warranty. Features: ASME rated air 
tank with manual drain, tank pressure 
gauge, 12” cast iron balanced flywheel 
and clear easy-to-read oil sight glass.

   Running Tank  Tank Voltage / CFM @  CFM @ Working Weight  SALE
   (HP) Size Style Phase  100 psi 175 psi Pressure (lbs.)  PRICE
SAN # IV5048055 Oil Lubricated - Belt Drive 5.2 80 Gallon Vertical 240 / 1 17.9 17 145-175 PSI 470 $1,579.99
SAN # IV5038055 Oil Lubricated - Belt Drive 5.5 80 Gallon Vertical 230 (460) / 3 17.9 16.2 145-175 PSI 559 $2,049.99
SAN # IV7518075 Oil Lubricated - Belt Drive 7.5 80 Gallon Vertical 240 / 1 22.1 21.2 145-175 PSI 623 $2,229.99
SAN # IH9919910 Oil Lubricated - Belt Drive 10 120 Gallon Horizontal 230 (460) / 3 35 33.6 145-175 PSI 920 $2,879.99

=  230 Volt factory wired & convertable to 460 Volt

IndustrialAir
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Model # SAN # IPA1882054 SAN # ILA1883054 SAN # ILA3606056
Running HP 1.9 HP 1.9 HP 3.7 HP
Tank Size 20 Gal. Portable 30 Gal. Portable 60 Gallon
Tank Style Horizontal Vertical Vertical
Voltage/Phase 120 (240) / 1 120 (240) 1 240 / 1
CFM @ 40 psi 7.0 7.0 13.4
CFM @ 90 psi 5.7 5.7 11.5
Working Pressure 125-155 psi 125-155 psi 125-155 psi
Weight 148 lbs. 150 lbs. 247 lbs.
Sale Price $595.99 $649.99 $699.99

Part # #165-0320  #165-0321 #165-0322 #165-0328
Running HP 5 HP 7.5 HP 10 HP 10-HP
Duty Cycle 2 Stage 2 Stage 2 Stage 2 Stage GAS
Oil Quantity 6 qts. 6 qts. 12 qts. 6 qts.
Filter Quantity 3 3 6 3
Belt Quantity 2 2 2 2
SALE PRICE $104.99 $119.99 $189.99 $137.99

Automatic Electronic Tank Drain Kit
Automatically drains condensation from any air compressor 
tank. Easy to install - simply choose the desired cycle time 
(0.5 - 45 minutes) then adjust discharge time (0.5 to 
10-seconds). Controller plugs into to 
standard 120V household outlet and 
has LED lights to indicate on/off status. 
Maximum pressure: 230 psi
SAN # 072-0030IA .............$97.99

UP TO4-YEARPUMPWARRANTY

Purchase the corresponding Maintenance Kit 
along with your new Industrial Air compressor, 
saving the receipt. Then simply follow and 
log your maintenance on 
the preventive maintenance 
checklist to validate the 
warranty. The maintenance 
kit includes the required 
components to help 
optimize your compressor’s 
performance and enhance 
equipment longevity.

Excellent for compressors with capacitor start • 
208-230 volt / 1 phase • 5/8” x 1-7/8” keyed shaft 
• Reversible rotation • manual overload reset 
button • Open Drip-Proof enclosure type • Meets 
or exceeds NRCan efficiency requirements.
3,455 rpm - 56H Frame
NAE # D56H5S2C-MO.....$284.99
1,800 rpm - 184T Frame
NAE # D184T5S4C .......... $469.99

=  230 Volt factory wired & convertable to 460 Volt

TWO-STAGE 
MAINTENANCE KITS
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END CAPS
MXL # M8026..................1/2”.................. $11.49
MXL # M8027 ..................3/4”.................. $12.49

MALE THREADED ADAPTERS
MXL # M8001 ......... 1/2” x 3/8” NPTM ........... $6.69
MXL # M8002 ........ 1/2” x 1/2” NPTM ........... $6.99
MXL # M8003 ........ 3/4” x 3/4” NPTM ......... $15.59
MXL # M8005......... 3/4” x 1/2” NPTM ......... $14.49
MXL # M8004 ...........1” x 1” NPTM.............$17.49

SINGLE PORT OUTLETS
MXL # M8101 ............ 1/2” x 1/2” NPTF...........$29.99
MXL # M8101V .......... 1/2” x 3/4” NPTF........... $37.99
• Note: V = With Shut-Off

DUAL PORT OUTLETS
MXL # M8200 ......... 1/2” x (2) 1/2” NPTF ........$35.99
MXL # M8200V ....... 1/2” x (2) 1/2” NPTF ....... $42.99
MXL # M8201 .......... 3/4” x (2) 1/2” NPTF ....... $40.99
MXL # M8201V ....... 3/4” x (2) 1/2” NPTF ........$49.99
MXL # M8203 ........... 1” x (2) 1/2” NPTF ......... $48.99
MXL # M8203V ........ 1” x (2) 1/2” NPTF ..........$54.99
• Note: V = With Shut-Off

FEMALE THREADED ADAPTERS
MXL # M8006 .........1/2” x 1/2” NPTF ............$7.69
MXL # M8007 ..........3/4” x 3/4” NPTF ..........$15.79

BEVELING TOOL
Bevel the inside of the tubing by inserting this 
tool and make at least three full turns. Use with 
1/2”- 3/4”- 1” tubing. 
MXL # M8095 ..............................$7.49

3/4” FILTER & REGULATOR
Large adjustable knob, mounting bracket and 
integrated gauge. 300 CFM. 3/4” NPT port. 175 
max PSI. Adjustable from 0-150 psi. 5-micron filter. 
Manual drain. Reversible flow direction.
MXL # K93217 .......................... $99.99

90° FITTINGS
MXL # M8080 .................1/2”.................... $8.99
MXL # M8067 ..................3/4”.................. $19.99
MXL # M8068 .................. 1” ................... $24.99

INLINE HAND VALVES
MXL # M8038 ..................1/2”.................. $15.99
MXL # M8039 ..................3/4”.................. $30.99
MXL # M8040 .................. 1” ....................$37.99

UNION FITTINGS
MXL # M8020 ..............1/2” x 1” ............... $20.49
MXL # M8021 ..............1/2” x 1/2” ............... $8.99
MXL # M8022..............3/4” x 3/4” ..............$17.69
MXL # M8023................ 1” x 1” ................ $21.49

EQUAL ‘T’ FITTINGS
MXL # M8010 ..................1/2”.................. $11.99
MXL # M8011 ..................3/4”.................. $21.99
MXL # M8012 ................... 1” ................... $25.99

REDUCING ‘T’ FEMALE NPT
MXL # M8019 ...... 1/2” x 1/2” NPT x 1/2” ...... $11.09
MXL # M8078 ...... 3/4” x 1/2” NPT x 3/4” .......$17.49

REDUCING ‘T’ FITTINGS
MXL # M8014 ......... 3/4” x 1/2” x 3/4” ......... $21.69
MXL # M8015 ...........00” x 00” x 00” .......... $16.59
MXL # M8018 ............ 1” x 3/4” x 1” ............ $26.69

PIPE CLIPS (10 PACK)
MXL # M8064 .................1/2”.................... $9.99
MXL # M8065 ..................3/4”.................. $16.49
MXL # M8066 .................. 1” ................... $15.99

MAXLINE MASTER KITS
MaxLine is an industrial compressed air piping system that installs in half the time of traditional methods. 
It is a semi flexible tubing that comes in 100ft or 300ft coils and uses compression fittings for leak proof 
performance. MaxLine piping is designed for efficient installation in diverse settings, from small shops 
and farms to large manufacturing facilities. It delivers clean compressed air, inert gas and vacuum.

1/2” Master Kit with 100 ft Roll • 4” to 6” Bend Radius
Kit includes: (100’) roll of 1/2” MaxLINE tubing with a bend radius of 4”- 6”, (1) T-connector 
fitting, (5) 90° Elbow fittings, (6) Straight connector fittings -1/4” NPTM, (1) Straight connector 
fitting -1/2” NPTM, (1) Machined aluminum compressor block, (4) brass plugs, (3) Machined 
aluminum single port outlet blocks w/ water drain valve, (1) Tubing cutter, (1) Deburr tool.
MXL # M3800 ................................................................................ $199.99

3/4” Master Kit with 100 ft Roll • 8” to 10” Bend Radius
Kit includes: (100’) roll of 3/4” MaxLINE tubing with a bend radius of 6”-8”, (20) Pipe mounting 
clips, (2) T-connector fitting, (4) Straight connector fitting -1/2” NPTM, (3) brass plugs, (3) Ma-
chined aluminum single port outlet blocks w/ water drain valve, (1) Tubing cutter, (1) Deburr tool.
MXL # M7500 ................................................................................. $249.99

3/4” Master Kit with 300 ft Roll • 8” to 10” Bend Radius
Kit includes: (300’) roll of 3/4” MaxLINE tubing with a bend radius of 6”-8”, (20) Pipe mount-
ing clips, (2) T-connector fitting, (4) Straight connector fitting -1/2” NPTM, (3) brass plugs, (3) 
Machined aluminum single port outlet blocks w/ water drain valve, (1) Tubing cutter, (1) Deburr 
tool, (1) male 3/4” NPT fitting.
MXL # M7580 ................................................................................. $549.99

• Efficient flowing smooth interior wall tubing will not become brittle or lose strength
• Not prone to rust or scale build up making it safe for downstream air tools / components
• Fittings are nickel plated brass with double o-ring design for years of long term performance
• Long tubing roll allows for fewer joints • No special skills or expensive tools required
• Compression fittings reduce labor costs • Professional appearance with no tubing sag
• Can be directly buried in soil or under concrete • Easy to expand or modify the system
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 Tire Inflator w/ Replaceable Chuck ....10-130 PSI ....... BJK # GA-340 .......$44.99
 Chrome Long Truck Tire Gauge ........10-150 PSI ....... BJK # GA-232 ....... $14.99

Features laser etched chrome slide and dual foot head 
 Digital Tire Gauge w/ Light .............. 5-115 PSI ....... BJK # GA-452 ....... $14.49

Gauge reads PSI, KPA, BAR with push of a button. Displays in 1/10 increments. 
 Pocket ATV Tire Gauge ................... 0-20 PSI ......BJK # GA-220-FB ....$28.99

3-1/2” in length. Packaged quantity 25 in a fish bowl style display container.
 Dual Foot Tire Gauge ..................... 0-160 PSI ........TRU # 17-555 .......$34.99

Pressure holding gauge has reset/release valve. Gauge reads in 5 lb. increments. 
 Digital Tire Inflator ..............................................TRU # 17-877 .......$89.99

This highly accurate tire tool can be used for both inflating and deflating and comes with a calibration 
certificate. Single button operation allows user to select multiple units of measure: (0-174) PSI,

(0-12) bar, (0-1200) kPa, (0-12) kgF/cm. Features: large LCD back-lit display with 90 second auto off 
and aluminum die cast body with full rubber cover sleeve to protect against drops and bumps.

20” hose with spring guard and straight on chuck.
 CYCLONE™ Digital High-Flow Inflator/Deflator .......... BJK # GA-445 .......$92.99
Measures from 0-150 psi covering most all tires including semi-trucks. Features a large 2-1/2” diameter 

gauge with LCD backlit display. Gauge can be rotated for right or left hand operation. Large easy grip 
squeeze lever to inflate and an opposite side push button allow you to deflate. Has EPDM rubber hose 
with swivels on each end. If any of the parts of this gauge break due to unforeseen circumstances it is 

100% serviceable or re-buildable. Made with a lifetime in mind.

POWERED BY

IndustrialAir
Features a 390cc OHV engine for increased efficiency 
and optimal power transfer. Easy view oil level sight 
glass and automatic low oil 
shutdown. Industrial grade 
performance delivers 22 CFM 
@ 175 psi and 24 CFM @ 100 
psi, providing enough power to 
operate multiple tools at once. 
High performance two-stage 
pump has patented design and con-
truction for cooler operation. Perfect 
for service and field truck applications. 
Automotive type one-piece crankshaft 
for smooth, trouble free operation. 
Industrial grade 
bearings provide 
extended pump life.

5.5 HP Honda 8 Gallon Wheelbarrow
This portable belt driven compressor uses a single 
stage, cast iron, twin cylinder pump powered by a 
5.5 horsepower OHV Honda gas engine. The twin 
wheelbarrow tank design uses two low-profile 4 
gallon tanks and single turf-tread tire that pro-
vides great mobility. Delivers 125-155 PSI working 
pressure for optimum tool performance. For 
accurate air readings this unit is equipped with 
a liquid filled tank pressure gauge. Produce 11.6 
CFM @ 40 PSI and 9.9 CFM @ 90 PSI.
SAN # CTA5590856.01....... $1,159.99

9 HP Honda
30 Gallon
w/ Electric Start
This belt driven compressor uses a single stage, cast 
iron three cylinder pump. Delivers 125-155 PSI working 
pressure. Produce 20.6 CFM @ 40 PSI and 18.1 CFM 
@ 90 PSI. The 9 horsepower OHV Honda gas engine 
features electric start, 3 amp charging system and 
automatic low oil shutdown to protect engine from 
failure. A 30-gallon truck mountable receiver air tank 
provides lots of run times on air tools.
SAN # IHA9093080ES ............ $2,252.99

13 HP Honda 30 Gallon w/ Electric Start

SAN #
IH1393075
$2,564.99

 TIRE TYPE SEALANT
 Bicycle 3 - 4 oz
 Wheelbarrow 8 - 16 oz
 Motorcycle 8 - 16 oz
 Car / Trailer 12 - 16 oz
 Pickup / SUV 16 - 24 oz
 Lawnmower 16 - 28 oz
 ATV 16 - 28 oz
 Truck 16 - 32 oz

• Seals multiple punctures up to 3/4”
• Seals bead leaks
• Seals porosity leaks in composition wheels
• Use to repair or prevent flats
• Works in all tube & tubeless tires
• TPMS safe
• Rim safe, for steel & alloy wheels
• Contains rust inhibitors
• Guaranteed for life of the tire
• Safe for all highway & off-road tires
• Will not harm tire balance
• Improves fuel mileage & tire life
• Contains no Ethylene Glycol
• Safe down to -30°F
• Proprietary fiber technology
• Non-toxic, latex free & water cleanup
• Non-flammable & biodegradable

Ts-Pro is designed for all tires, improves fuel 
mileage, helps prevent tread separation and 

permanently seals leaks. Have superior protec-
tion in all operating conditions, on or off-road. 
Designed for fleet use. Note: not recommended 
for duel wheels with low pressure equalizers. 

Ts-Pro may save your life. On many highways it’s not 
safe to stop and change a tire. Tire application is easy! 
Simply remove air and valve core (tool included under 
cap). Attach hose to valve stem 

and squeeze in recommended 
amount. To finish, fill air to 

tire specifications.

Ts-Pro Tire Sealant • 8oz  --  Bag ................ BJK # TS808-12 ......... $4.99
Ts-Pro Tire Sealant • 16oz  --  Bag ............... BJK # TS816-12 .......... $7.19
Ts-Pro Tire Sealant • 32oz  --  Bag ............... BJK # TS832-12 ..........$9.99
Ts-Pro Tire Sealant • 1 Gallon  --  Bag .......... BJK # TS838-4 .........$25.79
Ts-Pro Tire Sealant • 8oz  --  Bottle ..............BJK # TS-08-12 ......... $4.99
Ts-Pro Tire Sealant • 16oz  --  Bottle ............BJK # TS-16-12 .......... $7.19
Ts-Pro Tire Sealant • 32oz  --  Bottle ............BJK # TS-32-12 ..........$9.99

AIR TANKS

11 Gallon Air Tank
PRT # W10011 .................. $69.99
5 Gallon Air Tank
PRT # W10005 ..................$44.99
3 Pc. Hose & Fitting Repair Kit
PRT # W10058 .................. $14.99

Feature an on/off air adjustment dial and a 
preset safety valve to prevent overfilling of the 
125 PSI maximum pressure tank. Air hose, gauge 
and tire chuck are included with each unit.

# W10058

Provides a blast of air between the 
tire and rim for a fast, safe and 
economical way to seat even 
the most stubborn beads. 
Features automatic pressure 
relief pop-off safety valve, on/off 
inlet ball valve allows controlled 
filling of the tank and easy-
to-read air pressure gauge to 
accurately monitor tank 
air volume. Has large grab 
handle for stability during 
discharge and overall 
portability. Designed to 
hold up to 120 PSI max.

5 Gallon Aluminum
Tank w/ Quick Release Valve
BJK # PN-300 .................. $339.99
5 Gallon Steel Tank
w/ Ball Valve Discharge
PRT # W10012 ................ $149.99

PNEUMATIC BEAD SEATERS

  Ts-Pro
Tire Sealant
  Ts-Pro
Tire Sealant

Black Lube Rust Retardant & Mounting Lube - 7.5 lbs .....BJK # LB-2010 .....$43.99
Concentrated Tire Mounting Compound - 8 lbs ..........BJK # LB-2000 .....$16.99
Plastic Handled Liner Scraper .................................BJK # SC-392 ........$3.99
Wooden Handle Sticker - Ball Bearing Roller .............. BJK # ST-399 ........$5.99
Valve Stem Remover Installer ................................. BJK # VT-115 ........$4.69
14.5” Long Tire Swab ...........................................BJK # SW-791 ........$3.99
11.5” Short Tire Swab .......................................... BJK # SW-790 ........$3.49
Angled Neck Plastic Swab Bucket........................... BJK # SW-910 ........ $7.49
Straight Neck Plastic Swab Bucket ......................... BJK # SW-900 .......$5.29
TPMS Valve Core Torque Tool .............................. STI # TPM9001 .......$4.99
Yellow Paint Markar™ (Qty of 12) ...........................BJK # MK511-12 .... $15.99
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Standard air hose can kink, curl and 
require extra effort. Hybrid air hose is a 
specialized lightweight blend of rubber 
and PVC making the hose extremely 
flexible and kink resistant, even under 
pressure. Features a superior bend 
radius and has zero memory so it lies 
flat and/or coils up effortlessly after 
use. 1/4” NPT, 300 PSI.

Extremely Flexible Hybrid Hose

Ultra Air™ “Whip” Hoses
Rubber/PVC hose has 1/4” NPT fittings. Hose is ligher weight and 
more flexible because of its hybrid construction. Hose protects 
coupler from vibration and impact and reduces twisting and kinking.

48” x 3/8” Lead-In Hose
TRU # 57L-48B-RET ........................... $14.49
30” x 3/8” Lead-in Hose
TRU # 57L-30B-RET ............................ $12.99

TRU # 575-50A .............. 3/8” x 50 ft .................. Tru-Flate® .................$27.99
TRU # 575-100A........... 3/8” x 100 ft ................. Tru-Flate® ................ $54.99
PRT # M617 ................... 3/8” x 50 ft .............Performance Tool® ............$29.99

These multi-purpose air hoses are designed for various industrial, construction, garage and home 
applications. Features an abrasion resistant outer coating to survive tough conditions. The rubber 
reinforced braid construction offers optimal durability and long service life. Each hose includes brass 
1/4” NPT male couplings.

Part # Length Hose Size I.D. Working Pressure Color SALE PRICE
DAY # 80006............ 25 ft .......... 3/8” ............. 200 PSI .......... Blue ........$29.99
DAY # 80007 ............ 50 ft .......... 3/8” ............. 200 PSI .......... Blue ........$55.99
PRT # M601P ............ 25 ft .......... 3/8” ............. 300 PSI ......... Black .......$15.99
PRT # M603P ............ 50 ft .......... 3/8” ............. 300 PSI ......... Black .......$25.99
TRU # 552-50AE ...... 50 ft .......... 3/8” ............. 300 PSI .......... Red ....... $42.99

SHOP AIR HOSE ASSEMBLIES

This steel reel measures 16-3/4” diameter and is excellent for applications with critical space
requirements. The guide arm that adjusts to 2 positions.
REE # 5650-OLP............. 5000 Series ............... 3/8” x 50’ hose ..........$339.99
REE # A5850-OLP .......... 5000 Series ............... 1/2” x 50’ hose ..........$374.99

This steel reel measures 19-3/4” diameter and is very robust and ideal for the most demanding
applications. The guide arm that adjusts to 7 positions.
REE # 7650-OLP ............. 7000 Series ............... 3/8” x 50’ hose ..........$419.99

Uses a lightweight, economical polypropylene spool that measures 16-1/2” diameter.
Has a stamped steel base and guide arm that adjusts to 7 positions.
REE # RT650-OLP ............ RT Series ................ 3/8” x 50’ hose ......... $249.99

Economical choice for storage and retrieval of air hose (up to 100’ x 3/8” ID). Tough, corrosion
resistant powder coat paint with drag break feature to prevent de-spooling when reel is not in use. 
REE # CU6100LN ........ Hand Crank Reel ........... 3/8” x 100’ hose ........ $104.99

Reinforced steel guide arms and bases are 
stamped with ribs and gussets to insure 
maximum strength. Industrial Grade Drive 
Springs protect from the elements and 
the declutching arbor virtually eliminates 
possibility of spring damage due to reverse 
winding. Other features are individually pow-
der coated components, stress-free full flow 
swivel for maximum product delivery and 
50’ industrial grade 
hose with adjustable 
hose stop.

5000 SERIES 7000 SERIES
RT SERIES

HAND CRANK

Air/Water Reels
13 Watt Fluorescent w/ 40’ Reel
This 13 watt worklight/spotlight combo has a 
heavy duty metal reel with 16/3 SJT cord. Rated 
at 10,000 hours of use. Light output is similar to a 
75W incandescent bulb but with a daylight color. A 
built-in 10amp grounded outlet makes it convienent 
to power another tool or device directly from the 
light. Electronic ballast for no-flicker starts.
BAY # SL825 .......................... $83.99

26 Watt Fluorescent w/ 40’ Reel
This dual-element work light has (2) cool running 
13 watt fluorescent lamps (26w combined) which 
is equivalent to 125w bulb. The electronic ballast 
provides instant, no-flicker cold weather starts. An 
independent rocker on/off switch allows you to select 
from just one lamp to both elements. The natural 
ergonomic shape handle has a built-in auxiliary outlet 
(12 amp) making it possible to plug a tool directly into 
the handle. Retractable reel has chemical resistant 
16/3 SJT cord and mounting brackets.
BAY # SL875 ......................... $129.99

Incandescent
w/ 40’  Reel
Can be operated using a 
standard light bulb. Features a 
galvanized metal lamp shield with 
rubber-tipped hook. Built in single 
grounded outlet (10amp) makes it 
possible to plug a tool directly into 
the handle. Retractable reel has 
chemical resistant 16/3 SJT cord 
and mounting brackets.
BAY # SL840 ........$76.99

Power Cord w/ 50’  Reel
This professional series retractable cord reel features 
50’ heavy duty 14/3 SJT cord which is protected by a 
resettable 13 amp circuit breaker. Includes a triple tap 
plug w/ grounded receptacles and a LED power status 
indicator light. Complete with mounting brackets.
BAY # SL8903 ...................... $136.99

# SL825

# SL8903

# SL840

# SL875

Manual Reel w/ 50 ft. Air Hose
Steel construction and frame can be mounted 
on floor, wall or ceiling. Brass 360° inlet swivel 
with 1/4” NPT. Easy crank handle with spring 
tension brake. Holds up to 100 ft 3/8” hose.
PRT # M610 .............................$57.99

Sidewinder Air Hose Reel
Provides a large 10” diameter reel to 
prevent tight coils in your air hose. Two 
built-in tool handers keep your air chuck, 
blow gun and other air tools handy. 
Spring break keeps reel from unrolling. 
1/4” NPT. Supplies 28 CFM @ 90 psi. Holdes 150 
ft of 5/8” OD hose or 100 ft of 3/4” OD hose.
Note: REEL ONLY, does not include air attachments.
LIS # 50350 ............................ $99.99

Worklight Reels

Ultra Air™ Hybrid Air Hose Reel
Retracts hose quickly and automatically saving you valu-
able time. Features an enclosed durable plastic case with 
locking ratchet brake and a side-to-side rewinder that lays 
an even, balanced coil as the hose is retracted. Swivel 
mounting bracket for wall or ceiling. Includes 50 feet of 
Amflo’s Ultra Air™ 3/8” highly flexible premium hybrid hose 
which has extreme cold weather flexibility. Has a maxi-
mum pressure of 300 psi making it ideal for most projects. 
TRU # 588HR-RET ...................$104.99

65’ Auto Rewind
Air Hose Reel
Durable powder-coat steel hose reel with 
ratchet gearing that locks hose at desired 
length. Four-direction non-snag rollers 
reduce hose wear. Includes 65’ of 3/8” 
rubber air hose with adjustable rubber stop 
and 3’ x 3/8” rubber lead supply hose. Steel 
bracket mounts to wall, ceiling or floor.
PRT # M655 ...................$134.99

5 Gallon Aluminum
Tank w/ Quick Release Valve
BJK # PN-300 .................. $339.99
5 Gallon Steel Tank
w/ Ball Valve Discharge
PRT # W10012 ................ $149.99
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1000 Lumens
Rechargeable
Underhood LED
Work Light
This slim hands-free light bar provides 
1000 lumens of area light and is 
designed for mounting underneath 
a vehicle’s hood for hands-free use. 
It’s slim design provides ample head 
clearance. The bar has padded end 
clamps that can be extended up to 68”, 
allowing it to attach to most vehicle 
hoods. Bar can then be rotated 360°   
if needed. Uses SMD square LED’s 
that run the full length of bar for a 
consistent brightness over the entire 
work area. Runs 3hrs on high and 6hrs 
on low before needing to be recharged. 
USB C-type charger included.

USB RECHARGEABLE
LIGHTS

300 Lumens Dimmable
Rechargeable Swivel Light
This lightweight light with a lithium-ion 
battery cell is ideal for use at home, in your 
vehicle, in your kids backpack, or for emer-
gencies. Delivers up to 300 lumens from the 
SMD LED strip with the ability to dim for mini-
mum and maximum brightness. For added 
versatility, this light has a rotating hook, plus 
a strong magnet at the bottom of the light for 
hands free use. The 200° swivel arm works 
like a kickstand allowing the user to direct the 
light where needed. An IP54 rating protects 
against splashed water. Suitable 
for indoor or outdoor environment. 
Measures 2.6” x 2” x 5”. Includes 
USB C-type charger.

1000 Lumens
Rechargeable Flood Light
This portable handheld light has dual 
brightness settings and a 300° swivel 
type magnetic handle for hands free 
use. The super bright COB LED chip 
delivers brightness up to 1000 lumens 
(high) and 500 lumens (low). Has 
built-in lithium-ion rechargeable battery 
for up to 3 hour run time on high and 6 
hour run time on low. Waterproof rating 
of IP68 means it could be submerged 
in water for up to 30 minutes making it 
suitable for indoor or outdoor environ-
ments. Measures 10.1” x 7.2” x 2.1”. 
Includes USB C-type charger.

SNX # REDLFLOOD

$7799

SNX # REDLSWIVEL

$3999 Swivelling
Kickstand

300° Swivelling
Magnetic Anchor

400 Lumens
Rechargeable Logo Stick Light
Its oval slim design allows it to be used in tight spaces. Front-side 
power button operates the area light which happens to be the Sunex 
logo. COB LED technology provides a wide angle light beam suitable 

for a number of work environments and conditions. 
The magnetic bottom helps the light to stand 
on any type of metal surface. It also has a 
360° stainless steel rotating hook for hands-
free adjustable light direction. Measures 
1.25” x 10.5”. USB C-type charger included.

SNX # REDLUH

$12999

SNX # REDLLOGO

$4399

Padded End Clamps 
Rotate 360°

FirePoint X LED flashlights are built 
with experienced craftsmanship, 
engineering and advanced technolo-
gies. FirePoint X flashlights feature 
a heavy duty design with improved 
thermal efficiency resulting in up 
to 20% better performance than 
comparable flashlights. The FirePoint 
X family of water & impact resistant 
flashlights are perfect for: Camping, 
Hiking, Security Patrols, Emergencies, 
Construction, Automotive Repair, 
Hunting and more.

5” Battery Operated Penlight
• 538 LUMENS HIGH • 162 LUMENS LOW
(4) AAA batteries provide 4 hour runtime on 
high, 8 hour runtime on low. Adjustable DuoFo-
cus beam goes from spot to flood beam (126m 
length) 4000cd beam intensity. 6” Overall 
length. Includes (4) AAA batteries.
PRT # W2652 ...................$14.99

8” High Output
Li-Ion Rechargeable Flashlight
• 3061 LUMENS HIGH • 754 LUMENS LOW
Lithium Ion batteries provide 3 hour runtime on high, 6 hour 
runtime on low. Adjustable DuoFocus beam goes from spot to 
flood beam (250m length) 16000cd beam intensity. 8” Overall 
length. Includes rechargeable batteries and USB charger.
PRT # W2655 ...................$39.99

7” Battery Operated Penlight
• 349 LUMENS HIGH • 98 LUMENS LOW
(3) AAA batteries provide 3 hour runtime on high, 5 hour 
runtime on low. Adjustable DuoFocus beam goes from 
spot to flood beam (88m length). 1920cd beam intensity. 
Measures 7” overall length. Includes (3) AAA batteries.
PRT # W2657 .....................$8.99

FIREPOINT
• Adjustable Screw

Focus Beam
• Super Bright Cree® LED

• Anodized
Aluminum Housing

• Cooling Goove
Heat Sinks

• Roll Risistant
Collar

# W2655

# W2652

# W2657

150 Lumens
Battery Powered
Pocket Light 
Compact size (0.8” x 5.8” x 9”) 
makes this light easy to carry. The 
magnetic rear clip attaches to your 
pocket, belt, tool pouch, or to any 
ferrous metal surfaces for hands 
free usage. Delivers up to 150 
lumens from the round COB LED 
technology. Flood beam design 
illuminates a broader area with more 
even light distribution. Runs up to 10 
hours on (3) AAA Alkaline batteries.

SNX # BLKLPK

$1199

ROV # A1604-1 ........ 9V • 1 pk ..........$4.29
ROV # 815-2 .............AA • 2 pk .........$2.69
ROV # 815-4.............AA • 4 pk .........$4.29
ROV # 815-6 .............AA • 6 pk .........$5.99
ROV # 815-12C ........ AA • 12 pk.......$10.69
ROV # 824-2 ...........AAA • 2 pk ........$2.69
ROV # 824-4 ...........AAA • 4 pk ........$4.29
ROV # 824-6 ...........AAA • 6 pk ........$5.99
ROV # 814-2 .............. C • 2 pk ...........$4.29
ROV # 814-8RVP ...... C • 8 pk .........$14.99
ROV # 813-2   ............ D • 2 pk ...........$4.29
ROV # 813-4 ............. D • 4 pk ...........$6.99
ROV # 813-8RVP ...... D • 8 pk .........$14.99

‘High Energy’ Rayovac Batteries
These alkaline batteries offer ultimate energy and savings. 
Guaranteed to provide long lasting power at a fair price.

Flexible Flashlight
Holder w/ Magnetic Base
A flexible 9” gooseneck design bends over 90° 
and rotates 360° to aim light where it is needed. 
Powerful 2” diameter, 50 lb. pull magnet. Finger 
design clamp has two holding areas. Holds a 
variety of items from .625” to 2” diameter.

Free Your Hands

with this Flexible 
Holder

LIS # 71070

$1599
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LED WORKLIGHTS

ULTRA BRIGHT
60 LED WORK LIGHTS
This 120 lumens LED work light casts a 
super-bright light that is ideal for a variety 
of working environments. Magnets in 
its body and tip, allow the detachable 
magnetic mounting hook to be moved 
for hands-free operation. The handy tip 
magnet doubles as a pick-up tool. 

6ft Power Cord Model
BAY # BA-2116 ..........$57.99

50ft Retractable Reel Model
BAY # SL-864 .......... $114.99

MINI RECHARGEABLE
LITHIUM-ION CORDLESS LED
These lights have a unique and innovative 360° swivel 
and tilt function that enables the light source to be 
positioned in virtually any direction. (2) Strong, base 
mounted magnets allow you to preform hands free 
work. Multifunction switch allow you to toggle between 
the 5 LED, 200 lumen side area light (high/low) and the 
end mounted torch flashlight. Comes with (1) AC wall 
charger and (1) Micro-USB cable.
DSR # SL26RU............ Red ............$46.99
DSR # SL26BU ........... Black...........$46.99
DSR # SL26GU .......... Green ..........$46.99

6-Outlet Surge Protector
125V, 15A circuit breaker with on/
off breaker switch and built-in hang-
ing brackets. 4.5ft 14/3 SJT cord.
BAY # SL-736 .......... $14.99

# SL360RU

# SL137BU

DSR # SL137BU ...... 600 Lumens • Rechargeable Li-Ion • Black ..........$79.99
Features: Two rechargeable 2600mAh lithium ion batteries for longer operation. The side work-
light houses (16) SMD LEDs that provides 300 lumens of light on (low) & 600 lumens on (high). 
Has a high-powered directional end mounted flashlight that delivers 150 lumens of light. A 
4-function push button switch allows user to toggle between high/low side worklight function, 
flashlight and back to OFF. Overall length of 13.5”.

DSR # SL360RU .......400 Lumens • Rechargeable Li-Ion • Red .......... $64.99
Features: Rechargeable 2200mAh lithium ion battery. The side worklight houses (10) SMD 
LEDs that provide up to 400 lumens of light. A 4-function push button switch allows user to 
toggle between high/low worklight function, 3 watt end mounted flashlight function and back 
to OFF. Has an overall length of 11”.

Soft touch rubberized casing has a unique ball joint that 
enables 360° swivel and tilt, allowing the light source 
to be positioned in virtually any direction. Super Strong 
Magnets: one located on the end/bottom with two more 
on the backside next to the hooks. Rechargeable Lithium 
Ion Battery: delivers up to 4 hours of run time from a 
single charge with car and wall chargers included. Two 
swivel hooks on the backside provide maximum mounting 
options and retractability when not in use.

LED WORKLIGHT/FLASHLIGHTS

Federated® Fender Cover
Protects your vehicles finish while you work. 
This leather grained vinyl cover has a non-
slip, cushioned backing and sewn-in seams 
to help hold this cover firmly in place.
EPP # 5436 ........................ $13.99

thin & tactile work gloves

Extreme Duty
Li-Ion Rechargeable
Hands-Free
Headlamp

FIREPOINT

Comfortable and lightweight low profile 
design with adjustable wide head band for 
maximum comfort. Has flip down head for 
precise illumination. Specifications: Super 
bright Cree LED delivers 1043 lumens on 
high, 151 lumens on low. It will also strobe 
for emergency situations. Lithium Ion 
batteries provide 4 hour runtime on high, 10 
hour runtime on low. Behind the removable 
headlamp cap is the charging port and 
rechargable battery. Note the power button 
will illuminate while charging and goes out 
when fully charged. Complete with USB 
charger cable.

TECH PLUS™ ASSEMBLY GLOVES
Fits like a second-skin giving them exceptional tactile 
sensitivity. Breathable 13 gauge seamless nylon/span-
dex shell with super-thin nitrile polyurethane dripped 
palm. Ideal for assembly and small parts handling.
BOS # 1UH7830S ............Small .......$2.99
BOS # 1UH7830M ......... Medium .....$2.99
BOS # 1UH7830L ............Large .......$2.99
BOS # 1UH7830X .......... X-Large .....$2.99
BOS # 1UH7830XXL ........ 2XL ........$3.09
BOS # 1UH7830XXXL ..... 3XL ........$3.09

775 Lumens
3 LED Flashlight/Worklight
Includes wall charger. 1.4 lbs. 11” high.
GRO # BZ401-5 .................$69.99

1100 Lumens 6 LED Worklight
Includes both wall and vehicle chargers.
3 lbs. 9” high (handle up).
GRO # BZ501-5 ................. $97.99

These rechargeable LED worklights by Grote® far 
outshine halogen lights. Both produce flood light 
pattern and feature a rubberized coating on the 
magnetic bases to protect paint finishes. Polycar-
bonate base and die cast aluminum LED housings 
withstand light impacts. Great for mechanics and 
contractors in all types of repair and building ap-
plications. Each has 2-year warranty.

# BZ501-5

# BZ401-5

Rechargeable LED
Magnetic Worklights

PRT # W2660

$2899

Whether you’re waxing the 
top of your SUV or painting 
your living room wall, you’ll 
reach more of your work 
area or surface easier 
from this sturdy, 19-1/2” H 
x 15-1/4” W x 30” L work 
platform. Folds away for 
compact storage. Features 
locking legs, non-skid feet 
for safety and a maximum 
load capacity of 255 lbs.

Folding Aluminum 
Work Platform & Step

PRT #
W54039

$6499



FREE
GET THIS

RETAIL 
VALUE:

5.0 Ah
20V MAX* XR 

Battery | Charger | Bag

# DCB205CK: 
FREE with DCF899HB -or- 

DCF897B -or- DCM848B Purchase
$18499

$29999

FREE
GET THIS

RETAIL 
VALUE:

# DCF890B: 
FREE with DCF894HP2 -or- 

DCK283D2 -or- DCK397HM2 Purchase
$21499

20V MAX* XR®
Hex Shank Impact & Drill / Driver Combo Kit
# DCK283D2 Includes: (1) #DCF887 ~ Brushless impact 
driver with 1/4” hex quick release chuck. Has 3 speed transmis-
sion (0-1,000 / 0-2,800 / 0-3,250 rpm) for optimized application 
versatility. Delivers 0-3,600 IPM - (1) #DCD791 ~ Brushless com-
pact drill / driver with 1/2” ratcheting chuck & 15 clutch settings. 
2 speed transmission: (0-550 / 0-2,000 RPM) 3-mode LED light - 
(2) 20V MAX* XR 2.0Ah lithium-ion battery packs - (1) household 
fast charger - (2) belt hooks - (1) contractor bag.

BUY ONE OF THESE

20V MAX* XR® 
1/2” Drive Cordless
Impact Wrench Kit
# DCF894HP2 Includes: (1) #DCF894 ~ 
Brushless 1/2” square drive compact impact 
wrench w/ hog ring anvil. Features Precision 
Wrench™ control. In Forward the tool will pause 
before impacting to help prevent over tightening. 
In Reverse the tool lowers speed when fastener is 
loose to help prevent run-off. No load speeds of: 
LOW  0-900 rpm - HI  0-2,000 rpm. Delivers 330 ft/lbs 
of max. torque and 0-3,100 impacts per minute. (2) 
20V MAX* XR 5.0Ah lithium-ion battery packs - (1) 
household fast charger - (1) contractor bag.

20V MAX* 5” Random Orbit Polisher - Cordless
Introducing a new cordless full-size rotary polisher with all the perfor-
mance of a corded model. Detailers will appreciate the variable-speed 
trigger and rotating dial; located on the handle, for better control during 
every step of the application. Achieves a no-load speed range of 2000-
5500 OPM with a 15mm throw for a variety of applications. Features 
non-marring rubber gear case overmold to help protect both the tool 
and the work surface. The side wool ingestion shields to protect the 
motor and electronics from residue. Includes 5” backing plate, Torx 
key, and both side | loop bail handle for added control. - Bare Tool Only!

$44999

BUY ONE OF THESE
1/2
DRIVE

3/4
DRIVE

DEW # DCF897B

$33999

DEW
# DCF899HB

$28999

20V MAX*
LITHIUM ION

20V MAX* Cordless 3-Tool Combo Kit
# DCK397HM2 Includes: (1) #DCF899H ~ 1/2” 
Drive ‘High Torque’ Brushless Impact Wrench with hog ring 
socket retention. Has a breakaway torque of 1,200 ft./lbs. 
for the most demanding applications. 3-speed design deliv-
ers: 0-100 / 0-300 / 0-700 ft/lbs. maximum forward torque. 
0-2,400 impacts per minute. Bright single LED light for added 
visibility. Measures 8-13/16” in length and weighs only 7.2 
lbs. - (1) #DCGG571 ~ 20V grease gun with high-volume 
pump delivers up to 5.0 oz./min. & up to 16 grease cartridges 
on a single charge. Variable speed trigger offers precise 
grease flow. Has 42” flexible hose and bright LED light to 
locate those hard-to-see grease fittings - (1) #DCL043 ~ 
90° pivoting head spot light with two brightness settings. 3 
white LEDs  and 1 red LED to preserve night vision. Can be 
seen up to 508 yards or 1,525 feet. - (2) 20V MAX* XR 4.0Ah 
lithium-ion battery packs w/ state of charge indicators - (1) 
household fast charger - (1) belt hooks - (1) contractor bag.

$64999

3/8” Drive
20V MAX* XR 
Impact Wrench
3/8” square drive 
compact impact 
wrench w/ hog ring 
anvil. Measures 5.5” front to 
back. Delivers 1,824 in/lbs (150 
ft/lbs) of max. torque and 0-3,200 
impacts per minute. - Bare Tool 

BREAKAWAY
TORQUE

1,200 ft.
lbs.

3/8
DRIVE

BRUSHLESS!

BRUSHLESS!

BRUSHLESS!

BATTERIES
5 Ah

Li-Ion

BATTERIES
2 Ah

Li-Ion

BATTERIES
4 Ah

Li-Ion

1/2
DRIVE

20V MAX* XR® High Torque Impact Wrenches
These cordless square drive impact wrenches w/ hog ring anvil deliver up to 700 ft-lbs 
of max torque and 1,200 ft-lbs of max breakaway torque. 0-2,400 impacts per minute. 
Features a brushless motor which is designed to provide superior run-time, and 
durability. 3-speed selector switch that allows for application specific torque/drive 
control: (0-400/ 1,200/ 1,900 RPM). Has durable magnesium gear case, all metal 

transmission and LED light with 20-second delay for 
increased visibility. - Bare Tool Only!

DEW # DCM848B

$31999

BRUSHLESS! 20V MAX*
LITHIUM ION
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BATTERY
4 Ah

Li-Ion

BUY ONE OF THESE

$31999

$29999

20V MAX* - Cordless Recip Saw Kit
# DCS380P1 Includes: (1) Cordless 
Reciprocating Saw with 1-1/8” stroke length 
and a variable speed trigger that delivers up to 
3,000 strokes per minute. The double oil sealed 
shaft resists contamination. Pivoting adjustable 
shoe extends blade life and allows depth of 
cut control. Has keyless lever-action 4-position 
blade clamp allows for flush cutting.  - (1) 20V 
MAX* Premium XR 5.0 Ah lithium-ion battery 
pack - (1) kit box

20V MAX - BRUSHLESS 
Compact Reciprocating Saw Kit
# DCS367P1 Includes: (1) Cordless 
Reciprocating Saw measures 14.5” in length 
with 1-1/8” stroke length and a variable 
speed trigger that delivers up to 2,900 
strokes per minute. The keyless lever-action 
4-position blade clamp allows for flush 
cutting. The brushless motor does not have 
the friction or voltage drop that a standard 
motor deals with, which leads to longer 
runtimes. - (1) 20V MAX* Premium XR 5.0 
Ah lithium-ion battery pack - (1) kit box

FREE
GET THIS

RETAIL 
VALUE:

5.0 Ah
20V MAX* XR 

Lithium-Ion Battery

# DCB205: 
FREE with DCS380P1 -or- 

DCS367P1 Purchase

$14499

6” 
Bench 
Grinder
# DW756 Includes: (1) Corded bench grinder w/ 
powerful 5/8 HP induction motor, 3,450 RPM - (1) 60 grit 
wheel - (1) 36 grit wheel - (2) quick-adjusting eye shields
- (2) precision-machined alum. tool rests. Rear exhaust ports.

8” 
Bench Grinder
# DW758 Includes: (1) Corded bench grinder w/ 
powerful 3/4 HP induction motor, 3,600 RPM - (1) 60 grit 
wheel - (1) 36 grit wheel. (2) quick-adjusting eye shields 
- (2) precision-machined aluminum tool rests. Has rear ex-
haust ports in wheel guards and 12-1/2” distance between 
wheels for larger and longer grinding applications.

FREE FREEG
E

T

G
E

TCORDED TOOL CORDED TOOL

  

6” Crimped
Wire 

Wheel
1-1/8” Trim 

Length, 
 5/8”-1/2” arbor, 
6,000 max rpm. 

8” Crimped
Wire 

Wheel
1-9/16” Trim 

Length, 
 5/8” arbor, 

4,000 max rpm. 

RETAIL 
VALUE:

RETAIL 
VALUE:

# DW4904: 
FREE with DW756 Purchase

# DW4906: 
FREE with DW758 Purchase

$1269 $1549

$11999
$16499

FREEG
E

T

RETAIL VALUE:

# DCL050: 
FREE with DCD780C2 

Purchase

$8499

20V MAX*
LITHIUM ION

20V MAX*  - 1/2”Chuck 
Cordless Drill / Driver Kit
# DCD780C2 Includes: (1) #DCD780 
~ 2 speed drill / driver (0-600/0-2,000 RPM) 
with 1/2” ratcheting chuck & 15 clutch settings. 
Built-in LED light - (2) 20V MAX* 1.5Ah lithium-
ion battery packs - (1) household fast charger 
- (1) belt hooks  - (1) contractor bag.

3 LED 
20V MAX* Pivoting 
Head Area Light
two brightness settings
(500 & 250 lumens) and
360° telescoping hook. 

$23499

FREE

FREE

G
E

T

G
E

T

CORDED TOOL

 

12 Pc. Bi-Metal
Reciprocating 
Saw Blade Set

Set contains (5) 6”, (3) 8”, 
and (4) 9” blades for mul-
tiple cutting applications. 
Case expands to hold up 

to 9” long blades.

RETAIL 
VALUE:

RETAIL 
VALUE:

# DCD780B: 
FREE with DCGG571M1 Purchase

# DW4892: 
FREE with DWE305 Purchase

$14499 $3199

20V MAX* XR ® 
Cordless 
Grease Gun Kit
# DCGG571M1
Includes: (1) 20V grease 
gun with high-volume pump 
delivers up to 5.0 oz./min. & 
up to 16 grease cartridges on a 
single charge. Variable speed 
trigger offers precise grease 
flow. Has 42” flexible hose 
and bright LED light to locate 
those hard-to-see grease 
fittings. - (1) 20V MAX* XR 4.0 
Ah Lithium-Ion battery pack  - 
(1) fast charger - (1) shoulder 
strap - (1) kit box.

Reciprocating Saw - 12 Amp 
# DWE305 Includes: (1) Pow-
erful 12 amp motor for heavy duty 
applications.  Variable speed trigger 
delivers 0-2,900 spm with a 1-1/8” 
stroke length for fast cutting. Keyless 
lever-action 4-position blade clamp-
ing system for quick and easy blade 
changes for a variety of applications 
including flush cutting. Has a fixed 
shoe and 6’ power cord. 

$28999

20V MAX*
LITHIUM ION

20V MAX*
LITHIUM ION

1/2” Chuck
20V MAX*  
Cordless Drill | Driver
Compact drill / driver with 1/2” 
ratcheting chuck & 15 clutch settings. 
2 speed transmission 0-600 / 0-2,000 
RPM for fastening and drilling
applications -- Bare Tool Only

$12499

BATTERIES
1. Ah

Li-Ion
5

BRUSHLESS!

BATTERY
5 Ah

Li-Ion

BATTERY
5 Ah

Li-Ion
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AIR RATCHETS

# 805-HT

1/4” Drive - STUBBY Composite Ratchet ................FPM # 807-25........$74.99
  • 35 ft-lb loosing torque | 300 rpm free speed | length 5.4” | air cons. 3 cfm
3/8” Drive - Composite Ratchet ............................... FPM # 802 ........ $119.99
  • 90 ft-lb loosing torque | 280 rpm free speed | length 10.5” | air cons. 4 cfm
3/8” Drive - HIGH TORQUE Composite Ratchet ...... FPM # 805-HT ..... $174.99
  • 130 ft-lb loosing torque | 180 rpm free speed | length 12.45” | air cons. 6 cfm
1/2” Drive - HIGH TORQUE Composite Ratchet .....FPM # 805-HT-5 ... $179.99
  • 130 ft-lb loosing torque | 180 rpm free speed | length 12.5” | air cons. 6 cfm

Do you tire of bending over constantly? Want to reduce 
your labor times on water pumps, timing belts, etc.?  You need one 
of these long reach ratchets. Quite simply, they work the same as a normal air 
ratchet, however the shaft is long (15″-22″) which allows superior access to hard to reach fasteners. 
Because we are talking AirCat, the models below are known for being much quieter than other brands. 

3/8” Drive 
REACTION LESS 
Composite Air Ratchet
• Delivers up to 80 ft/lbs. of torque and is very quiet (84dB) compared 
to conventional air ratchets. 600 rpm run-down speed with built-in 
regulator for control. Length 10.5” | air cons. 4 cfm - Internal impact 
mechanism eliminates torque reaction or in other words absorbs kick-
back when the nut/bolt runs tight and risk of finger trapping/mashing.
FPM # 803-RW ..............................................$149.99

Knuckle Saver

   ModelKnuckle Saver

   Model

# 807-25

TWIN HAMMER AIR IMPACT WRENCHES 
• Fearless, powerful hard hitting ‘Twin Clutch’ mechanism creates 
a high torque initial impact. Even though the amount of impacts 
seems slower it delivers an extreme amount of breakaway torque.
• Low Vibration means less user fatique.
• Patented end-mounted flip lever provides easy 
access to the forward and reverse operation.
• Patented quiet tuned exhaust with ergo-
nomically engineered handle designed to 
relieve stress and fatigue on the operators 
hands, wrists & arms.
• Durable Kevlar™ reinforced “Body Armor” 
housing available on designated models.

3/8” Drive Nitrocat® ..................................... FPM # 1355-XL  .....$209.99
1/2” Drive - Kevlar Housing Nitrocat® ..........FPM # 1375-XL  .....$239.99 
1/2” Drive - Kevlar Housing Nitrocat® .......... FPM # 1250-K  ...... $319.99
3/4” Drive - Kevlar Housing Nitrocat® .......... FPM # 1750-K  ......$429.99

 Model Free Speed Square Impacts per Max. Torque Air Cons. Weight  Length
Number (rpm) Drive Minute ft/lbs.@ 90 psi (CFM) (lbs.)  (in.)

1355-XL 10,000 3/8” 1,350 700 rev / 500 fwd 6 2.75 6.0 

1375-XL 10,000 1/2” 1,350 700 rev / 500 fwd 6 2.75 6.0

1250-K 8,500 1/2” 1000 1,300 rev / 950 fwd 8 4.5 8.25

1750-K 4,500 3/4” 1,000 1,300 rev / 1,300 fwd 24 9.0 9.75

STUBBY
Nitrocat® Composite Housing
Composite housing reduces weight to 2.5 lbs 
providing unmatched comfort for the user. 
Reliable jumbo hammer mechanism delivers 550 
(ft-lbs) of loosening torque. Triple heat treated 
ni-cr-mo alloy steel hammer mechanism parts and 
anvil, provides ultimate reliability.
3/8” Drive ......FPM # 1076-XL .....$149.99
1/2” Drive ......FPM # 1056-XL .....$154.99

Super Compact Aluminum Housing
This new ‘Super Compact’ series is designed to further improve access 
to those confined work areas. Features low weight aluminium alloy 
housing and patented “Silencing Technology” reduces the noise level 
to 89 dBA. The trigger mounted forward / reverse / power management 
switch provides convenient one-hand operation.
3/8” Drive .........................FPM # 1077-TH......... $154.99
1/2” Drive  ........................FPM # 1057-TH......... $109.99

 Model Free Speed Square Impacts per Max. Torque Air Cons. Weight  Length
Number (rpm) Drive Minute ft/lbs.@ 90 psi (CFM) (lbs.)  (in.)

1076-XL 9,000 3/8” 1,650 550 rev / 550 fwd 8 2.5 4.25 

1056-XL 9,000 1/2” 1,650 550 rev / 550 fwd 8 2.5 4.25 

1077-TH 9,000 3/8” 1,600 500 rev / 500 fwd 6 2.8 3.85 

1057-TH 9,000 1/2” 1,600 500 rev / 500 fwd 6 2.8 3.85

3.85”

3”

1/4” Drive - Long Reach Composite Ratchet ...........FPM # 808-15-25 ...... $129.99
  • 30 ft-lb loosing torque | 200 rpm free speed | length 15.3” | air cons. 4 cfm 
3/8” Drive - Long Reach Composite Ratchet ..............FPM # 808-15 ..........$119.99
  • 30 ft-lb loosing torque | 200 rpm free speed | length 15.3” | air cons. 4 cfm
3/8” Drive - Long Reach Composite Ratchet ............. FPM # 808-22 ........ $164.99
  • 65 ft-lb loosing torque | 160 rpm free speed | length 22.5” | air cons. 6 cfm

Composite 
Air Hammer Kit
The composite body 
offers a significantly 
reduced weight of only 3.5 lbs. Delivers 3,000 blows per 
minute with 2.8” stroke length. Extremely low noise (86 
dBA) Vibration level (4.2 m/s). Kit Includes: (5) chisels, 
quick change retainer, blow mold case.

3/8”
Keyless Chuck
Reversible Air Drill
• 5/8 HP air motor 
• 1,800 rpm free speed
• 6 cfm air consumption
• Weights 2.5 lbs
• Easy-to-reach trigger-
mounted forward/reverse switch
FPM # 4338 ...................... $114.99

Angle Die Grinder .................................................FPM  # 6255 ...... $99.99
  • 1/2 hp air motor | 20,000 rpm free speed | Length 7”
MINI - Straight Line Die Grinder  ........................ FPM  # 6200 ...... $85.99
  • 3/8 hp air motor | 20,000 rpm free speed | Length 6.5”
Straight Line Die Grinder .....................................FPM  # 6201 ...... $85.99
  • 1/2 hp air motor | 22,000 rpm free speed | Length 8.5”
Extended Reach Straight Line Die Grinder ..........FPM  # 6210 .....$159.99
  • 1/2 hp air motor | 22,000 rpm free speed | Length 13.5”
Extended Reach Straight Line Die Grinder ..........FPM  # 6270 .... $209.99
  • 1 hp air motor | 20,000 rpm free speed | Length 14.15”

FPM # 5100-A

$15999

DIE GRINDERS 
The composite body offers the user a sleek comfortable ergonomic design with a significant reduction 
weight. Built with superior steel grade internal bearings, direct drive gear mechanisms and advanced air 
chambers / turbines for longer life. Aircat die grinders operate at decibel levels below OSHA guidelines, 
which is better for your ears. Features: 1/4” collet size, rear handle exhaust and the most comfortable 
feather trigger for better speed control.

#
 6
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5

#
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DIFFERENCE

THE
DIFFERENCE
Every CHANNELLOCK® tool has been obses-
sively designed — down to the smallest 
detail. See for yourself how CHANNELLOCK® 
gets its legendary strength.

THE

TONGUE & GROOVE PLIERS
1/2” Jaw Capacity
3 jaw positions | 4-1/2” length
CNL # 424 .......................... $14.49
7/8” Jaw Capacity
5 jaw positions | 6-1/2” length
CNL # 426 .......................... $12.49
1-1/2” Jaw Capacity
5 jaw positions | 9-1/2” length
CNL # 420 .......................... $14.99
2” Jaw Capacity
7 jaw positions | 10” length
CNL # 430 ...........................$15.49
2-1/4” Jaw Capacity
7 jaw positions | 12” length
CNL # 440 ........................... $17.99
4-1/4” Jaw Capacity
8 jaw positions | 16-1/2” length
CNL # 460 .......................... $29.49
5-1/2” Jaw Capacity
12 jaw positions | 20-1/4” length
CNL # 480 ........................... $57.99

STRAIGHT JAW DESIGN
with right angle, laser 

heat-treated teeth 
for better grip

UNDERCUT 
TONGUE & GROOVE

design that 
won’t slip

PERMALOCK® 
FASTENER

that eliminates nut 
and bolt failure

THESE SCREWDRIVERS
  MEAN BUSINESS

PROFESSIONAL SCREWDRIVERS THAT ARE STRONG 
ENOUGH TO MEET THE DEMANDS OF HEAVY, DAILY USE
Each drivers is designed with a four-sided, acetate handle that delivers greater torque and 
superior strength compared to molded handle designs. Acetate handles are solvent resistant 
and extremely durable. The custom heat-treated alloy steel shaft has a nickel 
chrome finish for superior corrosion resistance. Features precision machined 
vapor blast tip for a precise fit and improve grip on the screw head.

10 Pc. Combination Screwdriver Set........... CNL # SD-10A ........$59.99
• Slotted tip sizes: 1/4” x 4”, 1/4” x 6”, 3/16” x 3”, 3/16” x 6”, 5/16” x 6”
• Phillips sizes: #1 x 3”, #1 x 6”, #2 x 4”, #2 x 6”, #3 x 6”

6 Pc. Combination Screwdriver Set .............. CNL # SD-6A .........$35.99
• Slotted tip sixes: 1/4” x 4”, 1/4” x 6”, 3/16” x 3” • Phillips sizes: #1 x 3”, #2 x 4”, #2 x 6”

5 Pc. Torx® / Star Set .................................. CNL # TS-5A ......... $15.59
• Torx tip sizes: T10, T15, T20, T25, T30

Curved Diagonal Cutting Pliers
Handles have box joint connection to withstand a high level of 
load. 1-5/16” jaw opening | 7-3/4” length.
CNL # 447 ............................................$23.49
Long Nose Plier with Side Cutter
Side cutter has laser heat-treated cutting edges that last longer. 
2.96” jaw length | 7-1/2” overall length.
CNL # 318 .............................................$22.99
8” Slip Joint Pliers
Has shear-type wire cutter and patented PermaLock fastener 
pivot point. 1-11/64” max. jaw capacity | 8” length
CNL # 528BULK ..................................... $9.99

American Made

 MAGNETIC AIR HOSE
These keep 3/8” or 1/2” Shop Air Hoses off

the floor, clean and easily accessible.
Strong magnet attaches to any ferrous metal surface or 
use the two provided holes to permanently mounted it with 
screws. Bright powder coated finish for better visibility and 
durability. Two colors to choose from: 
#49700 Neon Orange | #49750 Neon Green. 

Disconnects are used to depress the 
locks that retain the Diesel Exhaust 
Fluid (DEF) lines allowing removal. 

LIS # 49700

$1499

LIS # 49750

$1499

LIS # 37450

$1599

 3 PC. DEF DISCONNECT SET

 7 PC. LOW PROFILE, OFFSET WRENCH SET

APPLICATIONS:
• 40610 - 24mm for Cadillac - some BMW. 
• 40620 - 25mm for Fleetguard Filter on 
motorhomes, buses, and some medium sized 
trucks with Cummins Engine - some K&N 
Filters.  
• 40630 - 27mm for 2003 and later Mercedes 
1.8L - Smart - some VW’s. 
• 40640 - 28mm for 2010-2018, 6.7L Dodge 
Cummins fuel filter canister. 
• 40650 - 29mm (1-1/8") for Dodge Cummins 
fuel filter housing. 
• 40660 - 32mm (1-1/4") for GM Ecotec, 2.0L, 
2.2L and 2.4L four cylinder oil filter housing - 
some Saturn & Saab. 
• 40670 - 36mm for Ford 6.0L Diesel fuel and 
oil filter housings - Mini Cooper - some BMW oil 
filter housings - Mack Truck oil filter housing.

Use on oil and fuel filter canisters 
when replacing the element. 

The size is laser marked on each 
wrench and comes complete with 
a blow-molded case for storage.

These 3/8” Square Drive Wrenches are designed 
for added clearance in hard-to-reach spaces. 

LIS # 40600

$4499

THE INNOVATOR IN SPECIALTY TOOLS

This fork set reduces time spent fighting with 
hard-to-reach clips. Compact design allows you 
to reach DEF fill and breather lines on Ford Power 
Stroke and Dodge diesel (2012 and newer).

1/4” Drive - STUBBY Composite Ratchet ................FPM # 807-25........$74.99
  • 35 ft-lb loosing torque | 300 rpm free speed | length 5.4” | air cons. 3 cfm
3/8” Drive - Composite Ratchet ............................... FPM # 802 ........ $119.99
  • 90 ft-lb loosing torque | 280 rpm free speed | length 10.5” | air cons. 4 cfm
3/8” Drive - HIGH TORQUE Composite Ratchet ...... FPM # 805-HT ..... $174.99
  • 130 ft-lb loosing torque | 180 rpm free speed | length 12.45” | air cons. 6 cfm
1/2” Drive - HIGH TORQUE Composite Ratchet .....FPM # 805-HT-5 ... $179.99
  • 130 ft-lb loosing torque | 180 rpm free speed | length 12.5” | air cons. 6 cfm
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Professional Tool Cart - Red ............           .......... SNX # 8057 ......... $849.99
Professional Tool Cart - Black .........           ........SNX # 8057BK ....... $849.99
Professional Tool Cart - Green .........           ......... SNX # 8057G ........ $699.99

• Holds either Metric or SAE tool sizes. 
• 5,667 cu. inches of storage capacity. 
• Pegs to handle chrome sockets include: 
1/4” drive (18 deep - 18 shallow)
3/8” drive (13 deep - 13 shallow)
1/2” drive (16 deep - 16 shallow)
• 17 total pegs to hang combination end wrenches with 
each peg holding up to two (3) wrenches.
• Area with holes to store ratchet drives, extensions and 
screwdrivers / nutdrivers.
• Bottom socket tray lifts to access tools underneath.
• Additional areas to hold miscellaneous tools including 
full width rear area for longer tools.
• Dimensions: 36-3/4” W x 17-7/8” D x 18-1/2” H

• Holds both Metric and SAE tool sizes. 
• 8,581 cu. inches of storage capacity. 
• Pegs to handle chrome sockets include:
1/4” drive (22 deep - 22 shallow) 
3/8” drive (30 deep - 30 shallow)
1/2” drive (41 deep - 41 shallow)
• 35 total pegs to hang combination end wrenches 
with each peg holding up to two (3) wrenches.
• Area with holes to store ratchet drives, extensions 
and screwdrivers / nutdrivers.
• (2) socket trays that lift to access tools underneath.
• Has full width rear area to hold your longer tools.
• Dimensions: 30” W x 19” D x 20-1/8” H

• Holds both Metric and SAE tool sizes. 
• 13,120 cu. inches of storage capacity. 
• Pegs to handle chrome sockets include:
1/4” drive (32 deep - 32 shallow)
3/8” drive (28 deep - 28 shallow) 
1/2” drive (40 deep - 39 shallow)
• 39 total pegs to hang combination end wrenches 
with each peg holding up to two (3) wrenches.
• Left side area has holes to store 21 ratchet drives, 
extensions and breaker bars plus 21 holes for screw-
drivers / nutdrivers.
• Gas shocks raises front socket panel for an ad-
ditional area to hold your other miscellaneous tools.
• Dimensions: 36” W x 21-1/2” D x 17-3/8” H

MTZ # XL450B

$64999

Crossover® triangle™

Large triangle™

Medium triangle™

Intermediate triangle™

MTZ # LA400B

$59999

MTZ # SE250B

$49999

• Holds either Metric or SAE tool sizes. 
• 2,890 cu. inches of storage capacity. 
• Pegs to handle chrome sockets include:
1/4” drive (10 deep - 10 shallow)
3/8” drive (11 deep - 11 shallow)
1/2” drive (13 deep - 13 shallow)
• 14 total pegs to hang combination end wrenches 
with each peg holding up to two (3) wrenches.
• Area with holes to store ratchet drives, extensions 
and screwdrivers / nutdrivers.
• Bottom socket tray lifts to access tools underneath.
• Pigeon hole areas to hold miscellaneous tools.
• Dimensions: 22-1/2” W x 13” D x 14-1/8” H

Small triangle™
MTZ # SM200B

$39999

• Holds either Metric or SAE tool sizes. 
• 5,260 cu. inches of storage capacity. 
• Pegs to handle chrome sockets include:
1/4” drive (11 deep - 11 shallow)
3/8” drive (15 deep - 15 shallow)
1/2” drive (18 deep - 18 shallow)
• 18 total pegs to hang combination end wrenches
with each peg holding up to two (3) wrenches.
• Area with holes to store ratchet drives, extensions 
and screwdrivers / nutdrivers.
• Bottom socket tray lifts to access tools underneath.
• (4) additional areas to hold miscellaneous tools.
• Dimensions: 30” W x 15” D x 18-1/8” H
Aluminum Construction ...................MTZ # ME300AL ..........$599.99
Black Steel Construction ..................MTZ # ME300B .......... $499.99

STEEL CONSTRUCTION PORTABLE
TRIANGLE™ TOOLBOXES

Add this to

a roller cabinet

to use around

the shop

# 8057CAMO

# 8057XTDLGYS

Premium
Series Tool Carts
ADDITIONAL FEATURES INCLUDE: Protective edge bumpers that absorb damage to the cart 
and vehicles, because accidents can happen. Raise and release latching handles keep drawers 
secure closed and prevent accidental opening during transporting.

SHIPS 

FULLY
ASSEMBLED 

CENTRALIZED DRAWER
UNLOCK/LOCK LEVER
FOR SAFE TOOL CART 

MANEUVERING 

10 HOLES ON EACH
SIDE FOR QUICK ACCESS

TO HAND DRIVERS

Professional
6-Drawer 
Tool Carts
CONVENIENT - with 15,500 Cubic Inches of storage space you can store your most frequently 
used tools right by your side avoiding those dreaded walks back to the toolbox.
ACCESSIBLE - two gas shocks automatically raises and support the lid when unlocked. Inside 
the 5” deep top storage bin is the sliding lock / unlock lever for the drawers below.
RIGID CONSTRUCTION - features powder coated heavy duty, 18 gauge steel construction with 
5” diameter wheels (2 with locking brakes) for easy maneuverability. 600 lbs. capacity Measures: 
39.5”H x 33.75” L x 20” W
PROFESSIONAL FEATURES - Soft close drawers with full extension roller-bearing drawer slides 
and EVA foam drawer liners. On the outsides, you’re looking at 10 holes on each side, putting 
your go-to screwdrivers, nut drivers or whatever else you like with a thin shift in a location that’s 
easy to see and reach.

Camo Graphics ...................................... SNX # 8057CAMO .......... $699.99
TrueTimber® Kanati Graphics ............ SNX # 8057TTKANATI ...... $839.99
Got Your Six Graphics ..........................SNX # 8057XTDLGYS ....... $999.99

# 8057TTKANATI
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8 Pc. Combination Screwdriver Set  ................... SNX # 118SS ........ $34.99
Set include: • Cabinet - 3/16” x 6”   • Slotted - 1/4” x 1-1/2”, 1/4” x 4” with bolster, 5/16” x 6” with 
bolster  • Phillips - #2 x 1-1/2”, #1 x 3” with bolster, #2 x 4” with bolster, #3 x 6” with bolster

12 Pc. Combination Screwdriver Set  ................ SNX # 1112SS ....... $66.49
Set includes: • Cabinet - 3/16” x 6”   • Slotted - 1/4” x 1-1/2”, 1/4” x 4” with bolster, 5/16” x 6” with 

bolster, 3/8” x 8” with bolster, 3/8” x 12” • Phillips - #2 x 1-1/2”, #1 x 3” with bolster, 
#2 x 4” with bolster, #2 x 8” with bolster, #3 x 6” with bolster, #4 x 8” with bolster.

20 Pc. Combination Screwdriver Set  ................SNX # 1120SS ........$79.99
Set includes: • Cabinet - 1/8” x 3”, 5/32” x 4”, 3/16” x 4”, 3/16” x 6”  • Slotted - 1/4” x 1-1/2”, 1/4” x 

4” with bolster, 1/4” x 6” with bolster, 5/16” x 8” with bolster, 3/8” x 10” with bolster 
• Phillips - #0 x 3”, #2 x 1-1/2”, #1 x 3” with bolster, #2 x 4” with bolster,  #3 x 6” with bolster 

• Torx ® - T10 x 4”, T15 x 4”, T20 x 4”, T25 x 4”, T27 x 4”, T30 x 4”

COMFORT
GRIP HANDLE
Dual material ergonomic handle 
for optimal balance and grip

SCREWDRIVER SETS

TORQUE WRENCHES

VAPOR
BLASTED TIP
For enhanced durability

CHROME VANADIUM
STEEL SHAFTS
Have a matte finish to resist flaking and 
abrasions. Hex drive bolsters found 
on larger screwdrivers are designed to 
provide more torque for tough jobs

MOLDED 
STORAGE TRAY

Fits into toolbox drawer for 
quick access and organization

Square Drive: 1/4” Drive 3/8” Drive 3/8” Drive 1/2” Drive 3/4” Drive
Torque Range: 10-50 in/lbs. 50-250 in/lbs. 10-80 ft/lbs. 30-250 ft/lbs. 110-600 ft/lbs.
Ratchet Mechanism: 60 tvooth 48 tooth 80 tooth 48 tooth 48 tooth
Accuracy CW: +/- 6% +/- 3% +/- 3% +/- 3% +/- 3%
Accuracy CCW: +/- 6% +/- 6% +/- 6% +/- 6% +/- 6%
Part Number: # 11050  # 30250 # 31080 # 20250 # 40600
SALE PRICE $119.99 $129.99 $146.99 $164.99 $479.99

GEAR
TO

GEAR
DESIGN

When precision is needed, a torque wrench allows you to tighten fasteners to exact 
specifications. These dual-direction click-style torque wrenches are marked in 
standard American inch- or foot-pound settings and Newton meter settings. What 
make Sunex different is the gear-to-gear ratchet head design -vs- other brands that 
use single pawl design. Other internal benefits include aluminum bronze cam set 
to keep from marring in the shaft, smoother jumping block is easier on the cam set 
and all this combined results in longer tool life. Includes custom fitted high-impact 
storage case included.CLICK

LOCK
RING

COLLAR
Pull the locking ring 

towards the end of the 
wrench. Turn the handle to 

adjust your desired setting and 
release the ring to secure that setting

Emits an 
audible ‘click’ 
and impulse 
when the 
preset value 
is reached

89 Pc. Chrome Socket Set - 1/4”, 3/8” & 1/2” Drive 
Set includes: •1/4” DRIVE -- 6 Pt. shallow sockets: 5/32”, 3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 
11/32”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13mm -- 6 Pt deep sockets: 
3/16”, 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16” -- 12 Pt. shallow sockets: 3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 
11/32”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”. -- extension: 3” • 3/8” DRIVE -- 6 Pt. shallow sockets: 3/8”, 
7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,14, 15, 17, 19mm. 
-- 12 Pt. shallow sockets: 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 
9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19mm -- 12 Pt. deep sockets: 3/8”, 
7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”. -- extension: 3” • 1/2” DRIVE -- 12 Pt. shallow 
sockets: 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”. -- 6 Pt. 
deep spark plug sockets: 5/8”, 13/16” -- extension: 5”
• INCLUDES: 1/4”, 3/8”, 1/2” drive 80 tooth low profile ratchets.
SNX # 1889 .............................. $199.99

79 Pc. Chrome Socket Set - 3/8” & 1/4” Drive .....SNX # 3879 .....$169.99
Set include: •1/4” DRIVE -- 6 Pt. shallow sockets: 5/32”, 3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 11/32”, 
3/8”, 13/32”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 10, 11, 12, 13mm  -- 6 Pt. deep sockets: 1/4”, 9/32”, 
5/16”, 11/32”, 3/8”, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10mm. -- extension: 3”  • 3/8” DRIVE -- 6 Pt. shallow sockets: 1/4”, 
5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19mm  
-- 12 Pt. shallow sockets: 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4” -- 6 Pt. deep 
sockets: 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 11, 12, 13, 14mm -- 8 Pt. shallow sockets: 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”. -- 
extension: 3”, 6” -- ratchets: 3/8” & 1/4” drive 80 tooth low profile

36 Pc. Chrome Socket Set - 1/4” Drive ...............SNX # 1436 ...... $89.99
Set include: • 1/4” DRIVE -- 6 Pt. shallow sockets: 3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 11/32”, 3/8”, 
7/16”, 1/2”, 6mm, 7mm, 8mm, 9mm, 10mm, 11mm, 12mm. -- 6 Pt. deep sockets: 3/16”, 7/32”, 
1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 11/32”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 6mm, 7mm, 8mm, 9mm, 10mm, 11mm, 12mm -- 
extension: 3”, 6” -- ratchet: 1/4” drive 80 tooth low profile -- universal joint

30 Pc. Chrome Socket Set - 3/8” & 1/4” Drive.... SNX # 3830 ..... $89.99
Set include: •1/4” DRIVE -- 6 Pt. shallow sockets: 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 11/32”, 6mm, 7mm, 8mm, 
9mm  • 3/8” DRIVE -- 6 Pt. shallow sockets: 3/8”, 7/16”, 10mm, 11mm, 12mm -- 12 Pt. shallow 
sockets: 13mm, 14mm, 15mm, 16mm, 17mm, 18mm, 19mm -- 12 Pt. deep sockets: 1/2”, 9/16”, 
5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”  -- 6 Pt. deep spark plug sockets: 5/8”, 13/16” -- extension: 3” -- reducer: 1/4” 
Male -- ratchet: 3/8” drive 80 tooth low profile 

42 Pc. Chrome Socket Set - 3/8” Drive ............... SNX # 3842 ....$139.99
Set include: • 3/8” DRIVE -- 6 Pt. shallow sockets: 3/8”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 
7/8”, 10mm, 11mm, 12mm, 13mm, 14mm, 15mm, 16mm, 17mm, 18mm, 19mm. -- 6 Pt. deep 
sockets: 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 10mm, 11mm, 12mm, 13mm, 14mm, 
15mm, 16mm, 17mm, 18mm, 19mm -- extension: 3”, 6” -- 6 Pt. deep spark plug sockets: 5/8”, 
13/16” -- ratchet: 3/8” drive 80 tooth low profile -- universal joint

# 1436

# 3879
# 3830

# 3842

RUGGED CASE
2-piece reinforced

design with steel latches

Chrome Socket Sets
80 TOOTH
REVERSIBLE 
RATCHET
Functions in tight 
areas by providing a 
smaller 4.5° arc swing 
during rotation

Chrome Socket Sets
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14 Pc. SAE ..................SNX # 9914 ...... $89.99
3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1, 

1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-1/4

6 Pc. SAE Jumbo.........SNX # 9916 .... $159.99
1-3/8, 1-1/2, 1-5/8, 1-3/4, 1-7/8, 2

14 Pc. Metric............. SNX # 9914M .... $69.99
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm

6 Pc. Metric Jumbo .....SNX # 9926 ...... $52.99
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25mm

7 Pc. Metric X-Large ...SNX # 9927 ...... $92.99
26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32mm

Both heads of these wrenches are offset at 16° & 60° to the 
handle. Both ends are the same size to permit the wrench to 
be used in four different positions. This adds convenience and 
access those hard-to-reach places. Made of drop forged steel 
for added strength. Fully guaranteed and comes with canvas 
storage pouch.

DOUBLE BOX
END WRENCH SETS
These 12-point double box end wrenches have a 10° offset 
head to allow clearance in tight areas. The box end design 
allows user to provide higher torque without spreading or 
rounding the fastener. Fully guaranteed and 
comes with canvas storage pouch.

5 Pc. SAE Set
3/8 & 7/16, 1/2 & 9/16, 5/8 & 11/16, 3/4 & 
13/16, 7/8 & 15/16
SNX # 9950 .........................$39.99

6 Pc. Long SAE Set
5/16 & 3/8,  7/16 & 1/2, 9/16 & 5/8, 11/16 & 
3/4, 13/16 & 7/8, 15/16 & 1
BLA # BW6PTNB ............... $99.99

5 Pc. Metric Set
10mm & 11mm, 12mm & 14mm, 13mm & 
15mm, 16mm & 18mm, 17mm & 19mm
SNX # 9950M ..................... $32.99

14 Pc. SAE ................SNX # 9714 ..........$69.99
3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1, 

1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-1/4
7 Pc. SAE...................SNX # 9707 ........ $159.99

1-5/16, 1-3/8, 1-1/2, 1-5/8, 1-3/4, 1-7/8, 2
4 Pc. SAE...................SNX # 9604 ........$249.99

2-1/8, 2-1/4, 2-3/8, 2-1/2
14 Pc. Metric.............SNX # 9715 ..........$54.99

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm
5 Pc. Metric ............. SNX # 9605M ........$33.99

20, 21, 22, 23, 24mm
6 Pc. Metric ............. SNX # 9606M ....... $64.99

25, 26, 27, 29, 30, 32mm
7 Pc. Metric ............. SNX # 9707M ......$154.99

33, 34, 36, 38, 41, 46, 50mm

SATIN FINISH
COMBO WRENCH SETS
These high density wrenches feature drop forged alloy steel 
construction and each wrench is plated to resist rust and corrosion. 
Rounded handle edge makes it comfortable to hold and the satin-
finish provides a slip resistance gripping surface.

These short handle combination wrenches provide extreme 
access and clearance in tight areas. The 12-point box end 
provides maximum turning power. Fully guaranteed and 
comes with canvas storage pouch.

11 Pc. SAE Set ............. SNX # 9930 ........$46.99
3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1

10 Pc. Metric Set ........SNX # 9930M ......$39.99
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm

7 Pc. SAE Set
5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”,  3/4”
TTN # 17350 ...........................................$47.99

13 Pc. SAE Set
1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 
13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”
TTN # 17354 ........................................ $129.99

7 Pc. SAE ~ Flex-Head Set
5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 3/4”
TTN # 17360 ......................................... $76.99
7 Pc. Metric Set
9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16, 18 mm
TTN # 17351 ...........................................$47.99

12 Pc. Metric Set
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 mm
TTN # 17355 .......................................... $86.99

These chrome vanadium 
steel combination wrenches 
feature a ratcheting box-
end to speed up fastener 
rundown time. Fine tooth 
gearing allows as little as 5° 
wrench movement to turn 
the fastener, making these 
excellent for those confined 
areas. Each set packaged in 
a reusable wrench holder.

RATCHETING
WRENCHES

LIMITED ACCESS DOUBLE
BOX END WRENCH SETS
These 12-point wrenches feature a curved design for maximum 
access in confined areas and around obstructions. Fully polished 
drop forged steel that provides added strength. Fully guaranteed 
and includes a canvas storage pouch. Used mainly in automotive 
applications for starter motors, alternators, carburetors, brakes, 
driveline and exhaust manifolds just to mention a few.

14 Pc. SAE
3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1, 
1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-1/4
SNX # 9915 ........................................... $86.99

12 Pc. Metric
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm
SNX # 9917M ........................................ $49.99

5 Pc. Metric Jumbo
20, 21, 22, 23, 24mm
SNX # 9918M ........................................ $46.99

8 Pc. Metric X-Large
26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32mm
SNX # 9919M .......................................$113.99

25 Pc. Metric Master
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23,
24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32mm
SNX # 9917MPR .................................. $189.99

ANGLE HEAD
OPEN END WRENCH SETS

• Fully polished, drop forged alloy steel 
• 20% longer than standard wrenches

• V-Groove design reduces wear on fasteners
• Less edge stress means less rounding

V-GROOVE
WRENCH
SETS

S-Style

Half Moon

Half Moon Set - SAE
5/16” & 3/8”, 7/16” & 1/2”, 9/16” & 5/8”, 11/16” & 3/4”, 
13/16” & 7/8”
SNX # 9935 ........................................... $35.99

Half Moon Set - Metric
8mm & 10mm, 11mm & 13mm, 14mm & 15mm, 17mm & 
19mm, 21mm & 22mm
SNX # 9935M ........................................ $38.99

S-Style Set - SAE
5/16” & 3/8”, 7/16” & 1/2”, 9/16” & 19/32”, 5/8” & 11/16”, 
11/16” & 3/4”
SNX # 9940 ........................................... $35.99

S-Style Set - Metric
8mm & 9mm, 12mm & 13mm, 14mm & 15mm, 16mm & 
17mm, 18mm & 19mm
SNX # 9940M ........................................ $35.99

STUBBY COMBO WRENCH SETS

# 9930M

# 9707

SATIN FINISH
COMBO WRENCH SETS

STUBBY COMBO WRENCH SETS
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Double
Box End

Flex Head

Reversible

9 Pc. SAE Set w/ case
1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”,
9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”.
BLA # BW2250R ...........$132.99
13 Pc. METRIC Set w/ case
6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 mm  
BLA # BW2251R ...........$193.997 Pc. SAE Set

3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”
BLA # BW1250 .......... $74.99
7 Pc. METRIC Set
10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18 mm  
BLA # BW1251 .......... $74.99

These flat pattern flip-over style ratcheting 
head wrenches have two sizes on one wrench. 

4 Pc. SAE Set w/ case
5/16” x 3/8”, 7/16” x 1/2”, 9/16” x 5/8”, 
11/16” x 3/4” 
BLA # BW3330R  .............$92.99
10 mm x 11 mm Single Wrench 
BLA # BW1011R .............. $17.99

8 Pc. SAE Set w/ case
5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”
BLA # BW3251L ............ $174.99
12 Pc. METRIC Set w/ case
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 mm 
BLA # BW3250L ........... $244.99

Great ratcheting power at any angle. Get onto fasteners 
you normally can’t get to with a standard ratchet wrench. 
The fine-toothed flip-over style ratcheting head with locking 
pin which allows to freeze or lock the angle of 
the head securely in 13 different positions.

No need to remove the wrench from 
fastener to change direction, thanks to 
the compact reversing lever. Features a 
15-degree offset head to allow for knuckle 
clearance above the work surface.

8 Pc. SAE Set  w/ case
5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4” 
BLA # BW1400 .................. $129.99
7 Pc. SAE Jumbo Set w/ case
13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-1/4”  
BLA # BW1401 ................... $279.99

8 Pc. METRIC Set w/ case
8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18mm  
BLA # BW1408 .............$129.99
12 Pc. METRIC Set w/ case
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm  
BLA # BW1450 ..............$192.99

# BW3330R

# BW3250L

LOCKING BUTTON

Stubby
Reversible

# BW1400

Ratcheting Wrenches
This family of wrenches combines the speed of a ratchet with the access of a 
combination wrench. The open pass-thru ratcheting box-end design allows 

access to fasteners regardless of the depth.  Fine-toothed ratcheting gear 
requires as little as 5 degrees of wrench movement. Bottom 

line, speed up fastener rundown/removal time.

These sets feature 72-tooth mechanisms 
and a 5° turning arc. High-grade fully 
polished finish. Slim head designs allow 
greater access to fasteners with both box 
and open-ends. Chrome vanadium steel 
provides superior strength.

# BW2250R

17 Pc. SAE ..................BLA # MF-017 ........$195.99
1/4, 5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1, 
1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-1/4, 1-15/16
14 Pc. SAE ..................BLA # MF-014 ........ $176.99
5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1, 
1-1/16, 1-1/8,1-1/4
17 Pc. Metric............. BLA # MF-017M .......$194.99
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22mm
11 Pc. Metric............. BLA # MF-011M .........$94.99
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16mm

These wrench sets are 
constructed of chrome vana-
dium alloy steel for strength 

and durability. Wrenches use 
a 12-point box end design 

with 15° offset creating 
clearance for fingers.

SATIN WRENCH SETS

14 Pc. SAE ................ BLA # BW-14PT ....... $155.99
5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1, 
1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-1/4
11 Pc. SAE ................ BLA # BW-11PT ....... $119.99
3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1
14 Pc. Metric............BLA # BW-14MPT ..... $155.99
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20mm
11 Pc. Metric.............. BLA # BW-11P ........ $119.99
7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19mm

POLISHED
WRENCH SETS

CROWS FOOT WRENCH SETS

These fully polished, chrome 
finish, drop forged steel crowfoot 
wrenches can easily attach to any 
ratchet or extension bar to reach 
into confined areas.

Flare
Style

Straight Style

8 Pc. Metric Straight Set ......... SNX # 9730 ...... $61.99
24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32mm

7 Pc. Metric Straight Set ......... SNX # 9740 ...... $89.99
34, 35, 36, 38, 41, 42, 46mm

7 Pc. SAE Straight Set ............ SNX # 9720 ...... $74.99
1, 1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-3/16, 1-1/4, 1-3/8, 1-1/2

6 Pc. SAE Straight Set ............ SNX # 9722 .... $109.99
1-5/8, 1-3/4, 1-7/8, 2, 2-1/8, 2-1/4

8 Pc. SAE Flare Set ................ SNX # 9708 ......$28.99
3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 7/8

10 Pc. Metric Flare Set ..........SNX # 9710M ..... $37.99
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm
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TRADESMEN VISES

BRASS
HAMMERS
16” unbreakable steel core 
handle with vulcanized rub-
ber no-slip grip and tapered 
anti-vibe neck. A double face, 
mar-resistant soft brass head to 
help absorb impact and reduces or 
eliminate work damage. Features 
a safety plate that prevents head 
from dislodging. Spark resistant for 
safe use near combustible materials.

4 lb. Head Weight
JET # 90416..................... $129.99
6 lb. Head Weight
JET # 90616 ..................... $169.99

DEAD BLOW
HAMMERS
Eliminates bounce back. The 
non-marring and non-sparking soft 
face makes these ideal for use in 
the automotive industry, oil and min-
ing, metal fabrication and assembly, 
wood assembly and the aerospace 
industry. 14” handle lengths.

1.5 lb. Head Weight
JET # 55114 ............$37.99
2 lb. Head Weight
JET # 55214 .....................$41.99
3 lb. Head Weight
JET # 55314 ..................... $47.99

3 Pc. B.A.S.H 
Unbreakable Hammer Set
The world’s most durable sledge, ball and 
cross pein hammers available. Set Contains: 
(1) 2-1/2 lb. sledge hammer with 12” handle 
(1) 24 oz. ball pein hammer with 14” handle 
(1) 32 oz. cross pein hammer with 16” handle
JET # 11111 ........................ $99.99

2 lb Cross
Pien Hammer
JET # 30216 ......... $42.99

1.5 lb Cross
Pien Hammer
JET # 32414 ..........$37.99

4 lb. Head Weight • 16” Handle
JET # 20416 ................. $55.99
6 lb. Head Weight • 16” Handle
JET # 20616 .................$66.99
8 lb. Head Weight • 16” Handle
JET # 20816 ................. $77.99
4 lb. Head Weight • 24” Handle
JET # 20424 ................ $65.99
6 lb. Head Weight • 24” Handle
JET # 20624 ................ $72.99
8 lb. Head Weight • 24” Handle
JET # 20824 ................$83.99
8 lb. Head Weight • 30” Handle
JET # 20830 ................$88.99

12 lb. Head Weight • 30” Handle
JET # 21230 ................. $119.99
6 lb. Head Weight • 36” Handle
JET # 20636 ..................$81.99
8 lb. Head Weight • 36” Handle
JET # 20836 ..................$94.99
10 lb. Head Weight • 36” Handle
JET # 21036 ................. $110.99
12 lb. Head Weight • 36” Handle
JET # 21236 .................$124.99
20 lb. Head Weight • 36” Handle
JET # 22036 ................$186.99

B.A.S.H SLEDGE HAMMERS
Hi-Vis Head is drop forged 46 HRC steel for the most 
demanding applications. Features a flat head design 
that conveniently stands upright for easy reach. A steel 
re-enforced lanyard hole safely secures sledge hammer 
to your wrist. Molten steel bars reinforce to eliminate 
breaking due to overstrikes. Locking steel safety plate 
holds the head to the handle preventing dislodging. 
Anti-Vibe Neck Reduces use fatigue.

WORLD’S
THE

MOST DURABLE
STRIKING TOOLS

10” Truck Vise Riser
This durable steel riser brings the Wilton 
model 10010 vise to an improved work 
height. Riser fits in a standard 2” receiver 
hitch. Includes a standard hitch pin.
JET # 10055 ......$69.99

6” Hitch-Mounted Truck Vise
Fits into a 2” receiver hitch and includes a hitch 
pin for easy mounting. Doesn’t interfere with 
truck bed or tailgate. Can be mounted on a work 
bench or trailer with the included mounting brack-
et. Water resistant construction stands up to the 
harshest conditions while it’s on your vehicle. 
Features: heavy-duty 60,000 PSI ductile iron body 
with large striking anvil work surface. Has built-in 
self centering pipe jaws and replaceable hard-
ened serrated steel jaw faces. 5-3/4” max jaw 
opening. 5” throat depth. 3/4” to 4” pipe capacity. 
19-1/4” overall height.
JET # 10010 ........................ $229.99

SEALED CONSTRUCTION - enclosed design 
keeps lubrication in and contaminants out 
for a lifetime of smooth operation.

60,000 PSI DUCTILE IRON - body, jaws, and base is 
virtually indestructible with 2X the strength of cast iron.

PRECISION SLIDE BAR - eliminates movement in the 
front jaw regardless of opened distance.

LONGER SPINDLE NUT
ensures smooth movement and 
a stronger straight-line pull.

REVERSIBLE STEEL SERRATED JAWS
with phosphate coating provide 
increased durability and an 
extended life of use.

  Max. Opening  Throat  Pipe Jaw  Base    
Jaw Size  Capacity  Depth  Capacity  Swivel  Part # SALE PRICE
4-1/2”  4”  3-1/4”  1/4” to 2-1/2”  360°  JET # 63199  $425.99
5-1/2”  5”  3-5/8”  3/8” to 3-1/2”  360°  JET # 28806  $589.99
6-1/2”  6”  4-1/4”  3/8” to 4”  360°  JET # 28807  $659.99
8”  6-3/4”  4-3/4”  1/8” to 3-1/2”  360°  JET # 28808  $979.99

UTILITY VISES 
These vises are made with 30,000 PSI cast iron body and powder coat 
finish to resist scratches for years of rugged use. 180° swivel base with 
single lockdown for quick and easy positioning. Features: (4) mounting 
ears, built in self-centering pipe jaws, anvil work surface, replaceable 
serrated steel jaw faces.

  Max. Opening  Throat  Pipe Jaw  Base    
Jaw Size  Capacity  Depth  Capacity  Swivel  Part # SALE PRICE
4-1/2”  4”  2-5/8”  1/8” to 2”  180°  JET # 11126 $107.99
5-1/2”  5”  3-1/4”  1/8” to 2-1/2”  180°  JET # 11127  $129.99
6-1/2”   5-1/2”  4-1/4”  1/8” to 2-1/2”  180°  JET # 11128BH  $169.99
8”  7-1/2”  4-1/2”  1/8” to 3”  180°  JET # 11800  $332.99

# 11800 # 11128BH

360°
Swivel Vise 
Ideal 360° rotating head for clamping material at 
the best possible angle. Indexed at 90° left & right 
for quick set up as well as permanent pipe jaws 
and v-jaw to hold round objects vertically. Fea-
tures single lockdown base, (4) mounting ears, 
built-in self-centering pipe jaws, anvil work sur-
face, replaceable hardened serrated steel jaws.
• Opening Capacity ............................ 5-1/4”
• Throat Depth ......................................... 3”
• Pipe Jaw Capacity ........................ 3/8” - 3”
• Type of Base ...........................360° Swivel
JET # 69999 .................... $183.99

Reversible
Mechanics Vise 
Front jaw can be removed and inserted in the 
reverse direction. This increases the jaw capacity 
to an incredible 9-3/4 to handle over sized pro-
jects with ease. The 30,000 PSI iron body casting 
has (2) large anvil work surfaces. A 360° swivel 
base with double lockdowns ensure maximum 
stability. Features (4) mounting ears, built-in 
self-centering pipe jaws, replaceable hardened 
serrated steel jaw faces.
• Opening Capacity ........6” | 9-3/4” Reversed
• Throat Depth .........3-3/4” | 2-3/4” Reversed
• Pipe Jaw Capacity ........................ 1/8” - 3”
JET # 14500..................... $194.99

Unlike most vises that have a fixed center nut the Tradesman round 
channel vise nut is anchored at the rear which provides straight line 
pull and even pressure resulting in greater durability.
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  Standard   SALE
Model Number Capacity Lift Headroom PRICE
JET # 101900 ........1/2-Ton ..........10 ft............11” ........... $149.99
JET # 101910 ......... 1-Ton ...........10 ft............12” ........... $169.99
JET # 101921 ...... 1-1/2 Ton ........15 ft.........14-1/2” ........ $275.99
JET # 101930 ......... 2-Ton ...........10 ft.........17-1/2” ........ $279.99
JET # 101931 ......... 2-Ton ...........15 ft.........17-1/2” ........ $319.99
JET # 101932 ......... 2-Ton ...........20 ft.........17-1/2” ........ $359.99
JET # 101940 ......... 3-Ton ...........10 ft.........20-1/2” ........$349.99
JET # 101941 ......... 3-Ton ...........15 ft.........20-1/2” ........ $399.99
JET # 101951 .......... 5-Ton ...........15 ft.........23-1/2” ........$645.99

Ideal choice for pulling, stretching and hoisting in tight spaces. Easy-to-use single 
hand operation and control. Uses hardened grade 80 low-wear chain. Features 
enclosed Weston style dual pawl automatic brake system that holds load in any 
position. Offers a freewheeling feature without load for quick attachments. Drop 
forged hooks with heavy-duty safety latches swivel 360° for easy rigging. Complies 
with OSHA, ANSI/ASME B30.21 and HST-3 standards.

Available from 1/2-ton though 5-ton capacities. 
Spacer washers allow for quick adjustments to fit 
different beam flange widths. Features hardened 
steel wheels with double sealed, permanently 
lubricated bearings. Trolleys are proof tested with 
test certifcate and complies with OSHA, ANSI/
ASME B30.11 and B30.17 standards.

  Beam Min. Beam Minimum SALE
Model Number Capacity Flange Width Height Beam Curve PRICE
JET # 262005....... 1/2-Ton .......2-1/2” to 8” ............3” ..........35” Radius .......$79.99
JET # 262010 .........1-Ton ............3” to 8” ...............5” ..........39” Radius ..... $100.99
JET # 262020 ........2-Ton .........3-1/4” to 8” ............6” ..........43” Radius ..... $166.99
JET # 262030 ........3-Ton ............4” to 8” ...............8” ..........51” Radius ......$327.99
JET # 262050 .........5-Ton .........4-5/8” to 8” ...........10” .........55” Radius ..... $478.99

Model Number Capacity Standard Lift Headroom SALE PRICE
JET # 287300 ....... 3/4-Ton .............5 ft .............. 12-3/4” .......... $225.99
JET # 287301 ....... 3/4-Ton ............10 ft ............. 12-3/4” .......... $241.99
JET # 287302 ....... 3/4-Ton ............15 ft ............. 12-3/4” .......... $258.99
JET # 287401 ..... 1-1/2-Ton ..........10 ft ................ 15” ............. $291.99

JET® S90 Series hand chain hoists were designed with reliability and 
durability to perform in light-duty industrial applications. Great for low 
headroom applications and use in confined areas. Features needle bearing 
design promotes long hoist life and low wear reducing downtime. Triple 
spur gears, providing high efficiency ratio. Black oxide coated Grade 80 
load chain is induction hardened and corrosion resistant. Alloy steel safety 
hooks swivel 360° for easy rigging. Weston Style dual pawl brake system 
increases safety and load control. Proof tested and certified, complies 
with OSHA, ANSI/ASME B30.16 and HST-2M standards.

S90 SERIES MANUAL CHAIN HOISTS

LIFTING
EQUIPMENT

LEVER CHAIN HOISTS

HD MANUAL TROLLEYS

2-Ton Dual Piston
Folding Engine Crane
This engine crane has some awesome new 
features like: dual pump pistons designed to reach 
max height 25% faster than single pump designs. New low 4.7” leg clearance to fit under wide 
range of vehicle frame without jacking up the vehicle. Has a 4-position boom can be adjusted 
from: 1000 / 2000 / 3000 / 4000 lb. settings, Boom Length: 48” / 41.5” / 34” / 27”, Boom Ca-
pacity (tons): 0.5 / 1 / 1.5 / 2 ton, Maximum Height: 96.5” / 90.5” / 84.5” / 78.5”. Unique drop 
forged steel hook swivels 360 degrees. Crane fold up when it’s not in use. (21.5” x 31.5” area)

MULTIPLE
BOOM

POSITIONS

DROP
FORGED

HEAVY DUTY 
360° SWIVEL

HOOK

LOW
PROFILE

LEGS

DUAL PUMP
PISTONS

SNX # 5222

$62999

Universal
Engine Lift Plate
Lift engines at three different 
angles, with the intake manifold 
installed. Universal design fits 90% of 
the cast iron and aluminum intakes in-
cluding Holley® Dominator manifolds. 
1,000 lbs. max load capacity allows 
you to remove or install engines with the 
transmission attached. Can be used to seal 
the intake for safe storage as well.
PRT # W41034 ............ $11.49

3/4 Ton Capacity Engine Sling
Designed to hook to a crane or hoist. The 
horizontal tilt can be adjusted to compen-
sate for off-center or off-balanced loads. 
Includes (4) 12” long chains and angle 
brackets for easy mounting.
SNX # 5208 .................... $84.99

Engine Stand
Not Included

  Max. Opening  Throat  Pipe Jaw    
Description Capacity  Depth  Capacity   Part # SALE PRICE
4”  General Purpose 4”  2-5/8”  1/8” to 2”   TTN # 22010 $59.99
6”  Industrial Grade 5”  3-1/4”  1/8” to 2-1/2”   TTN # 22016  $149.99
8”  Industrial Grade  5-1/2”  4-1/4”  1/8” to 2-1/2”   TTN # 22018  $279.99

SWIVEL BENCH VISES
These afforable vises have hardened serrated steel 
jaws. Bases rotate 210° and has lock down mecha-
nisms ensuring maximum stability. 6” & 8” vises 
feature forged steel beam with built-in self-centering 
pipe jaws and large anvil work surface.

2-1/2”
Table Vise
This versatile vise can be 
clamped or bolted onto a 
variety of work surfaces. 
Dual jaw design with a 1-1/2” 
smooth surface for plastic or 
wood and a 2-1/2” diamond 
pattern jaws with V-groove cut-
outs for metal and round stock. 
Has two-way 360° swivel at the 
base and jaw with a max jaw opening of 
2.28”. Features an anvil for light shaping.
TTN # 22052 .....................$59.99

20 FT.
TOW CHAIN ASSEMBLY
W/ CLEVIS GRAB HOOKS
This Grade 70 chain is suited for load binding, 
towing and logging applications. It’s strength to 
weight ratio exceeds that of ‘Proof Coil’ and ‘High 
Test’ chain. Yellow zinc finish. Meets all Depart-
ment of Transportation (DOT) regulations.  

5/16” x 20’ - 4,700 lb. Working Load
FRN # 70397 .....................$44.99
3/8” x 20’ - 6,600 lb. Working Load
FRN # 70399 ..................... $56.99

Magnetic Non-Marring Vise Grips
Securely fastens to any 3” 
to 6” vise jaws using strong 
magnets. Non-marring 
material prevents clamp 
marks, scratching or dam-
age to finished surfaces.

TTN # 22020 3-Magnet Grip Set Uniform Cross-Hatch Grip Surface $11.99
PRT # MV-1 2-Magnet Grip Set Various Channels for Securing Tubes $16.49
LIS # 48000 Aluminum Grip Set V-Groove Protects Round & Hex Shapes  $12.99

# 22020
# MV-1

# 48000
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5 lb. Slide Hammer Puller Set
This convienent set can tackle nine different 
applications: Front Hub, Rear Axle, External 
3-Jaw, Internal 3-Jaw, External 2-Jaw, Internal 
2-Jaw, Puller Hook, Dent Puller and Grip 
Wrench. Included in blow-molded storage 
case for organization.
TTN # 51310 ...................... $99.99

2-1/2 lb.
Reversible Puller
Ideal for pulling applications involving gears, 
bearings, outer races, grease retainers, and 
oil seals. Reversible two or three puller jaws 
may be used to perform “inside” as well 
as “outside” pulling jobs. Measures 27” in 
length with a hammer weight of 2-1/2 lbs.
SNX # 3918 ....................... $99.99

5 lb. Master Set
Set includes: 5 lb. heavy duty slide hammer, 
internal or external reversible pulling jaws 
with a 2 and 3-way cross block and cone 
provide the perfect jaw configuration for 
most jobs. A puller hook, rear axle puller, 
dent puller, special grip wrench adapter and 
steel carrying case.
SNX # 3911 ..................... $104.99

2-1/2 lb. Internal Puller Set
For removal of pilot bearings, needle bearings 
and other jobs that require an internal puller. 
Includes four (4) collets: 3/8” to 1/2”, 9/16” to 
11/16”, 5/8” to 1”, 1” to 1-1/4” which adjust and 
expand to fit a wide-range of pulling applica-
tions. The 2-1/2 pounds slide hammer has a 
T-handle for a sure grip while pulling. Comes 
housed in a blow-molded plastic storage case. 
Has replacement part availability.
PRT # W89742 ................ $154.99

SLIDE HAMMER PULLERS

No Slip Pulley Puller / Installer
With more and more pulleys being pressed on, 
you need a tool that is capable of removing or 
installing pulleys without damage. This newly 
redesigned kit will remove and install pressed 
on power steering, alternator and air pump 
pulleys without slipping. The patented unique 
split puller body design completely houses the 
pulley hub and provides a gripping handle for 
safe removal. Set fits most domestic models 
including GM 3.1 and Quad 4 engines. Works on 
traditional V shaped pulleys and serpentine belt 
system pulleys. Also works faster than other 
conventional pulley pullers.
LIS # 39000 ...................... $62.99

 Ford Pitman Arm Puller
Designed for the large Pitman arms found on 
2005 and later Ford F250 and F350 trucks.
LIS # 41970 ....................... $35.99

 Pitman Arm Puller
Features a heat treated center screw and 
drop-forged puller body for added strength. 
4-1/4” long with 1-5/16” jaw opening.
LIS # 41900 ....................... $26.99

1

2

2

1

Pilot Bearing Puller
Designed to pull flywheel pilot bearings 
in close quarters where a slide hammer 
cannot be used. Will operate on many 
model vehicles with engine mounted in chassis. 
Capacity 1” to 1-1/2” with an I.D. reach of 3/4”.

SNX # 3916

$7299

Adjustable Seal Puller
Where clearance is a problem; like the front 
crankshaft seal, simply remove the pin and 
pivot the double-sided head to any of the 
5 positions. Choice of two hook sizes to 
remove the seal.
LIS # 56650 ............$15.49

Standard Seal Puller
LIS # 56750 ............. $9.49

Cam & 
Crank
Shaft Seal Puller
Engage adjustable hook behind the seal then slide 
the adjustable rod which will be used as a brace or 
leverage point. You can now push on the handle to 
remove the seal without damaging the shaft.
LIS # 58430 .............................$17.99

10,000 PSI
Air/Hydraulic
Foot Pump
Can be used with 
single acting 
cylinders, rams and 
presses. A durable and 
portable power source for a variety of hydrau-
lic tools. High performance pump requires 100 
PSI produce 10,000 PSI hydraulic pressure. 
Features built-in hydraulic fluid filter, pressure 
relief valve for overload protection, metal 
reservoir with 98 cubic inches of usable fluid.
SNX # 4998 ...................... $399.99

# 57PPK5

# 52BS

Shop presses 
can be used 

for installation 
and removal of 

pressure-fitted parts 
like bearings, gears, 

U-joints, bushings, ball 
joints and pulleys plus 

bending or straightening 
of metal. These high qual-

ity H-frame presses are US 
built with an all-welded steel 

design to prevent flexing or 
distortion. Has a reinforced head 

plate/bolster and features pinned 
adjustable beds.

5 Pc. Press Punch Kit
For use with presses up to 50 tons. Sizes 
include: 1/2”, 3/4”, 1”, 1-1/2”, & 2” diameter.
SNX # 57PPK5 ..............$109.99

Adjustable Bearing Splitter
Bearing separator is designed to remove 
gears and bearings effectively even in tight 
spaces. Spreads from 1-3/4” x 6-1/2” with 
7-1/2” distance between adjustment screws
SNX # 52BS .....................$33.49

20 Ton Manual Shop Press
The US built all-welded press frame is de-
signed to prevent flexing or zero-distortion 
under a maximum. Has a reinforced head 
plate/ bolster and features a pinned adjust-
able bed or throat opening of 1.5” to 33”. 
The manually operated 20 ton hydraulic 
pump has heavy duty return springs for 
fast ram retraction.
Includes: 3 piece punch kit, bed plates and 
a bearing punch to make fast work of re-
moving and installing gears, bearings and 
bushings. Height: 64-1/2”, Throat width: 
24.5”, Ram stroke: 6” Weight: 265 lbs.
SNX # 5720 ...................$859.99

FREE
with #5720 Purchase!
3 PC. PUNCH KIT
BED PLATES (2)

BEARING SHIELD

# 5720

Steering 
Wheel Puller
Specialized puller set for removing steering 
wheels with or without telescoping steering 
columns. Can also be used as a two or three 
way puller to remove pulleys and flywheel 
from small engines and snowmobiles
LIS # 45000 ...................... $22.99
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Digital
Outside Micrometer

A simple push of the button converts the LCD 
digital readout from inches to millimeters. 
Features C2 carbide ground anvil and spindle 
with ‘Thimble Lock’  for added accuracy and 
smooth operation. Measures up to 1” with 
accuracy of  0.0001” of an inch. Includes roll-
ing measure adaptor, battery & storage case.
PRT # W80156 .................. $69.99

11” Diameter 
Magnetic Strainer Bowl
Perfect for sifting, trapping and storing small 
metal objects from liquids such as tools, 
screws, fasteners, nuts and bolts. Features 4” 
deep stainless steel wire basket  will not rust. 
Has a strong single magnet assists in holding 
the metal items firmly in place. The bottom of 
the magnet has a durable rubber coating to 
prevent scratching delicate surfaces.
TTN # 11180 ........................ $9.99

0” - 4” Digital Caliper
Durable carbon fiber construction. Measures 
outside and inside dimensions up to 4” or 
100 mm. Graduated in 1 mm and 1/10” incre-
ments. Large easy to read LCD display that 
can be reset to zero at any position within 
the measuring range. Battery included.
PRT # W80157 .................... $8.99

0” - 6” Digital Caliper
Decimal / Millimeters / Fractional
Designed for  inside, outside, step and depth 
measurements. Features a LCD multi-function 
display that can be set to zero at any position 
in the measuring range. Includes fine adjust-
ment thumbwheel, locking knob and hardened 
stainless steel components. Complete with 
extra battery and protective storage case.
TTN  # 23173  .....................$27.49

0” - 6” Digital Caliper
Decimal / Millimeters
Same great features as the one listed above 
but only displays SAE decimal and metric.
TTN # 23175  ..................... $26.99
PRT # W80152 .................. $21.49

SCRIBE
EDGE

POSI LOCK ™ PULLERS

Part # Capacity Jaws Spread Reach Max Torque SALE PRICE
PSL # D103 ........ 2-Ton ..........3 ......1/4” to 4-1/2” ....... 3” ................. -- ............. $89.99
PSL # D104 ........ 5-Ton ..........3 .........1/2” to 5” .......... 4” ............40 ft/lbs ....... $138.99
PSL # D106 ....... 10-Ton .........3 .........1/2” to 7” .......... 6” ...........130 ft/lbs ...... $184.99
PSL # D108 ....... 17-Ton .........3 ........3/4” to 12” ......... 8” ...........220 ft/lbs ...... $249.99
PSL # D110 ....... 20-Ton .........3 ..........1” to 15” .........9.67” ........275 ft/lbs ...... $266.99

PSL # HP2

$27499

5-Ton Capacity Puller Kit
 w/ Hub Collar Adapters

Hub adapters paired together with a manual 
gear / bearing puller adds ease, quickness, and 
convenience to the removal of many industrial 
and automotive applications such as fan hubs, 
blower wheels bearings from housings or 
shafts and motor repair.
Includes: D104 puller, HP-30 
(small collar adapter), HP-40 
(large collar adapter), HP-70 
(tip reducer/extender) 
and blow-molded
carrying case.

“The Cage is the Key!”
• Cage guides jaws for fast setup, 
solid contact and superior safety

• Slim tapered jaws allow for
easier gripping and better access

to tight spots
• Hardened tip

• Center bolt threads designed for less 
effort to apply high torque

• Nut recessed to avoid mushrooming
and disfiguration from impact

This line of quality manual gear and bearing pullers 
raises new standards for quickness, ease and con-
venience. This patented T-handle & Cage® controls 
prevent the jaws of the puller from slipping off the work 
surface. This gives substantially increased productivity 
and tool life, plus it eliminates dangerous situations for 
technicians. Made in the USA.

1/2 Ton Capacity 
Foldable Engine Stand
Has fully adjustable mount-
ing head and adapter 
fingers. Long handle rotates 
mounting head. Two (2) 
rigid rear wheels and two (2) 
locking swivel caster wheels 
provide stability when engine is 
mounted. Folds into the 3 wheel 
storage position by simply 
removing one detent pin. 

SNX # 8259
$199.99

MULTI-PURPOSE PULLERS

2-TON CAPACITY PULLERS
Part # Reversible Jaws Spread Reach Adjustable SALE PRICE
SNX # 3905 ....... Yes ............2 ........... 4” max ......... 3-3/8” max ........ 4-Way ........ $19.99
SNX # 3906 ...... Yes .......... 2-3 .......... 4” max ......... 3-3/8” max ........ 8-Way ........ $23.99
SNX # 3919 ....... Yes .......... 2-3 ....... 4-3/4” max ...... 3-3/8” max ......Compact ...... $34.99

5-TON CAPACITY PULLERS
Part # Reversible Jaws Spread Reach Adjustable SALE PRICE
SNX # 3907 ....... Yes .......... 2-3 ....... 4-3/4” max ...... 3-1/4” max ........ 4-Way ........ $37.99
SNX # 3908....... Yes .......... 2-3 .......... 7” max ......... 5-1/2” max ........ 8-Way ........ $42.99

These 2 & 3 jaw pullers can be assembled for standard 
or long reach allowing additional stability and a broader 
range of pulling capacity. Can be used for a variety of 
jobs in the shop or around the house.

6-WAY HYDRAULIC 
GEAR PULLER SET
This puller applies constant and even pres-
sure while giving up to 10 tons of pulling 
capacity. Use the direct thrust of the hand 
operated hydraulic ram to create maximum 
pulling power. This kit is capable of making 8 
different combinations of 2 or 3 jaw pullers in 
standard or long reaches.
Features include: Jaws made of CR-MO alloy 
steel for greater strength and performance, 
blow molded case for organization and 
transportation.
SNX # 3909 ................... $194.99

# 3906

# 3907 # 3908

# 3905

Ring 
Compressor
Insert a full set of 
pistons in half the time. 
Wrinkle band compres-
sors cut friction in 
half so that rings slide 
in easily, plus they’re 
designed to keep from 
slipping down into the 
cylinder. Cam oper-
ated, allows you set the 
adjustment screw just 
once for an entire set of pistons.
LIS # 21700 ....................... $15.99

10 oz. Tube
105 Motor 
Assembly Lube
White light-bodied waterproof, 
NLGI No. 0, grease made es-
pecially for coating all moving 
parts during motor assembly. 
Possesses exceptional anti-
seize properties. Prevents ‘dry 
start-up’ before the motor oil 
has circulated throughout the 
engine. Can also be used to 
protects freshly machined 
engine parts from rust and 
corrosion.
LUB # L0034-094 ................$6.79

1,000 lb. Capacity Foldable 
Rotating Head Engine Stand

SNX # 8300GB
$509.99

360 degrees of effortless 
stable engine rotation! Simply 

turn the crank and the 63:1 
worm gear drive gearbox will 

rotate the engine slowly, locking 
in any position desired. 

Measures 36-1/2”L x 
36”H x 34-1/4” W when 
fully assembled. The 

folding design allows it 
to be stored while taking up 
minimal floor space. 



LIS # 81810

$2199
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ON VEHICLE FLARING TOOL
CLOSE 

QUARTERS
MINI TUBING CUTTERS

Designed for areas with limited 
access. Rollers allow for close-to-flare 

cuts. Cuts small diameter hard and soft 
copper, aluminum, brass and plastic tub-

ing. Replacement blades available. 
1/8” to 7/8” dia.

TTN # 11490 ....................... $6.99
1/8” to 5/8” dia.
RIG # 32975 ...................... $15.89

# 32975

# 11490

Tubing
Straightener Plier
Not bent in the right place? Now 
you can straighten out brake, tran-
ny and fuel lines on-or-off the ve-
hicle in seconds! Simply place the 
jaws over the crooked part of your 
tube and squeeze. Narrow width for 
works in tight spaces. Note: radius 
jaw design can also bend tubing 
during custom installation.
SUR # TS14316 ................. $46.99

Traditional Tubing Cutter
Cuts copper and brass tubing 1/8” to 1-3/8” 
dia. Extremely smooth adjustment action. 
Four-roller tracking system keeps tube from 
walking or threading. Retractable machinist 
reamer cleans and deburr’s pipes. Full-stop 
feed system prevents cutting wheel from 
coming into contact rollers. 
• Optional blade for stainless steel (#11493) 
• Replacement blades available (#11492)
TTN # 11491 ...................... $26.99

N95 
PARTICULATE RESPIRATORS
These filter/respirators are NIOSH certified as 
being at least 95% efficient against solid and 
liquid particles, excluding those containing oil. 
Lightweight, easy-to-wear with adjustable nose 
clip to fit a wide variety of users. Disposable.

20 Pc. Box
MMM # 07048 ................... $21.99
10 Pc. Box w/ Cool Flow™ Valve
Added comfort with the Cool Flow™ Exhalation 
Valve for easier breathing in hot applications.
MMM # 07185 ................... $23.99

# 07048
# 07185

Brake 
Tubing Reamer
In order to get a perfect flare 
every time you must deburr or clean-up 
the rough cut end of the tube. Features an 
advanced 6-flute design produces smoother, 
cleaner tubing than conventional reaming 
tools. With just a few turns, you can deburr 
3/16”, 1/4”, 5/16”, & 3/8” tubing.
SUR # RM69 ...................... $23.99

Tubing Bender
Bends four sizes of 
tubing: (3/16”, 1/4”, 
5/16” & 3/8” OD). Nylon form prevents kink-
ing or flattening of tubing. Can be mounted 
in a vice for added stability.
LIS # 44000 ...................... $23.99

45º Single & Double SAE Flaring Tool Kit ...........RIG # 23337 ....... $99.99
• Produces 45° flares in soft copper, brass, aluminum and mild steel tubing. A single clamp screw 
allows easy clamping and removal of tubing. Feature adapters for forming double SAE flares on 

the following tubing sizes: 3/16”, 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8” and 1/2”. Include plastic molded storage case.
Single & Double SAE Flaring Tool Kit .................. LIS # 31310 ........ $44.99

• For single and double flares on thin wall steel, aluminum, or .040 soft copper tubing. Feature 
flaring bar, 5 die arbor press, and adapters for forming double SAE flares on the following tubing 

sizes: 3/16”, 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8” and 1/2”. Includes a durable toolbox tray for storage.
Master Combination Flaring Tool Kit .................. LIS # 56150 ...... $144.99

• For single, double and ISO bubble flares on aluminum, copper and soft steel tubing. Kit in-
cludes flaring bar, arbor press, debarring tool, adapters, detailed instructions and plastic molded 
storage case. Adapters sizes: - (for double flaring) 8mm, 10mm, 3/16” 1/4” 5/16” 3/8” and 1/2” 
tubing - (for double flaring) 4.75mm, 6mm, 8mm, 10mm. Proto® sells this same set for $189.49

# 23337 # 31310 # 56150

Automatic 
Ratcheting Action Tubing Cutter
Cutting doesn’t get any easier than this! 
Automatic-feed cutter wheel is spring loaded 
for automatic adjusting. Suitable for cutting 
soft copper, brass, aluminum and mild steel 
tubing. 10º ratchet movement allows opera-
tion in close quarter spaces avoiding the 
problem of having to reattach conventional 
cutters repeatedly. Designed to work on 
3/16” to 5/8” sized line.
Replacement blades available (#TC60B)
SUR # TC60 ....................... $31.49

Ratcheting Action 
Handle 

Removable Cutting 
Head

Tighten Once 
Then The 

Spring-Loaded
Cutter Does 

the Rest!

4-IN-1 QUICK CHANGE 
TUBE BENDER PLIERS 
Eliminates the need for multiple tools or adapters. 
Feature a center channel with adjustable head 
that slides up or down for multiple tubing sizes. 
Long oversized handles provide added leverage. 
Easily and accurately bend and form 3/8”, 5/16”, 
1/4”, 3/8” also 6mm, 8mm & 10mm brass, cop-
per, steel, or aluminum tubing. Capable of bending 
tubing beyond 90°. Your choice of manufacturers:

Titan Tool Brand
TTN # 51502 ..................... $22.99
S.U.R.& R. Brand
SUR # TP3153 ................... $29.99

SLIDE 
TO SIZE

90° 
Mini 
Tubing 
Bender 
For accurately bending small diameter an-
nealed copper, aluminum and thin wall steel 
tubing. Bends  1/8”, 3/16”, & 1/4” outside 
diameter  tubing. Compact for close quarters 
applications.
TTN # 51503.......................$13.79

             180º  
              3-in-1 Tubing Bender

This bender is capable of making smooth 
radius bends up to 180° using 1/4”, 5/16”, 
& 3/8” diameter tubing. Designed for use on 
copper, aluminum, brass and other thin wall 
tubing. Calibrated markings for making ac-
curate left-hand, right-hand and offset bends.
TTN # 11489 ..................... $19.99

SAE 
(double)

DIN single
(mushroom)

SAE single 
(bubble)

Reduce flaring labor by 20 minutes or more per job! This small, 
compact designed tool is engineered for flaring lines in tight spaces 
and can be used directly on the car. The hydraulic assist t-handle 
ram applies constant and even pressure with substantially less time 
and effort than conventional flaring tools. The quick chuck tooling 
provides the user to make fast changes between flaring dies. Includes 4 dies to make common flare 
types (SAE and DIN) and works any light-walled tubing 3/16” to 3/8” diameter. The 2 position cushioned 
grip handle can be connected in either a vertical or horizontal position. Complete with storage case.

S-Lock - for quick assembly

Quick Chuck - for fast
die / punch changeover

SUR # HFT50

$17499



18 Pc. Master
Brake Caliper Service Kit
Don’t risk damaging your caliper! Safely and 
easily return caliper pistons back into their 
housings, significantly reducing brake job com-
pletion time. Includes adapters for a variety of 
both import and domestic vehicles with left and 
right hand thread tools. Set contains caliper 
adapters that range from 1-3/16” to 2-1/2” as 
well as specially designed adapters to service 
Nissan, Honda and Saab models.
SNX # 3930 .......................$79.99

9 Pc. Brake Lining
Thickness Gauge Set
These feeler gauge style tools, allow you to 
check brake pad thicknesses either ‘straight-
on’ or at a 90° angle to the rotor using the 
offset tips. Made from durable, flexible acetal 
and color coded for easy identification of 
thickness level without removing the pads from 
the caliper. Can also be used without removing 
the wheel thanks to their unique design.
LIS # 81850 ......................... $17.99

SPEEDY BRAKE 
PAD SPREADERS
Compress disc brake pistons in 
seconds. Makes for easy brake 
pad replacement on single, 
dual and quad piston calipers. 
Simply squeeze the tool handle 
until the plunger contacts the 
inboard brake pad and continue to squeeze 
to compress the pistons. Can be used while 
caliper is on the vehicle or hanging free.

Single Piston Caliper ........... LIS # 24300 .....$44.99
Dual Piston Caliper ............. LIS # 25750 ...... $51.99 
Quad Piston Caliper ............ LIS # 29100 ..... $66.99
Single Piston Caliper ........... LIS # 24400 ....... $8.49

# 25750

# 24300

# 29100

LIS # 81810

$2199

5/8” Wide Carbide Scraper 
Designed to Remove Gasket Residue from
Steel and Aluminum Heads and Manifolds,
Along with Carbon Build-Up and Even Rust.
Performed better than any scraper you’ve used. The 
tungsten carbide scraper tip is brazed onto a steel blade 
then a molded double-dip grip is added for comfort. 
Has a 5-1/2” long handle. The precision ground tip 
remains very sharp even after continuous use. 
Use caution when using scraper on aluminum 

to avoid scratching the 
surface. Excellent for 
cleaning disc brake 
caliper slides. 

# 24400

9 Pc. SAE / Metric Set
1/4” & 5/16”, 3/8” & 7/16”, 1/2” & 9/16”, 
5/8” & 11/16”, 8 & 9mm, 10 & 12mm,
13 & 14mm, 15 & 17mm, 19 & 21mm
SNX # 9809 ....................... $42.99

4 Pc. SAE Set
3/8” & 7/16”, 1/2” & 9/16”, 5/8” & 11/16”, 
3/4”& 1” 
BLA # FN4PTNB ............... $64.99 

8 Pc. SAE / Metric Set
3/8” & 7/16”, 1/2” & 9/16”, 5/8” & 11/16”, 
3/4” & 1”, 10 & 12mm, 13 & 14mm,
15 & 17mm, 19 & 21mm
BLA # FN8PTNB .............. $117.49

4 Pc. Metric Set
10 & 12mm, 13 & 14mm, 15 & 17mm, 
19 & 21mm 
BLA # FN4MNB ................. $59.99 

FLARE STYLE WRENCHES
Specially designed to grip five sides of a hex nut and
have a thicker build, creating more surface contact. This helps 
prevent damage to soft metal fittings such as brass copper and aluminium. 
Great for uses on fuel, brake, and air conditioning lines. Includes canvas storage pouch.

THE PROBLEM... The use of large open style rims have increased 
over the last 10 years. Because the majority of the brake components 
are made of iron they have a tendency to rust when exposed to the 
elements. Rust is the #1 reason for calipers to stick -or- hang up.

THE SOLUTION...
Black Medallion Brake Calipers made by UCX
The Black Medallion coating was developed by 
Henkel Corporation and it bonds with the metal 
at a molecular level. The Black Medallion coating 

can not be removed with solvents and will not degrade over time. 
Rust can not start under the coating causing it to blister or bubble 
like paint. The Black Medallion coating process provides carefully con-
trolled uniform coverage so not to effect the tolerances of the caliper. 
Replace your old brake calipers with Black Medallion today.

UCX

Silverline Elite 
Automotive Kit
This dual capability hand pump 
combines both vacuum and pressure 
at the turn of a switch. The power of 
automotive diagnostic, mechanical 
tests, and even one-person brake 
bleeding in the palm of your hand. 
Hand pump features include a du-
rable die cast metal construction with 
gearless diaphragm style gauge that 
rotates 360º for improved visibility. 
Kit Includes: hand vacuum/pressure 
pump w/ 2” compound gauge and rub-
ber boot, 4.5 oz. fluid reservoir bottle w/ 
fluid transfer and storage lids, (4) tapered 
adapters for connecting to tubing from .09” to 
.50” ID, (2) tapered manifold plugs, (4) universal bleed screw adapters, (12) vacuum cap plugs, 
(1) vacuum line T-adapter, (2) 1/4” ID x 24” long connection tubes, (1) 5/32” ID x 1/4” ID tubing 
adapter, (3) connection tubes, rubber cupped adapter, Master Cylinder Refill Kit (# MVA6825), 
user’s manual and storage case.

Double-Ended 
Brake Spring Plier
LIS # 11260 ............ $22.49

77 Pc. 
Brake Bleeder 
Remover Tool Kit 
Avoid difficult drilling, tapping, or heating which 
can damage an expensive caliper. This kit 
offers you a better way to remove brake bleeder 
screws for both aluminum and cast iron cali-
pers. It’s as simple as inserting a special-sized 
pin into the bleeder screw to prevent the walls 
from collapsing. Use the removal tool and air 
chisel to produce vibration to them top of the 
bleeder screw. Now unscrew the bleed screw. 
Includes: replacement bleeder screws, dust 
caps, insert pins, removal tool and a durable, 
portable carrying case
SUR # BB007  ....................... $84.99

Hand Vacuum
& Pressure Pump Kit
This is the original Mityvac hand vacuum/
pressure pump kit used by service profes-
sionals worldwide for performing hundreds 
of automotive diagnostic, mechanical tests, 
and for one-person brake and hydraulic 
clutch bleeding. This precision-made repair-
able hand vacuum pump with 2” diameter 
vacuum gauge pumps up to 1 cubic inch per 
stroke and develops & maintains up to 25” 
of mercury. 
Kit contains: 4.5 oz. fluid reservoir bottle with 
fluid transfer lid, two 2’ long clear hoses, plus 
other misc. testing and adapter accessories. 
User’s manual provided.

Pressurized Bleeding System
This professional hydraulic brake and clutch 
bleeding system dispenses fluid under 
pressure forcing the old fluid to be expelled 
through the bleed screw(s). Internal pump 
components are sealed against exposure 
to fluids. 
Kit Includes: 1.2-gallon (5-liter) manual 
pump fluid reservoir with integrated pressure 
gauge and pressure relief valve. Has a 5’ 
fluid dispensing hose with flow control and 
auto-shutoff valves. Complete with seven (7) 
master cylinder adapters that utilize push-
to-connect, quick-change style fittings. Other 
accessories include a fluid dispensing wand, 
hanging hook and user’s manual
LSL # MV6840................. $339.99

REDUCE 
LABOR
TIME

4 oz. Disc
Brake Quiet
Forms a water
resistant, high-
temperature film
that absorbs noise
while quieting
squeaks and
squeals.

CRC # 5016

$449

LSL # MV8000

$4099

LSL # MV8500

$8499
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JACK STANDS
Used to support trucks, trailers & equipment in fleet garages, 
agricultural, industrial and construction environments.

RATCHETING STYLE 
Ductile iron support column with ratchet teeth provides 
multiple height positions. Releasing the self-locking handle 
and pawl secure column in place. Large saddles with locating 
lugs for positive positioning on vehicle frame.

 Base Lowered  Raised Height   
Capacity Size Height Height Intervals Part # SALE PRICE
3 Ton....... 7.25” x 8-125” .......11-5/8” .....16-3/4” ....... 3/4” .... SFA # 32038 .......$48.99
6 Ton...... 10.375” x 11.5” ......15-3/4” ........24” .......... 3/4” .... SFA # 32068 ....... $99.95
12 Ton..... 12.5” x 14.75” .......19-1/2” ........30” ............ 1” ....... SNX # 1012 ......$239.99

 Base Lowered  Raised Adjust. Height  SALE
Part # Size Height Height Holes Intervals PRICE

10 Ton Capacity • Available in three (3) different base sizes: 
SNX # 1210 ..........12” x 12” ............11” .......... 17-3/8” ..........4 ........1-1/2” .......$235.99
SNX # 1310 ..........17” x 17” .........18-7/8” ....... 29-7/8” ..........7 ........1-1/2” .......$289.99
SNX # 1410 ..........16” x 16” .........28-1/8” ....... 46-1/2” .........10 ..........2” .......... $359.99
22 Ton Capacity
SNX # 1522 ..........10” x 10” .........11-7/8” ....... 19-3/4” ..........3 ........3-1/2” .......$229.99

PIN STYLE 
Bases are built using rugged 
heavy schedule steel with flat pads for 
stability. Multiple hole locations in the support tube make 
pin facilitated height adjustments quick and easy. Height 
adjustment pins are attached to stand to prevent loss.

ALUMINUM
PIN STYLE
Pair of 3-ton capacity alumi-
num jack stands. Offers (6) 
height adjustment holes at 1” 
intervals. Has a lowered height 
of 10.6” and raised height 
of 15.4”. Ultra-lightweight 
under 5 pounds each. Height 
adjustment pins are attached 
to stand to prevent loss.
SNX # 1003AJ
$139.99# 1310

# 1210

All Jack Stands 
Sold in Pairs

# 1522
# 32038

# 1012

PART NUMBER: 66175FASJ* 6602ASJ* 6603ASJ* 6602LP*  6603LP* 6603 66037* 6604  6609
CAPACITY:  1.75 TON 2 TON 3 TON 2 TON  3 TON  3 TON  3.5 TON  5 TON 10 TON
LOWERED HEIGHT:  3-1/2” 3.5” 3.8” 2.75” 2.75” 4.5” 4” 5” 6.25”
MAX HEIGHT:  16-1/2” 20” 20” 24” 20” 19.50” 19.5” 22” 22.5”
TRAVEL:  13” 16.5” 16.2” 21.25” 17.25” 15” 15.5” 17” 16.25”
SADDLE DIAMETER:  4.6” 4.6” 4.6” 4” 4.64” 5.125” 5.5” 5.75” 5.9”
CHASSIS LENGTH:  22.44” 31.81” 31.7” 36” 33” 29.05” 32.36” 61.8” 65.75”
CHASSIS WIDTH:  11.14” 14.56” 15” 15.75” 15.8” 13.85” 16.22” 16.14” 20.47”
WEIGHT:  40 lbs. 50 lbs. 58 lbs. 99 lbs. 110 lbs. 82 lbs. 101 lbs. 231 lbs. 341 lbs.
SALE PRICE:  $299.99  $399.99  $469.99  $324.99  $459.99  $249.99  $269.99  $899.99 $1,299.99

STEEL HYDRAULICLOW PROFILE

*Rapid Rise™ *Rapid Rise™ *Rapid Rise™ *Rapid Rise™ *Rapid Rise™ *Rapid Rise™

ALUMINUM

...with Jack Stands
order: #6603ASJPK

SERVICE JACKS Whether you are looking for a ultra lightweight 
aluminum jack or a heavy gauge steel chassis 
version, these jacks are designed for continuous, 

dependable performance in fleet truck shops, farm equipment dealers, and commercial vehicle 
service bays. Features include: thick side plates to prevent twisting, large wide-track front 
wheels, and rear swivel casters for easy jack positioning. The built-in safety bypass and overload 
valve prevents the jack from being used beyond its rated capacity or over-extending of the ram. 
Choose a model that best suits for your needs.

$52499

$34999

...with Jack Stands
order: #66037JPK

Dual Pump

Pistons for FAST

Saddle Rise-to-Load*

# 6603ASJ

# 6602LP

# 6609

# 66037

# 66175FASJ
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BOTTLE JACKS

Capacity 12-Ton Shorty 20-Ton 20-Ton Shorty 30-Ton 50-Ton
Max Height 14.4” 17.9” 13.8” 17.3” 16.7”
Min Height 7.5” 9.5” 7.5” 10.8” 10.4”
Model Number #4412S #4420 #4420S #4430 #4450
SALE PRICE $75.99 $134.99 $124.99 $264.99 $399.99

Capacity 2-Ton 4-Ton 6-Ton 8-Ton 12-Ton
Max Height 7.1” 15” 16.5” 18.1” 18.3”
Min Height 13.6” 8” 8.5” 9.1” 9.1”
Model Number #4402  #4404 #4406 #4408 #4412
SALE PRICE $27.99 $33.99 $34.99 $54.99 $82.99

AIR / HYDRAULIC
Effortless air operation will greatly reduce operator fatigue and speeds 
up efficiency. If a pneumatic source is not available these jacks will also 
operate manually using the interlocking handle. Minimum air pressure 
of 90 PSI required to operate. Features overload and bypass safety 
valves to prevent the jack from being used beyond its rated capacity.

MANUAL BOTTLE JACKS 
These newly designed black electrostatic painted bottle jacks have Fully Welded Bases for superior durability, Flash Chrome Ram 
that resists rust and oxidation and an Aluminum Pump Piston for a long trouble free life. Additional features include adjustable 
heat treated extension screw, two-piece slip fit handle, and built-in safety valve protects against over-extension of the ram.

Capacity 12-Ton 20-Ton
Max Height 17.6” 18.0”
Min Height 9.1” 9.5”
Ram Travel 8.5” 8.5”
Model Number #4412AH #4420AH
SALE PRICE $249.99 $369.99

# 4412

# 4450

# 4420AH

2-Ton Capacity
12V Electric Scissor Jack
Emergency roadside tire changes just got easier. 
Push button controller with 12’ cord, plugs into 
vehicles 12 volt utility outlet. Has a broad lifting 
range of 5” to 14”. Comes packaged in blow 
molded case for easy transport and storage. 
Includes: jack, carrying case, manual emergency 
hand crank, and three extra fuses.
PRT # W1609 ......................... $94.99

1-1/2 Ton Manual Scissor Jack
Has a 3,000 lb. load rating and features a 
large oversized base and saddle to help 
provide stability under loads. Precision worm 
gear for easy and smooth rotation. A detachable 
spinner handle allows for easy storage.
PRT # W1600 ..........................$27.99

Narrow Width Trolley Jack
w/ 2-Ton Capacity Jack Stands
This combo set contains a pair of 2 ton racheting 
jack stands and a compact sized narrow width 
jack that is excellent for transporting in a vehicle. 
The jack has a lowered height of 5”, raised height 
15”, and overall capacity of 4,000 lb. The jack 
stands are ratchet style for easy adjustments 
with a 10-3/8” to 16-3/8” range.
PRT # W1605 ..........................$79.99

PART NUMBER: 6606 6620 6722
CAPACITY:  5 TON 20 TON 22 TON
LOWERED HEIGHT:  5” 7.25” 9.8”
MAX HEIGHT:  22”  24.5” 21.70”
TRAVEL:  17” 17.25” 4.70”
SADDLE DIAMETER:  5.75” 5.75” N/A
CHASSIS LENGTH:  61.8” 74.8” 26.6”
CHASSIS WIDTH:  16.54” 22.8” 13.6”
WEIGHT:  242 lbs. 655 lbs. 73 lbs.
SALE PRICE:  $1,199.99 $2,949.99 $959.99

STEEL  AIR / HYDRAULIC

Two Methods of Operation
Manual Pumping or Air

Heavy Gauge Steel Side Plates
Prevents Twisting During Operation

# 6722

# 6620

# 6606

JET # 151009

$47699

5,000 Capacity
Pallet Truck
Features heavy duty hydraulic 
pump with chrome plated ram 
and piston plus high qual-
ity seals to provide corrosion 
resistance for most indus-
trial environments. Fingertip 
controls permit single handed 
operation. High quality welded 
steel construction with rounded 
fork tip design. Has a 6-1/4” 
x 2-3/4” poly over steel steer 

wheel with double sealed 
lubricated bearings.

Turning Radius: 180°
Min. Fork Height: 2-1/2”
Max. Fork Height: 6-1/4”
Fork Length: 48”
Fork Width: 6”
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6-POINT SOCKETS are the bread and 
butter to any tool set. Sunex 6-Point 
sockets feature a radius corner design 
that causes the socket to grab the 
sturdy sides of fasteners which results 
in less corner wear on the fasteners. 

12-POINT SOCKETS have more angles at which the 
socket will fit onto a fasteners head making it much 
easier to work in hard-to-reach areas where there is very 
little wiggle room or limited by wrench swing. Because it 
has more points, they’re suitable for turning square, hex, 
octagonal and other types of fasteners. 

1/2” Standard Socket Sets

1/2” DEEP SOCKET SETS

1/2” STANDARD SOCKET SETS

1/2” MASTER SOCKET SETS

SAE ~ 14 Pc. Set ...........................................................SNX # 2678 ............. $67.99
7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1, 1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-3/16” & 1-1/4”

Metric ~ 13 Pc. Set ........................................................SNX # 2679 .............$49.99
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 24mm

SAE Deep ~ 15 Pc. Set ....................................................SNX # 2670 ........... $119.99
3/8”, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1, 1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-3/16” & 1-1/4”

Metric Deep ~ 15 Pc. Set .................................................SNX # 2672 .............$94.99
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 & 24 mm

Metric Deep ~26 Pc. Set ..................................................SNX # 2827 ...........$224.99
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35 & 36 mm

SAE ~ 38 Pc. Master Set .................................................SNX # 2698  .........$239.99
• Both Shallow & Deep Sockets Sizes: 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 

1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16”, 1-1/4”,  1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16” & 1-1/2” • Universal/Swivel Joint: 1/2” Drive
Metric ~ 38 Pc. Master Set ..............................................SNX # 2699  .........$249.99

• Both Shallow & Deep Sockets Sizes: 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
23, 24, 26, 27 & 30 mm • Universal/Swivel Joint: 1/2” Drive

13 Pc. Set -  3/8” Drive SAE
Sockets Include: 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 
11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1” & 3/8” drive univer-
sal joint adapter complete with blown molded case.
SNX # 3327 ....................................$69.99

14 Pc. Set -  3/8” Drive Metric
Sockets Include: 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 
19, 21, 22mm complete with blown molded case.
SNX # 3328 ....................................$59.99

Great for those applications when you need a little more 
reach then standard depth impact sockets can provide, yet fit 

into tight spaces where deep sockets are too long. Tapered 
for improved access over straight wall designs.

1/4
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1/4” UNIVERSAL SOCKET SETS

1/4” DEEP SOCKET SETS

1/4” STANDARD SOCKET SETS

SAE Universal ~ 6 Pc. Set ....................SNX # 1813 ......... $67.99
1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2” & 9/16”

SAE Deep ~ 10 Pc. Set ........................SNX # 1811 ......... $33.99
3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 11/32”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2” & 9/16”

Metric Deep ~ 9 Pc. Set .......................SNX # 1812 ......... $37.99
5.5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12  & 13 mm

SAE ~ 10 Pc. Set ...............................SNX # 1810 ......... $29.99
3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 11/32”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2” & 9/16”

Metric ~ 9 Pc. Set ............................. SNX # 1809 .........$28.99
5.5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12  & 13 mm

6-POINT IMPACT
Socket Sets

12-POINT IMPACT
Socket Sets

SAE ~ 8 Pc. Set .................................SNX # 3650 .........$26.99
5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16” & 3/4”

SAE ~ 12 Pc. Set .............................. SNX # 3360 .........$46.99
5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16 & 1”

Metric ~ 8 Pc. Set ..............................SNX # 3651 ......... $25.99
9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 17 & 19 mm

Metric ~ 13 Pc. Set ............................SNX # 3358 .........$28.99
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18  & 19 mm

SAE Deep~ 8 Pc. Set ..........................SNX # 3652 ......... $39.99
5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16” & 3/4”

SAE Deep ~ 12 Pc. Set ........................SNX # 3361 ......... $59.99
5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16 & 1”

Metric Deep ~ 8 Pc. Set .......................SNX # 3653 ......... $41.99
9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 17 & 19 mm

Metric Deep ~ 13 Pc. Set .....................SNX # 3359 .........$45.99
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18  & 19 mm

SAE Universal ~ 7 Pc. Set ................... SNX # 3654 .........$89.99
3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16” & 3/4”

SAE Universal ~ 7 Pc. Deep Set .............SNX # 3656 .........$99.99
3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16” & 3/4”

Metric Universal ~ 7 Pc. Set .................SNX # 3655 .........$92.99
10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 & 18 mm

Metric Universal ~ 10 Pc. Set ...............SNX # 3657 .......$122.99
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 & 19 mm

Metric Universal Deep ~ 10 Pc ............. SNX # 3660 ....... $139.99
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 & 19 mm

3/8” UNIVERSAL SOCKET SETS

3/8” DEEP SOCKET SETS

3/8” STANDARD SOCKET SETS

6-POINT IMPACT
Socket Sets

3/8
DRIVE61/2

DRIVE12

12-POINT IMPACT
Socket Sets

3/8” UNIVERSAL SOCKET SETS

3/8” STANDARD SOCKET SETS

3/8” DEEP SOCKET SETS

SAE ~ 12 Pc. Set ...........................................................SNX # 3674 .............$39.99
5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4” 13/16”, 7/8” 15/16” & 1”

Metric ~ 13 Pc. Set ........................................................SNX # 3675 ............. $37.99
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 & 19 mm

SAE Deep ~ 12 Pc. Set ....................................................SNX # 3680 ............. $59.99
5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4” 13/16”, 7/8” 15/16” & 1”

Metric Deep ~ 13 Pc. Set .................................................SNX # 3682 .............$54.99
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 & 19 mm

SAE Universal ~ 12 Pc. Set ..............................................SNX # 3690 ...........$134.99
5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4” 13/16”, 7/8” 15/16” & 1”

3/8
DRIVE12

SUNEX impact sockets are forged 
from the finest chrome molybdenum 

alloy steel and come in a heavy molded 
storage case and carry a manufacturer’s 

lifetime full replacement warranty.

MID-DEPTH IMPACT
SOCKET SETS

3/8
DRIVE6
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6-POINT IMPACT
Socket Sets

SAE ~ 13 Pc ...................................SNX # 2650 ........... $54.99
7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”,

1-1/16”, 1-1/8” & 1-1/4”

SAE ~ 19 Pc .................................. SNX # 2640 ........... $99.99
3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”,

1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16” & 1-1/2”

Metric ~ 14 Pc ................................SNX # 2652 ........... $49.99
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 26 & 27 mm

Metric ~ 26 Pc..................................SNX # 2645 ......... $126.99
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26,

27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35 & 36 mm

Metric Jumbo ~ 12 Pc .......................SNX # 2692 ......... $109.99
23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 34 & 36 mm

SAE Deep ~ 13 Pc ............................SNX # 2651 ...........$82.99
7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”,

1-1/16”, 1-1/8” & 1-1/4”

SAE Deep ~ 19 Pc ............................SNX # 2641 ......... $189.99
3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 

1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16” & 1-1/2”

Metric  Deep ~ 14 Pc ........................SNX # 2653 ...........$84.99
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 26 & 27 mm

Metric Deep ~ 26 Pc ........................ SNX # 2646 ......... $229.99
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26,

27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35 & 36 mm

SAE Extra Deep ~ 8 Pc ..................... SNX # 2848 ......... $158.99
1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8” & 15/16”

SAE Extra Deep ~ 5 Pc ......................SNX # 2845 ......... $138.99
1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16”

Metric Extra Deep ~ 12 Pc .................SNX # 2851 ......... $199.99
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 & 24

SAE Universal ~ 7 Pc ........................SNX # 2654 ......... $106.99
1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16” & 7/8”

SAE Universal ~ 9 Pc ........................SNX # 2657 ......... $132.99
7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”

SAE Universal Deep ~ 10 Pc ...............SNX # 2659 ......... $159.99
3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8” & 15/16”

SAE Universal ~ 14 Pc ..................... SNX # 2644 .........$244.99
7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”,

1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16” & 1-1/4”

Metric Universal ~ 7 Pc .....................SNX # 2655 ......... $107.99
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 & 19 mm

Metric Universal ~ 13 Pc ...................SNX # 2665 ......... $199.99
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 mm

Metric Universal Deep ~ 10 Pc ............SNX # 2658 ......... $159.99
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 mm

1/2” EXTRA DEEP SOCKET SETS

1/2” DEEP SOCKET SETS

1/2” STANDARD SOCKET SETS

1/2” UNIVERSAL SOCKET SETS

1/2
DRIVE6

Styled for Perfection

and Built to Last!

Vibrotherm incorporates a

completely new impact wrench 

mechanisim design

1 /2”
DRIVE
# 1178-VXL
1,300 ft/lbs torque
Weight: 4.5 lbs. 3/4” DRIVE

# 1778-VXL
1,700 ft/lbs torque
Weight: 7.5 lbs.

3/8” 
DRIVE
STUBBY
# 1059-VXL
550 ft/lbs torque
Weight: 2.5 lbs.
Length: 4.4”

1/2” 
DRIVE
STUBBY
# 1058-VXL
550 ft/lbs torque
Weight: 2.5 lbs.
Length: 4.4”

50% INCREASED
MECHANISM

LIFESPAN

LOW-NOISE LEVEL
WITH PATENTED

‘UNMATCHED’
MUFFLER SYSTEM

      The Vibrotherm Drive™ patented clutch is 
a hybrid twin hammer/pin-less mechanism 
that has fewer moving parts which reduces 
vibration and wear.
      The clutch mechanism is sealed with a front 
end plate that retains grease within the enclosure 
which reduces wear. 
      The rear of the anvil is connected by a secondary 
spindle to the rotor spline of the motor guaranteeing 
alignment which reduces vibration and wear.
      The motor pack has a through-bolt that ensures 
concentricity and alignment of the rotor, end plates 
and cylinder reducing wear and eliminating internal 
motor air leaks that can effect power.
      High grade triple injection, 3-color composite 
housing provides strength with unmatched external 
tool and design features.

1 1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

$179 9 9

$449 9 9

$249 9 9

$179 9 9

30% to 40%30% to 40%
REDUCED VIBRATIONREDUCED VIBRATION

SNX # 2645

SNX # 2654
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3/4” STANDARD SOCKET SETS

3/4” DEEP SOCKET SETS

SAE ~ 8 Pc. Set .............................. SNX # 4680 ...........$88.99
1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16” & 1-1/2”

SAE ~ 17 Pc. Set .............................SNX # 4683 ......... $374.99
1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16”, 1-1/2”, 1-9/16”,

1-5/8”, 1-11/16”, 1-3/4”, 1-13/16”, 1-7/8”, 1-15/16” & 2”

Metric ~ 17 Pc. Set ......................... SNX # 4684 .........$289.99
26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 35, 36, 38, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, & 46 mm

SAE Deep ~ 8 Pc. Set ........................SNX # 4681 ......... $114.99
1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16” & 1-1/2”

SAE Deep ~ 17 Pc. Set ......................SNX # 4685 .........$449.99
1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16”, 1-1/2”, 1-9/16” ,

1-5/8”, 1-11/16”, 1-3/4”, 1-13/16”, 1-7/8”, 1-15/16” & 2”

Metric Deep ~ 17 Pc. Set .................. SNX # 4686 .........$449.99
26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 35, 36, 38, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, & 46 mm

Metric Deep ~ 7 Pc. Truck Set .......... SNX # 4070M .......$124.99
27, 30, 33, 35, 41mm • Square sockets: 17 & 21 mm

Sizes include: 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16”, 
1-1/4”, 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16”, 1-1/2”, 1-9/16”, 1-5/8”, 1-11/16”, 
1-3/4”, 1-13/16”, 1-7/8”, 1-15/16”, 2”, 2-1/16”, 2-1/8”, 2-3/16”, 2-1/4”, 
2-5/16”, 2-3/8”, 2-7/16”, 2-1/2”. Complete with 30” tall heavy duty 
blow molded storage case featuring locking suit case style latches, 
wheel kit and grip handle for easy mobility.

27 Pc. JUMBO
MASTER SETS

SAE ~ 9 Pc. Set ...............................SNX # 5699 ......... $169.99
1”, 1-1/8”, 1-1/4”, 1-3/8”, 1-1/2”, 1-5/8”, 1-3/4”, 1-7/8” & 2”

SAE Deep ~ 8 Pc. Set ........................SNX # 5681 .........$164.99
7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16”, 1-1/4”, & 1-1/2”

Metric Deep ~ 7 Pc. Set ................... SNX # 5697M .......$164.99
27, 33, 35, 36 & 41 mm • Square sockets: 17 mm & 21 mm

SAE ~ 5 Pc. Wheel Service Set ............SNX # 5685 .........$124.99
Deep sockets: 1-1/2”, 33mm • Thin wall sockets: 1-1/8”, 1-1/4”

Square socket: 13/16”

Sizes include: 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16”, 
1-1/4”, 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16”, 1-1/2”, 1-9/16”, 1-5/8”, 1-11/16”, 
1-3/4”, 1-13/16”, 1-7/8”, 1-15/16”, 2”. Complete with 30” tall heavy duty 
blow molded storage case featuring locking suit case style latches, 
wheel kit and grip handle for easy mobility.

27 Pc. SAE Shallow Set - 1” Dr.
SNX # 5692 ...................$389.99

27 Pc. SAE Deep Set - 1” Dr.
SNX # 5693 ................... $559.99

6-POINT IMPACT
Socket Sets

6-POINT IMPACT
Socket Sets
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DRIVE6

1
DRIVE6

Model #: IRT # 2145QIMAX IRT # 261  IRT # 2161XP FPM # 1770XLK FPM # 1680-A IRT # 285B-6 IRT # 2190TI-6  FPM # 1900-A  FPM # 1994
Square Drive: 3/4”  3/4”  3/4”  3/4” 3/4” 1” x 6”  1” x 6”  1” x 8”  1” x 8”
Max Torque @ 90psi: 1,350 ft/lbs 1,200 ft/lbs 1,250 ft/lbs 1,400 ft/lbs 1,600 ft/lbs 1,475 ft/lbs 1,650 ft/lbs 1,580 ft/lbs 2,300 ft/lbs
Impacts per Minute: 700 1,000 1,250 1,300 950 700 875 900 1,100
Free Speed (RPM): 6,300 5,500 6,000 6,500 4,500 6,800 6,800 5,500 4,500
Air Consumption (CFM): 8.5 9.5 10 8 8 10 12 12 16
Weight (LBS): 7.4 12.4 11.8 7.4 12.6 26.0 16.0 23.6 35.0
Length (INCHES): 8.5” 8.8” 8.5” 8.25” 8.9” 20.1” 21.5” 20.8” 26”
Brand/Manufacturer Ingersoll Rand Ingersoll Rand Ingersoll Rand AIRCAT AIRCAT Ingersoll Rand Ingersoll Rand AIRCAT AIRCAT
SALE PRICE: $634.99 $579.99 $869.99 $539.99 $399.99 $559.99 $869.99 $579.99 $454.99

29 Pc. SAE Shallow Set - 3/4” Dr.
SNX # 4696 ...................$584.99

29 Pc. SAE Deep Set - 3/4” Dr.
SNX # 4695 ...................$719.99
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29 Pc. JUMBO
MASTER SETS

3/4 & 1”
AIR IMPACTS
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FREE
Tool Bag &
Deep Impact
Socket Set
Included!

While Supplies Last!



6 POINT DESIGN

Wheel bearing locknuts are easy to 
remove or install with these specially 
designed deep sockets. To determine 
what size you need simply measure 
from flat side across to the other 
flat side of locknut. Then consult the 
chart below to find the correct socket. 
Made of high strength steel that resist 
rounding out. All sockets are designed 
for use with 3/4” square-drive manual 
tools only. No Air Impacts 

BEARING LOCKNUT SOCKETS

PART # DESCRIPTION SALE PRICE

1920 (2-1/4") locknut socket $29.99
1904 (2-9/16") locknut socket  $33.49
1922 (2-5/8") locknut socket  $30.49
1923 (2-3/4") locknut socket  $31.99
1908 (3-1/4") locknut socket  $29.99
1910 (3-1/2") locknut socket  $29.99
1912 (3-7/8") locknut socket  $38.99
1914 (4") locknut socket  $29.99
1915 (4-1/8") locknut socket $29.99

8 POINT DESIGN
PART # DESCRIPTION SALE PRICE

1909 (3-1/4") locknut socket $29.99
1925 (3-3/4") locknut socket  $39.99
1927 (3-13/16") locknut socket  $31.99
1913 (3-7/8") locknut socket  $33.49
1917 (4-3/8") locknut socket  $29.99
1919 (4-7/8") locknut socket  $29.99

20-Ton Capacity
Wide Portable Truck Ramps 
These ramps are sold in pairs and accepts 
tire widths up to 16”, which is large enough to 
handle super single tires found on many new 
trucks and trailers. Non-slip design creates 
positive traction of the tire when driving on 
the ramp, plus the rubber surface base helps 
prevent any ramp movement on the floor. The 
hidden wheels along with the retractable
T-handle allows ease of portability when stor-
ing and moving ramps around the shop.
SNX # 1520 ..................... $859.99

1,500 lb. Capacity
Tilt-Frame Wheel Dolly
Removes and installs wheel assemblies 
up to 52” in dia. Operates from a hydraulic 
4-ton bottle jack (included) attached to an 
all-welded steel frame that lifts a maximum 
of 9-1/4”. Bearing mounted lift arms provide 
rotation of the vehicles rim for easy bolt 
pattern alignment. Three steel roller bearing 
casters for excellent mobility.
SNX # 1501 .....................$644.99

Low Height 17-3/4”
Max Height w/ Tubes 49”
Ram Travel  11-1/2”
Weight  187 lbs.

20-Ton Capacity 
Portable Air Lift Service Jack
This jack has 8” wheels making maneuver-
ability easy, while the removable handle and 
8’ air hose allows for remote safe position-
ing and operation. Designed for heavy duty 
truck and trailer shop use, bus work, farm 
and construction equipment, collision repair 
and portable for roadside service calls.
Includes: extension tubes and detent pins 
that provide multiple lift heights and support 
after lifting. The lifting saddle features a 
serrated surface and side locating lugs. 
Handle mounted air rocker switch for 
precise lifting adjustments.
SNX # 6710 ............... $899.99

Air Rocker
Switch

Heavy Duty Truck / Trailer 
Bearing Race & Seal Driver Set
Contains 6 drivers to fit most Class 8 over 
the road trucks & trailers and some Medium 
Duty trucks. Use the tapered driver side for 
bearing races or reverse it to the flat side for 
seals. Includes: two-piece extendable handle 
for for driving bearing races and seals 
on hubs with deep brake drums without 
removing the drums.  Sizes: 3-43/64”, 4-7/8”, 
4-13/16”, 5-1/2”, 5-25/32”, and 6”.
LIS # 61900 ..................... $229.99

Heavy Duty 
Truck Tire
Inflator Kit 
This 50’ long 3/8” 
diameter PVC air 
hose kit connects 
to the trucks 
on-board air brake 
system with a univer-
sal glad hand. A straight-on dual 
foot chuck is included to inflate the tires. 
Can be used anytime, anywhere.
TRU # 574-50GH ............... $29.99

TIRE BEAD BREAKING
HAMMERS
Featuring duck-billed
heads used to manually loosen tire beads when de-
mounting tires on trucks, buses, tractors and other farm 
equipment. Designed to use with soft-face hammers.

32” Fiberglass Handle
KEN # 35429 ..................... $113.19
18” Fiberglass Handle
KEN # 35427 ..................$96.39
30” Wooden Handle
KEN # 35329 ............. $98.19

LIS # 19852 ........................$11.79

Truck & Trailer Wheel Pan
This pan is made of durability polypropylene 
and fits 13-3/4” ID rims or larger. Prevents 
an oily mess during wheel repair. Features 
side handle compartments that hold hub 
nuts out of the oil. 
Will not 
warp if oil 
is warm. 
Total oil 
capacity is 
88 ounces.

No-Mar
Rim Guard™
Protective cover prevents 
damage to chrome and 
aluminum rims and 
wheels when removing 
or replacing lug nuts. 
10 lug pattern with 
1” hole cut-outs. 
Imprinted with torque 
sequence number for 
proper torquing of disc wheels. 
KEN # 30605 ....................... $9.39

Lug Nut Cap Remover
Chrome-plated lug nut caps found on many 
heavy-duty trucks and trailers can be tough 
to remove. These pliers have rubberized 
coated jaws to help grab and hold the covers. 
KEN # 30606 .................... $42.79

Rubber 
Wheel Chock
Pyramid-shaped so that either side can be posi-
tioned against the wheel. The eyebolt enables 
a rope or chain to be connected to the chock 
for easy positioning. Measures 10” x 8” x 6” .
SIR # WC1000................... $15.99

Blue Cobra
Truck Tire
Demount Tool 
Designed to quickly demount 
nearly any 20”, 22.5” and 
24.5” tube-type and tubeless 
truck tire, up to a 13” wide 
wheel. This tool has a 54” 
long ergonomic shaped steel 
handle that allows you to 
demount the tire without lift-
ing the entire wheel and tire 
off the ground, reducing the 
chance of back injuries.
Features: solid steel Cobra 
head that is press-fit into the 
steel handle with no fasten-
ers to loosen or fall out. Has 
an aluminum bead support 
to grab the top bead of Super 
Single and Super Wide tires. 
Uses (2) two heavy-duty ny-
lon rollers that can be easily 
replaced when worn.

KEN # 35440

$32989

1

3

2

4

Truck Anchor
Pin Bushing Driver
This pneumatic bushing driver set is de-
signed to easily remove and install truck and 
trailer anchor pin bushing or stuck anchor 
pins. The parker-style shank fits most any air 
operated hammer. The small cone is used to 
drive out the bushing and the larger cone is 
used to install bushing to proper depth.
LIS # 28890 ....................... $49.99
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Ever changed the oil on a 2013-2017 RAM 
6.7L Cummins? If you have, then you know the 
hassle of pulling the oil filter off and out on 
these 2500 / 3500 series trucks. In order to get 
the filter out; you must turn the filter sideways 
spilling oil all over the chassis of the truck.
• This T-handle type plug threads into the filter 
for a secure seal so the filter can be removed 
without spilling the oil.
• It also allows the technician to pre-lube the 
filter and gasket before installation.
- NO MORE CLEAN-UP

Threads into the
filter for a secure seal

LIS # 57180

$1049

CUMMINS OIL FILTER PLUG

OIL DRAIN PLUGS
Oil Drain Plug Wall Rack
This powder-coated rack is constructed of high-
quality steel & aluminum. Check drain plug threads 
with the built-in gauges, mounted to the right and 
left next to the bins, to simplify plug identification. 
Compact footprint is designed 
to be mounted near the point 
of install. Comes loaded with 
all 13 oil drain plug part num-
bers (63 pieces). Uses oil-
resistant labels printed with 
thread sizes & UPCs to make 
point of sale and restocking 
easy. Mounting hardware and 
instructions included.

Kit includes the following sizes: M12 x 1.25 ~ 
M12 x 1.5 ~ M12 x 1.75 ~ M14 x 1.25 ~ M14 
x 1.5 ~ M16 x 1.5 ~ M18 x 1.5 ~ M20 x 1.5 ~ 
M22 x 1.5 ~ M26 x 1.5 ~ 1/2” x 20 ~ 5/8” x 18 
~ 3/4” x 16 for a total of (63 pieces)
AGS # ODPA-3 .......................$189.99

EASY ID
- Thread size etched on each plug.
EASY INSTALL 
- Finger-grip wing for ease of 
installation. All plugs have 14mm 
hex – just one wrench works for all! 
RUST PROTECTION 
- Black oxide coating for rust and 
corrosion protection. 
HI-TEMP GASKET 
- Red hi-temp nitrile rubber gasket will 
ensure maximum sealing protection.
AVOID CROSS-THREADING
- Pilot-point tip for installation.

93%
COVERAGE

Oil Drain Repair Plug & 
Replacement Gasket Assortment
Fast and inexpensive solution to stripped oil 
drain pan threads. High coverage / low-part 
number repair solution. 
Kit Includes: 6 sku’s of ACCUFIT® universal 
and oversized oil drain repair plugs (21 
pieces) - 7 sku’s of red hi-temp nitrile rubber 
replacement gaskets (70 pieces).
AGS # ODPA-2 ................... $79.99

Mega-Gripper Filter Pliers
Fits oil filters from 3” up to 5-1/2” 
in diameter. 32 biting teeth gives 
you tremendous gripping force. 
The two-position, slip-joint handle 
easily adjusts to fit different size 
filters. 14” long handles with soft, 
nonslip grips provide added lever-
age. Unique jaw angle allow you 
to reach around hot exhaust mani-
folds without burning your arms.
LIS # 50720 ..........$39.99

1/2” Drive
Adjustable
Oil Filter Wrench
This wrench has a range 
of 4-3/8” to 5-5/8” to 
fits John Deere, Case, Caterpillar, Mack, 
Detroit Diesel, and other heavy-duty vehicles. 
Features a tough, stainless steel band with 
special teeth for extra gripping power.
LIS # 53100 ....................... $15.49

Big Range
Filter Wrench
For filters up to 6” in diameter
LIS # 63500 ....................... $10.49

Heavy Duty 
Strap Filter Wrench
This strong web strap can be used with a 
1/2” drive hand wrench to remove and install 
filters or other objects up to 6-1/2” in diam-
eter. Features a 3-5/8” long heat treated alloy 
steel yoke that fits into tight areas.
LIS # 60200 ...................... $22.49

STRAP 
WRENCHES
Loosen or tighten 
cylindrical, rectangular 
and odd shaped objects. Works 
great for installing or removing 
timing belt sprockets or belt pulleys. 
Lightweight aluminum I-beam handle 
has strong thick woven polypropylene 
strap. Grips tightly without scratching 
and damage to finished surfaces.

12” Handle
Strap: 1.05”W x 34”L ~ 2”-9” Capacity 
TTN # 21315 ...................... $15.99
18” Handle
Strap: 1.75”W x 32-3/4”L ~ 5”-8” Capacity 
TTN # 21316 ..................... $49.99

TECH TRAY 
ASSORTMENTS
These OEM quality kits provide a 
cost-efficient, time-saving alternative 
to purchasing all these components 
separately. A visual reference guide 
on the inside cover of the resealable 
storage tray identifies the part number 
so you can refill your kit.

115 Piece - Gasket Assortment  ...................DOR # 030-541 ......... $35.99
20 part numbers of the most popular copper, fiber, nylon & aluminum gaskets.

44 Piece - Drain Plug Assortment ................DOR # 030-539 ....... $104.99
22 part numbers covering the popular metric & fractional drain plugs.

450 Piece - Gasket / Plug Assortment .........DOR # 030-545 ....... $144.99
4 pilot point plugs, 14 gaskets, 6 splash shields part numbers covering the most popular oil 
change application.

58 Quart Capacity Oil Drain
This large, low-profile portable drain pan 
catches everything, then seals tight for trans-
port or storage. Even stands on-end without 
leaking! Features: four large handle grips to 
aid in movement and pouring, angled 1-1/2” 
diameter spout aids in fluid transfers and two 
built-in roller / wheel assemblies provide easy 
maneuverability. 36” L x 26” W x 9.5” H.
BLZ # 42008 ...................... $89.99

Features a 120 V electric pump that simply plug into a standard 
power outlet and it discharges fluid through the 6’ hose with 
steel J-hook. Electric pump output is 1 to 2.6 gallons per minute 
depending on fluid type.
LSL # 3669 ............ $474.99

Basic drain pan with 6’ long
discharge hose and 3/4” camlock 
style connector with leak proof cap.
LSL # 3665..... $294.99

ELECTRIC PUMP

GRAVITY FEED

LOW PROFILE DRAIN PANS 
• Low profile design has an overall height is only 7-3/4”. 
• Mounted on (4) four inch diameter casters for easy mobility.
• The top of the high-impact polypropylene reservoir features a 
  large 20” x 29” recessed area for capturing fluid. 
• A removable metal screen covers the reservoir opening to keep out debris. 
• Recessed pockets at each corner provides storage for drain plugs and used filters.  
• Design to capture used fluids including motor oil, coolant and transmission fluid.
• Offering your choice of discharge methods:

7-3/4”
Overall Height

17
GALLON
CAPACITY



Designed to collect used fluids, such 
as motor oil, transmission fluid and 
coolant from lift-mounted vehicles. 
These Lincoln’s drains quickly and 
easily adjust to the proper height 
and large diameter casters enable 
easy movement and stability.

Poly Models w/
Manual Evacuation
Features a large drain spigot and 
a standard bung port that can be 
used with a variety of hand or rotary 
pumps to remove the collected fluid. 
Reservoirs flat-top design eliminates 
the need for a secondary surface to 
drain the filter or set tools.

Steel Model w/
Pressurized Evacuation
Use of standard shop air (up to 150 PSI) to evacuate 
used oil. The reinforced dispensing hose doubles as 
a sight gauge to prevent overfilling. The 18-gallon 
welded steel tank has heavy-duty 4” swivel casters 
and 6” fixed-axle wheels for easy mobility.
• 18 Gallon Capacity • 15” Bowl Diameter
• 72” Maximum Height • 45” Lowered Height
LSL # 3601

8 Gallon Capacity
• 65” Maximum Height
• 36” Lowered Height
• 14” Bowl Diameter
LSL # 3508
$119.99

18 Gallon Capacity
• 77” Maximum Height
• 40” Lowered Height
• 14” Bowl Diameter
LSL # 3518
$179.99

LSL # 3601

$26999

# 3518

# 3508

Upright Oil
Drain Pans

24” Inch
Diameter

Funnel
Extension

Removeable Oil
Filter Screen

LSL # 3639

$57999 MODEL 3639 
• Combines the upright configuration commonly 
used for collecting fluids from under lift-mounted 
vehicles AND a powerful compressed-air oper-
ated venturi to quickly extract fluids from reser-
voirs -or - directly through a dipstick tube.

• 25 Gallon welded-steel construction, rugged 
wheels and casters and a number of other 
premium features that set this model apart from 
the competition:

VENTURI VACUUM ASSEMBLY   with vacuum level 
gauge, noise reducing muffler and shut-off valve 
with Milton M-style quick connect air fitting.

TANK-MOUNTED CLIP   and handle hook to
secure discharge and evacuation hoses.

6-1/ 2 FOOT LONG   wire reinforced evacuation hose 
with shut-off valve and drip plug. 

FLUID LEVEL SIGHT GAUGE   built-into tank.

WAND HOLDER   stores six evacuation wands: (2) 
rigid wands 28” in length, (3) flexible wands 28” 
in length and (1) flexible wands 39” in length.

OEM DIPSTICK TUBE ADAPTERS
for use with BMW, VW and Mercedes.

7 FOOT LONG   nylon-reinforced discharge hose with 
steel J-hook and drip plug. Emptying the tanks 
requires only shop air and a standard tire chuck.

HEAVY DUTY WHEELS   (2) 4” diameter swivel casters 
and (2) 6” diameter fixed-axle wheels.

PREMIUM WHITE COTTON 
T-SHIRT WIPES/RAGS
• Cut from white cotton t-shirts which will not bleed when
used with solvents or harsh cleaners 
• Ideal for general maintenance and clean up of grease,
liquids, oils and other spills. 
AMW # 10 .... 10 lb. Box White Rags .......$19.99 
AMW # 25 .... 25 lb. Box White Rags ...... $54.99

NATURAL ORANGE 
HAND CLEANER 
This quick-acting natural formula, has a 
orange citrus scent and cleans a broad 
range of industrial soils, dirts and grease.

14 oz. Squeeze Bottle
GOJ # 0947-12 ......... Smooth........... $3.99
GOJ # 0957-12 ....... w/ Pumice ........ $3.99

1 Gallon Container w/ Pump Dispenser
GOJ # 0945-04 ................Smooth .............. $10.99
GOJ # 0955-02 ..............w/ Pumice ............ $10.99

TRANSMISSION LIFT
DRAIN FUNNELS
Heavy-duty plastic lift drain funnels 
extend the catch area of any lift drain. 
A molded in screen catches any loose 
parts or pan bolts.

22” x 23” 
LIS # 17892 ...........................$16.99
24” Diameter
PLE # 75-836 .........................$49.99
24” x 36” Rectangle
Designed with the Ford E 40D transmission in 
mind and features fluted end-boards that can 
be used for draining oil filters.
LIS # 17902 ...........................$49.99
30 Qt. Drain Tub
Excellent for draining radiators, crankcases, 
transmissions, differentials, and etc. Made of 
high-density polyethylene material and has a 
pour spout that makes transferring liquids an 
easier task. 
LIS # 17922 .......................... $44.99

UNIVERSAL ABSORBENT MAT
• Faster Clean-ups - of leaks, drips and spills 
anywhere in your shop. Exclusive dimple pattern 
speeds up wicking so messes disappear fast.
• Eight (8) Layers - Thermally bonded making it the 
strongest mat on the market; even when saturated. 
• Grit & Dust-Free - No tracking around like floor sweep. 
Keeps dirt and grit out of customer vehicles while maintain-
ing a clean, professional environment in the shop/garage.

50 ft. Roll Light Weight
(60) sheets per roll, 15” x 10” sheet size. 
Perforated every 10”.
NPG # 25201 ............................... $19.99

150 ft. Roll Medium Weight
(180) sheets per roll, 30” x 10” sheet size. 
Perforated every 10”.
NPG # 25400 ............................ $124.99

Large Rectangle Drip Pan
Great catch-all work surface for messy 
jobs or keeping contaminant off of your 
garage, shop floor, or driveway. Made of 
durable galvanized metal with 1/2” high 
rounded lip. Measures 47” x 25”.
CRR # AT20 ........... $31.99

FORM-A-FUNNEL
CONSTRUCTED - of a moldable aluminum 
alloy core encapsulated in thick and pliable 
nitrile rubber, making it completely impervious to 
automotive fluids and chemicals and unaffected 
by temperatures up to 425 degrees. 
SHAPE & DRAIN into a channel for those hard-to-
drain liquids, keeping oil and other fluids off of you, 
your vehicle and your shop’s floor. Twist it into 
custom shapes, reshape and 
reuse thousands of times.  
POUR - create a funnel shape 
for pouring and filling fluids. 
STORE - easy to clean and can 
be stored either flat or roll up 
to conserve space.

14.5″ x 6.5” 
ISN # FAFGP-102 ........ $25.69
22″ x 8-5/8″
ISN # FAFTT-103 ........$49.99

# 25400

#
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32 oz. Heavy Duty
Spray Bottle
This durable opaque plastic 
chemical resistant bottle is 
designed to hold harsh clean-
ers or solvents. Handy Ounce 
and Millimeter scale is molded 
into the side of the bottle. 
Large easy pour filler opening. 
Has molded fingertip trigger to 
help reduce finger fatigue. The 
nozzle can be adjusted from a 
fine mist to a solid stream. 
PRT # W1473 ...................... $2.99

Multi-Application 
Oil Funnel Set
Helps eliminate oil spills 
when refilling crank-
cases, especially those 
with baffle valve covers. 
The color-coded adapt-
ers fit multiple vehicle 
applications including: 
Chevrolet, GMC, Pontiac, 
Saturn, Cadillac, Ford, 
Chrysler, Jeep, Mazda, 
Toyota, Honda, Acura, 
Nissan, VW, Audi, Lexus. 
Can also be used as a 
standard funnel. Set Includes: resealable 1.6 
qt. translucent funnel with tethered lid and 
cap - (7) color-coded adapters - 45° elbow.
LIS # 19342 ....................... $39.99

12 Volt 
Oil Extraction Pump
Clean, no mess way of removing oil thru 
of your dipstick/fill hole without opening 
the system. Has an oil transfer flow rate of 
3 quarts per minute. Includes: 1,400 RPM 
self-priming pump with 12 volt DC motor, 
suction and discharge hoses, hose clamps 
and detailed instructions.
PRT # W54170 .................. $28.99

1.6 Qt. Funnel 
w/ Lid & Spout Cap
Multi-purpose polypropylene funnel 
with detachable flexible spout. Translu-
cent color allows you to see the fluid inside 
the funnel. The funnel also comes with a lid 
and spot cap to keep contaminants out and 
avoid leaks when not in use. Overall length 
of the funnel is 15.25” x 6.69” wide with a 4” 
hole on top of the funnel.
LIS # 19832 ........................$11.99

STICTION ELIMINATOR
Stiction is a term for the sticky friction 
caused by byproducts of burnt oil. Stiction 
can form on many components inside your 
engine such as injectors, turbo bearings, 
piston rings, oil pump, and everything the 
oil touches. Hot Shot’s Stiction Eliminator 
- keeps oil passages clean, restoring the oil 
flow through your engine. Dynamic compres-
sion is restored by increased ring sealing, pro-
viding improved combustion efficiency which 
translates to better fuel economy, power and 
a better running engine. Safe and effective for 
use in all diesel and gasoline engines.
Treats 10 Quarts of Oil
HSS # 32Z ......................... $31.99
Treats 45 Quarts of Oil
HSS # 64Z ......................... $54.99

Toyota / Lexus 
Oil Filter
End Cap Wrench
This 65mm - 14 flute wrench provides 
multiple contact points that engage the ribs 
and flutes on the filter cap housing, allowing 
easy removal. Can be operated using a 3/8” 
square drive or 1-1/16” combination wrench. 
Made of super strong forged and machined 
steel with a bright chrome plated finish.
LIS # 61040 ....................... $43.99

Vacuum/Pressure 
Tester Kit
Helps to identify and 
diagnose system 
vacuum leaks and 
problems with various 
vacuum-operated mo-
tors and accessories. 
Also accurately checks 
system fuel pressure 
on vehicles that are 
equipped with carbure-
tors. Features a large, 
easy-to-read 3-1/2” 
dial face gauge with heavy-duty Bourdon 
tube meter movement. Includes: 24” oil re-
sistant rubber hose, universal fitting adapter, 
tapered adapter and “Tee” connector.
EQU # 3620 ....................... $20.99

ADJUSTABLE
OIL FILTER PLIERS 
These pliers features an adjust-
able slip joint design that allows 
it to fit multiple oil filter sizes. The 
durable high carbon drop forged steel 
construction has cushion grip handles and 
serrated jaw teeth for a sure grip everytime. PermaLock® fastener 
eliminates nut and bolt failure. Great for plumbing repairs too.

Working Range Head Type Length Part Number SALE PRICE
1-3/4”– 3” Capacity .................straight ............ 9”  ..............CNL # 209 ............. $15.99
2-1/2”– 3-3/4” Capacity ..........straight  .......... 12”  .............CNL # 212 .............. $21.99
2-1/2”– 3-3/4” Capacity  ....... 30° tilted  ......... 12” .......CNL # 2012BULK  ...... $20.79 
2-1/2”– 4-1/2” Capacity ..........straight ........... 15”  .............CNL # 215 .............. $26.99

30° ANGLE# 2012BULK
Allows Greater

Access

OIL FILTER WRENCHES
3-JAW FILTER WRENCHES
WITH REMOVABLE ADAPTER
Heat-treated arms with specially designed 
gripping jaws grab onto even the most stubborn 
filters. #63830 covers the most common filter 
sizes while the #63850 works on the smaller 
filters. Some filters are located in confined areas 
which limits your tool selection. Now you have 
(4) options: 3/8” or 1/2” square drive, 21mm 
combination wrench, or socket.

Range 61-124mm
LIS # 63830 ................................$24.99
Range 58-110mm
LIS # 63850 ................................$22.99

  GLOWS BRIGHTER

8 oz. Twin Neck Easy Pour Bottle 
Services up to 8 vehicle

TRC # LF2008 ....................$31.99
1 oz. (30 ml) Bottle

Services up to 1 vehicle
TRC # LF2001 ...........................$4.49

PLASTIC DISPENSERS
Made of high-density polyethylene; 

which is impervious to oil, gasoline and 
antifreeze. Features easy grip handle and 

angled spout to aid in pouring. Marked 
graduations include quarts on one side, 

liters on the other, making it easy to add the 
proper amount.

1 Quart ...... PLE # 75-451........ $7.99
2 Quart ........PLE # 75-452 .....$13.99

4 Quart ..........PLE # 75-454 .... $22.99
6 Quart ............PLE # 75-456 .....$25.99

8 Quart w/ Spout Cap & Lid  .......... LIS # 19702 ........ $19.99
The caps on the top and on the spout prevent dust and dirt from getting inside 

the container so the liquid is always pure. Has a long flexible spout that allows 
you to get to the fill port much easier with less mess.

OIL-BASED LEAK DETECTION DYE
• Specially formulated to pinpoint car oil leaks, 

fuel leaks, ATF leaks, power steering fluid leaks,
hydraulics leaks, all in one quick and easy inspection. 

• Glows YELLOW / GREEN
• Works with all leak detection flashlights.

Cordless Leak Detection Flashlight
High intensity 75-watt blue LED lamps have an inspection 

range of 6 feet and 100,000 hours of operational life. 
Skinny cylindrical design allows the user to scan 

for escaping fluorescent dye in the tightest and 
hardest to reach spaces. Operates

on (3) AA batteries (included).
TRC # LF400 ...........$41.99

# 19702
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MANUAL GREASE GUNS

20V
LITHIUM ION

LSL # 1884

$35499

12V
LITHIUM ION

10,000
MAX PSI

GREASE
PRESSURE

8,000
MAX PSI

GREASE
PRESSURE

LSL # 1264
POWERLUBER®
12V Grease Gun Kit
Kit Contents: 
(1) 12V grease gun with 
      30” high-pressure hose
(2) 12V li-ion battery packs 
(1) one-hour wall charger
(1) blow-molded carrying case

LSL # 1264

$24999

Hydraulic Coupler
LSL # 5852-54 ..................... $3.09
90° Grease Coupler
LSL # 5883 ...........................$7.69

360° Hydraulic Coupler Adapter
LSL # 5848 ........................ $40.99
Needle Nozzle
LSL # 5803 .......................... $9.99

PowerLock Coupler
Optimize lubrication delivery with single 
handed use. This easy to use coupler fea-
tures a reverse-jaw design that holds the 
fitting securely to the seat for less grease 
bypass and lower lubrication costs. Pressure 
rating up to 10,000 PSI
LSL # 5900 ........................ $29.99

Impact
Grease
Fitting Cleaner
Grease that has hardened in a fitting or joint 
often forces equipment to be out of service 
for repair. This tool offers a time saving alter-
native for clearing obstructions by allowing 
lightweight oil or solvents to enter the clog. 
With a quick burst of pressure the blockage 
so that fresh grease can be applied. 
LSL # 5805......................... $39.99

# 5852-54

# 5883 # 5848

# 5803

Lithium-ion technology offers one of the best energy-to-weight ratios 
while providing a consistent level of performance from the beginning 
to the end of the battery cycle. Features integrated hose storage and 
three-point base that keeps the tool upright. New dual-lip follower 
enables bulk or cartridge delivery & eliminates grease bypass.  Handy 
vent valve purges trapped air to assure easy prime.

LINCOLN POWERLUBER™
100 Day Satisfaction Guarantee

5-YEAR TOOL WARRANTY

2-YEAR BATTERY WARRANTY

LSL # 1884
POWERLUBER®
20V Grease Gun Kit
Multi-function LCD screen with red 
rocker switch allows user to select 
low or high volume grease output 
dispensing. Display also alerts 
blocked fittings and loss of prime.
Kit Contents: 
(1) 20V grease gun with 
      36” high-pressure hose
(2) 20V lithium-ion battery packs
(1) one-hour wall charger
(1) blow-molded case

Pistol Grip • 6” Rigid Extension & Coupler ........................... LSL # 1132 ..... $41.19
Pistol Grip • 18” Flex Hose & Coupler ................................ LSL # 1133 .....$43.59
Pistol Grip VS/VP • 18” Flex Hose, 6” Rigid Ext. & Coupler ..... LSL # 1134 ..... $47.39
Lever Action • 6” Rigid Extension & Coupler ........................ LSL # 1142 ..... $27.49
Lever Action • 18” Flex Hose & Coupler .............................. LSL # 1147 ..... $35.19
Lever Action VS/VP • 6” Rigid Extension & Coupler ............... LSL # 1148 ..... $35.19

Lincoln hand-held grease guns are
unmatched in the industry & feature:
• Rugged cast pump head
• Precision fit plunger with extra-heavy 
follower spring insures positive priming 
and uninterrupted pumping action.
• Exclusive “Flip-Over” follower provides 
a superior seal for either cartridge or bulk 
loading applications.
• Accessible check valve allows easy
cleaning without gun disassembly.
• VS/VP (variable stroke / variable pressure) 
design is found on the Model 1134 & 1148. 

# 1148

# 1134

# 1142

At the push of a button, this versatile unit 
changes from vacuum to pressure for evacuat-
ing or dispensing fluids. This unit is lightweight, 
portable and ideal for draining/evacuating en-
gine oil, coolants, transaxle grease, and power 
steering, transmission, and brake fluid. The 
hand operated pump requires NO compressed 
air or electricity. Includes three (3) different 
diameter 5 ft. flexible hoses for evacuating 
directly through the dipstick tubes.

ATF Refill Adapter Kit
Designed to connect directly to and/or service 
OEM transmissions when the fluid level is low or 
following a filter change. Contains (10) adapters 
for servicing Ford, Toyota, Volkswagen, Audi, 
Volvo, BMW, Honda, Nissan, and Mercedes 
sealed (lifetime) automatic transmissions. 
Use with: #MV7201 Fluid Evacuator -or- 
#MVA6852 - 1.5 Liter Capacity Fluid Syringe 
(#MVA7210 connection hose sold separately)
LSL # MVA5800 .............. $133.99

Transmission 
Refill Hose
LSL #
MVA7210
$31.99

2.3 Gallon
Manual Fluid 
Evacuator PLUS

LSL #
MV7201
$117.99

Fluid Transfer & Inflation Pump
Use it on cars, boats, motorcycles, ATVs, lawn and gar-
den equipment, or use it to inflate toys, air mattresses, 
sports balls or bicycle tires. Also can be used to drain 
engine oil or transmission fluid through the dipstick 
tube. Provides clean, quick, no-hassle method of 
transferring or evacuating virtually any non-volatile fluid 
including engine oil, coolants, transmission fluid, brake 
fluid or power steering fluid.
LSL # MV7241 ................................. $13.99

1.5 Liter Fluid Extractor & Dispenser
Extracts or dispenses fluid quickly and cleanly! This simple-to-use 
manual syringe type tool is suitable for a variety of vehicle fluid 
exchange application such as diesel fuel, motor oil, brake fluid, 
transmission fluid, rear differential fluid, and coolant. The 1.5-liter 
fluid reservoir is serviceable and easy to disassemble for cleaning. 
Twist-valve on hose end eliminates fluid leaks. Rubber ATF adapter 
connector is included (#MVA6852 only).
LSL # MVA6852 .........$49.99

• Cylinder has fluid levels molded-in
• Can be disasembled for cleaning
• Double-seal plunger design
• Rubber grip ring

7 oz Fluid Extractor & Dispenser
LSL # MVA6851
$26.99

Rubber ATF 
Adapter Included 
with #MVA6852

# MVA6852

# MVA6851
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12 Volt Fuel Transfer Pump
Transfer diesel, kerosene and mineral spirits 
from both mobile and stationary tanks. The 
self-priming cast iron pump with long-life, 
low-friction polymer vanes for extended 
service intervals. Delivers 15 GPM. Has a 
360° lo locking bung for proper pump posi-
tioning. Features pre-wired 18’ power cable 
with quick connect alligator clips, three-piece 
telescoping pick-up tube, and includes 13’ x 
3/4” NPT commercial-grade anti-static hose.
LSL # 1550 ....................... $399.99

DIESEL FILTER WRENCHES

DEF 
Diesel 
Exhaust 
Fluid Tester
Monitor the urea concentration or purity level 
of your DEF with this tool. The easy-to-read col-
ored discs float inside the sample tube display-
ing urea levels. Accurate at all temperatures
PRT # W16500 .................. $14.99

DEF 
Concentration 
Refractometer Kit
The wrong concentration or 
quality of DEF solution can 
set a check engine code. EPA 
regulations require operators 
to ensure the DEF in their 
vehicle consists of a 32.5% 
Urea / Water solution in order 
to meet lowered NOx emissions standards. 
• To Test - simply place a small amount of DEF 
liquid on the refractometer prism, look through 
the eyepiece, and read the values on the scale. 
Kit includes: Refractometer, dropper, lens wipe 
cloth, screwdriver and molded carrying case.
PRT # W80158 .................. $54.99

DEF Hand Operated 
Lever Drum Pump
Maintaining the purity 
of the DEF Urea Solution 
is critical. This Fill-Rite 
pump uses components 
made of materials that 
will not taint or alter 
the solutions chemical 
structure. Delivers 11 
ounces per stroke. 
Threads securely fastens 
to the top of a tank or 55 
gallon barrel and includes 
polypropylene telescoping 
suction pipe (19-3/4” to 35-1/2”) and 2” NPT 
bung adapter. - Can also be used with com-
patible chemicals like antifreeze, hydraulic 
oils, engine and gear oils and degreasers
TUT # FRHP32V................ $79.99

LIS # 61060 ....... Fits Paccar Filters ....... $20.99
LIS # 61090 ......Fits 5” Davco Filters .......$22.79
LIS # 61110 ......Fits 6” Davco Filters .......$25.49
LIS # 61130 ......Fits 8” Davco Filters .......$29.79

Designed for removing and 
replacing the fuel filter. Unique 
half-moon design provide 
easier access to the fuel filter. 
High strength laser-cut steel 
prevents the wrench from 
flexing while loosening 
stubborn filter collars. Thick 
padded handle for positive 
grip. Davco® wrenches have 
additional teeth to open vent 
caps as well.

Ford Transit 3.2L Diesel Filter Wrench 
This wrench is used to remove and install fuel filter 
elements on 2015 to current 150, 250, and 350 
models. The tool is notched to match the canister 
design to help eliminate slipping and damage to 
the canister. Simply slip the tool over the canister 
and turn. The cushioned grip handle also has a 3/8” 
square drive to provide extra leverage.
LIS # 61140 .......................... $24.49

 TUT # NX3204
Flow Rate (GPM): up to 25 GPM
Voltage: 12 to 24 volts
Inlet / Outlet: 1-1/4” / 1”
Mounting: 2” Bung NPT
Amp Draw: 29 Amps.
Motor Power: 1/3 HP
Included Accessories: 20’ power cord
SALE PRICE: $839.99

THE INDUSTRY’S FIRST
CONTINUOUS DUTY
FUEL TRANSFER PUMP
• Nextec Intelligence™ - is an exclusive array 
of design advancements, technologies and 
user functionalities that take pump perfor-
mance to unprecedented levels. 
• Intelligent Tones™ - inform
when attention is needed. 
• Variable Speed Motor - automatically 
adjusts for peak performance with improved 
suction lift. More compact and lighter.
• Less Amp Draw - it sets a new standard for 
efficiency. Saves battery power and pump life.
• Auto Power Down - after 20 min of inactivity.
• Warranty - 2 years.
• Compatible with - diesel, gasoline, biodiesel 
up to B20, E15, kerosene, and mineral spirits.

Removable 
Power Cord
Convenient
& safe

Cast Iron 
Pump 
Housing

Lower 
Amp Draw
Saves battery 
power

ALL SEASON
DIESEL FUEL ADDITIVE 
• Restores / Increase Horsepower – 
detergents clean deposits in the injection 
system resulting in improved combustion, 
better acceleration, power, and torque.
• Reduces Fuel Consumption – indepen-
dent tests show an average of 4% improve-
ment in MPG and gains up to 9.6%.
• Cetane Improver – improves combustion 
resulting in better engine starting, smooth 
running, and reduced engine noise.
• Reduces Wear – lubricity improvers 
restore lubricity to ultra low sulfur and other 
low lubricity diesel fuels.
• Cleans and Protects – vehicles fuel sys-
tem. Contains NO alcohol. Meets Cummins 
L10 Superior Test for cleanliness.

#38565P
#38567P

#38566P

The Only Diesel Fuel Additive
Recommended by:

Ford • GM • VW • Deere • AM General 
Caterpillar • Navistar • Volvo Penta

• Treats Up To 60 Gallons ~ 16 oz.
HAS # 38565P ............................$9.99

• Treats Up To 250 Gallons ~ 64 oz.
HAS # 38566P ......................... $34.99

• Treats Up To 2,500 Gallons ~ 5 Gallon
HAS # 38567P ....................... $299.99

55 Gallon Drums
For transferring non-corrosive petroleum-
based fluids of light to medium viscosity. 
Single direction 2-vane pump with rugged 
cast iron housing and 42” steel suction pipe. 
Dispenses 1 gallon per 18 revolutions
PLE # 55-303 ..................... $99.99

Drums, Totes & Barrels
Cast aluminum fuel transfer rotary hand pump 
designed for gasoline, diesel, kerosene, machine 
oil and fuel oil. Includes 3-piece steel suction 
pipe in 13” lengths and 2” NPT bung mount.  
Dispenses 7.5 gallon per 100 revolutions
TUT # SD-62 .........................$51.69

5 to 55 Gallon Drums - Ryton
Ryton® construction with Teflon® 
and Viton® Seals. Ideal for DEF, water 
base, acidic, gas, diesel, petroleum and 
other caustic shop fluids of low viscosity. 
Dispenses 7 gallon per 100 revolutions
PLE # 55-155 ................... $142.19
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These steel manual action hand 
pumps are designed for fast transfer 
of all lubrication-based fluids, 
including antifreeze. Also suitable 
for use with any agricultural or 
industrial non-corrosive chemi-
cals and fluids. Features a 2-piece, self-
adjusting telescopic suction tube and 
removable discharge spout is threaded 
to fit all garden hose type fittings. 
• #55-124 features a non-drip spout

TRANSFER PUMPS

Description Dispenses Part # SALE PRICE
Fits 15 to 55 Gallon Drums ....... 350cc per stroke ........ SNX # PT9800 ........ $37.99
Fits 30 to 55 Gallon Drums ....... 10 oz. per stroke ..........PLE # 55-123 ......... $47.69 
Fits 30 to 55 Gallon Drums ....... 10 oz. per stroke ......... PLE # 55-124 .........$49.99 

ROTARY ACTION PUMPS

LEVER ACTION PUMPS



FEATURES:
-  Automatic zero adjustment
- Reverse polarity protection
- Min/Max and Hold buttons save retrieved data
- Inductive pickup measures vehicle
  RPM’s including coil-on-plug vehicles
- Temperature probe measures temperature
 in both Celsius and Fahrenheit
- U/L listed for safety and quality

Auto Ranging 
Automotive
Digital Multi-Meter
> Auto-Ranging™ scales 
eliminate the need to dial in 
the correct range when making 
electronic measurements. 
> 10 MegOhm circuitry prevents 
damage to sensitive automotive 
electronics on today’s high-tech, 
computerized vehicles such as 
low voltage Engine Control Unit 
(ECU) and Powertrain Control 
Module (PCM).

O.E.M. Style
Open Barrel Crimping Tool
Duplicates factory crimps including Deutsch, 
Delphi, computer sensor and Weather Pack. 
This tool features five precision O.E.M. crimp 
nests to handle wire sizes from 14-24 AWG 
gauge. Double-hinge mechanism keeps 
the jaws parallel for a straight crimping 
engagement. 
SWC # WTT32 ................... $42.79

12V -or- 6V 
Battery / Alternator 
Tester & Voltmeter
• Accurate, easy-to-read digital LCD screen
• Checks the battery and alternator systems 
for 6/12/24 Volt SLI & VRLA / AGM / GEL 
batteries 
• Tests charging system output
and battery state of charge.
• Over-voltage and reverse polarity protection
• Displays open circuit voltage table on the 
front of the tester. 
• Dimensions: 2.1” × 3.3” × 6.5”
DSR # BT55U ......................$27.99

Deluxe 
Digital Multimeter Accessory Kit 
This high quality component set, works with 
most DMM or DVOM’s and comes complete 
with a host of accessories to help you get the 
most out of your meter.
Contains: (1) large jaw 32A, (2) test leads, 
(2) 10A Max alligator clips, (2) alligator clips, 
(2) test leads / straight to right, (2) piercing 
probes and (2) bed of nails (1) zipper pouch.
EQU # 3396 ....................... $99.99

Replacement 
Digital Multimeter Probe Set
Contains (1) red and (1) black comfort grip 
probes with shrouded banana input jackets.
EQU # 3394 ..........................$6.79

AUTO RANGING DIGITAL MULTI-METERS
Auto-Ranging™ scales eliminate the need to dial in the correct range when making electronic 
measurements. 10 MegOhm circuitry prevents damage to sensitive automotive electronics. 
Has wrist-mounted band and fold out back stand to free up hands for testing.

3320 - Red Model
Auto power-off feature after 15 minutes of being 
idle. Includes: test leads, side lead holders, 
rubber corner guards for drop protection and 
easy-to-read instruction booklet. 
FUNCTIONS INCLUDE: • DC & AC Voltage to 
600V • Resistance to 20MΩ • Diode Function • DC 
Current - mA / Amps • AC Current - mA / Amps • 
Continuity Check w/ Audible Beep • Battery Test 
9V-1.5V test ranges w/ color-coded LED’s
EQU # 3320 ........................$37.99

3300 - Yellow Model
UL Certified unit for basic testing around the 
home and garage. Includes: non removable 
test leads, side lead holders, and instruction 
booklet. Dimensions: 5.5″ x 3.5″ x 1.25″
FUNCTIONS INCLUDE: • DC & AC Voltage 
to 500V • Resistance to 20MΩ • DC Current 
- mA / Amps • Battery check 9V-1.5V test 
ranges • Low battery warning
EQU # 3300 .......................$16.99

# 3300

# 3320

Remote 
Starter Switch
Allows a single person to start or 
crank the engine from under the 
hood. Ideal for compression 
tests or bumping engine onto 
TDC (top dead center) Assist 
in finding timing marks 
for valve, distributor or 
camshaft adjustment. 

Power
Ground Outlet
Provides an electrical 
ground and power 
source from a 
cigarette lighter 
outlet.

LIS # 32150

$1799

LIS # 20750

$1999

Has wrist-mounted band and back stand to free up hands for testing. Auto power-off feature 
after 15 minutes of being idle. Includes: test leads, lead holders, rubber corner guards for drop 
protection and easy-to-read instruction booklet. FUNCTIONS INCLUDE: DC Volts / AC Volts
• Resistance - Ohms • Diode Function • DC Current - mA / Amps • AC Current - mA / Amps
• Continuity Check w/ Audible Beep • Duty Cycle - Pulse Width - Dwell • Frequency
• Tachometer - RPM (0-10,000) • Temperature (probe included)
EQU # 3340 .................................................................................. $109.99

ELECTRICAL TECH TRAYS / KITS

# W5368

# W5369

# W5213

# W5214

285 Pc. Multi-Use Electrical Repair Kit
This double-sided kit has compartments on both 
sides for easy assess to the following contents: 
Electrical tools include: crimping tool, Phillips and 
flat tip screwdriver, circuit tester, test leads, and 
fuse puller. Electrical parts include: ring, spade, butt, 
disconnect and coupler terminals ends, heat shrink 
tubing, quick tap, wire nuts, cable ties, wire/cable 
clamps, blade fuses, glass fuses, rubber grommets, 
electrical tape and primary wire.
PRT # W5207 .............................. $24.99

125 Pc. Rubber Grommet Assortment ...............PRT # W5214 ......... $7.49
Need to replace a grommet? Contains 18 of the most commonly used grommet sizes up to 1” 
outside diameter. There are also blank grommets without a hole so you can customize it to your 
needs. Includes a resealable plastic case.
160 Pc. Wire Terminal Assortment ....................PRT # W5213 ....... $12.49
Contains color-coded ring terminals, male & female connectors, butt connectors, quick splice and 
male & female bullet connectors. Total of 19 different wire terminals styles in size 10, 12, 16, 18, 
and 22 gauges. Comes complete with convenient resealable plastic case.
120 Pc. Blade Style Fuse Assortment ................PRT # W5368 ....... $10.49
Contains 20 each of the following fuse sizes:  ATO 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 amp fuses. suitable for all 
of your automotive needs and comes packaged in a convenient resealable plastic case.
120 Pc. Mini Blade Style Fuse Assortment ........PRT # W5369 ....... $11.49
Designed to fit regular ATM/APM fuse holders. Contains 20 each of the following fuse sizes: 
5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 amp fuses. Specifically designed 
for vehicle type applications and comes packaged in a 
convenient resealable plastic storage case.

650 Pc. Installer Terminal Tray
Eliminate wasted time and money by having the 
parts there when you need them. This durable metal tray has 
28 compartments featuring a balanced assortment of insu-
lated terminals, bullet connectors, male & female connectors, 
quick splices and more. Includes (3) sizes of 1-1/2” long 
pre-cut heat shrink pieces. 650 total pieces. The index card 
located on the lid, makes reordering effortless. 
SWC # STA-51 ................................... $88.99

# W5207
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Mobile App Compatibility

CHECK ENGINE

Pro CarScan
5100

CODE READER

ANTI-LOCK BRAKE SYSTEM

LIVE DATA

AIRBAG

NETWORK SCAN

EQU # 5100

$29999

Increase
Your shop

With This NEXT

Scan Tool!
Generation

Efficiency

Expand the opportunity to service vehicles from
1982-1995 with optional OBD1 coverage.
Note: OBD1 Cable Kit (#3129) sold separately.
#5100 Includes: LED lighted connector, 3 AA batteries, 
protective rubber boot and soft storage pouch.

10 sec. unit hook-up time
Easy to read high
resolution color screen
Scanning Functions:
Mode 1 - Mode 10, Mode QA
Updatable via the Internet
Other functions include:
Inspection interval lights,
On screen live data graphics,
record & play back OBDII live 
data, reset oil lights, vehicle
search/scanning by VINA

D
VA
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RepairSolutions Pro® is a service created to assist professionals and shops 
to diagnose and repair today’s vehicles by providing verified fixes, difficulty 
ratings, technical service bulletins, step-by-step instructions and more.

Check Engine Light .....................................................
LED Emissions Readiness Monitor ...........................
Bluetooth / Mobile App .............................................
ABS (Brake) Trouble Codes .......................................
SRS (Airbag) Trouble Codes ......................................
OBD1 Coverage .................................................... Optional
Oil Light Reset.............................................................
Live Data Graphing .....................................................
Battery Reset & Initialization ..................................
Network Scan ..............................................................
ABS & SRS Live Data ..................................................

FREE 6-Month Subscription
with #5100 Purchase!

OBD PC Link
SOFTWARE

19 Pc. 3/8” Drive
VDE Insulated Socket Set
Excellent for Hybrid and Electric vehicles. 
Providing the technician and professional 
electricians with the confidence to work on 
potentially high voltage systems. All compo-
nents carry GS/VDE certification to 1000VAC. 
Set includes: • Sockets: 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20mm • Extensions: 
3”, 6”, 10” • Fully insulated 3/8” drive reversible 
ratchet with quick release • Blow-molded storage 
case with each tool has dedicated position for 
easy storage and retrievals.
TTN #68100 .................... $229.99

Crimping & 
Cutting Tool
Crimps both insulated and 
non-insulated solderless con-
nections and terminals. The 
slim nose shape increase your 
accessibility into tight places. 
The laser heat-treated cutting 
edges can cut 10-22 AWG 
wire. Made from high-carbon 
C1080 steel with Channellock 
blue comfort grips.
CNL # 909 ....... $21.99

7 Pc. 
Insulated 
Screwdriver Set 
A tough, non-conductive cover over the 
shafts insulate the screwdriver from coming 
in contact with electrical circuits or electron-
ic parts. The chrome vanadium alloy shafts 
have black oxide tips to resist corrosion, 
allowing for a precise fit and eliminating light 
reflection/glare. Can be used with live cur-
rent in the 1000VAC and 1500VDC ranges. 
TTN # 17237 ...................... $19.49

Battery Monitor
This battery and charging system monitor 
is designed to give you peace of mind while 
driving your vehicle. Easily be notified when 
there’s an issue with your charging system. 
Color coded LEDs identify charge status.  
Designed for 12V negative ground systems. 
Angled head gives convienent viewing in any 
vehicle. Two modes: BATTERY MODE checks 
charge of the battery when vehicle is not run-
ning. CHARGING MODE checks the charging 
system when vehicle is running.
EQU # 3721 ....................... $20.19

Quickly
Test Your

Alternator &
Battery

Computer Safe 
Digital Test Light
Ideal for checking voltage on electrical wiring, fuses, batteries, sensors, and motors. Check 
continuity of diodes, relays, and switches including vehicle’s with computerized engine con-
trols. The 6’ cable with alligator clamp attaches to battery, then use the 2” detachable metal 
pointed probe to test the circuit. Features LCD screen displays voltage readings and two LED’s 
to identify voltage charge: ‘Red’ is low, and ‘Green’ means good to go. 
EQU # 3430 ........................$37.99

OBD II Splitter Cable
w/ Power & Ground Plug
Plug a scan tool into the OBD2 Splitter to 
activate certain circuits while having access 
to power and ground for use with a multi-meter, scope or test light. Also useful for providing pow-
er and ground when installing aftermarket accessories such as cruise control, alarms, remote 
starters and stereo equipment. Easy way to find a ground for testing, right at the DLC. Features 
4mm banana plugs for connecting power and ground.

LIS # 64990

$2449
While

Supplies Last!

CanOBD2
Diagnostic

Tool with
Black & White

Screen

Your Perfect Entry-level Tool
Designed to empower any consumer when it comes to vehicle maintenance, checking 

road trip readiness, inspecting used cars and more! Works on all 1996 and newer cars, 
light trucks, SUVs and minivans – Domestic and Import including CAN to decode “Check 

Engine” light problems. Features unique patented all-in-one screen display and LED 
display for quick State Emissions readiness check and drive cycle verification. Internet 

updateable and upgradeable from any Internet-enabled PC or Mac (included USB cable). 

EQU # 3020

$4599

 Your Scan
  Tool Selection
Starts Here

Limited
Inventory
Available!

OBD2 Memory Saver
Maintain power to your vehicle during 
battery disconnect or replacement with 
this adapter. 3ft long cable.
DSR # SEC-12V-OBD 
$19.99



These models in this red section feature all-in-one displays that show 20 pieces of vital information including diagnostic trouble code(s) and definition(s).
Red, yellow & green LEDs indicate emissions test readiness and alert of pending problems. Each model has updateable firmware.

OBD2 Scan Tool w/ ABS & SRS
• Optional OBD1 Coverage
• Check Engine, Live Data, ABS & Airbag SRS (reads & 
clears Domestic, Asian & European) and Battery Reset
• FixAssist® feature provides useful hints to trouble-
shooting causes of Check Engine ligths
• THE advanced tool for the professional tech, yet user-
friendly for experienced DIYers. This is a great choice for 
anyone looking to stream, record & graph real-time Live 
Data. Review streamed data further on Windows PCs.

EQU # 3160
$339.99

EQU # 3140
$339.99

EQU # 3150
$249.99

OBD2 & 1 Scan Tool w/ ABS & SRS
• Check Engine, Live Data, ABS & Airbag SRS (reads & 
clears Domestic, Asian & European) and Battery Reset
• Includes OBD1 adapter kit with soft case
• FixAssist® feature provides useful hints to troubleshooting 
causes of Check Engine ligths
• Additionally, the 3140 retrieves OEM-enhanced trouble-
codes and performs KOEO, KOER, Timing Check, Cylinder 
Balance, Output State, and Wiggle Tests on popular OBD1 
vehicles from 1982 to 1995.

OBD2 Code Reader w/ ABS & SRS
• Check Engine, Oil Light Reset, ABS & Airbag SRS (reads & 
clears Domestic, Asian & European) and Battery Reset
• FixAssist® feature provides useful hints to troubleshooting 
causes of Check Engine ligths
• This code reader is the ideal tool for professionals and 
DIYers. Freeze frame shows engine conditions such as fuel 
trim, engine coolant temp, etc at the time Malfuction Indicator 
lamp turned on.

ULTIMATE

OBD1 Kit
    Included!

CODE READERS & PROFESSIONAL SCAN TOOLS

EQU # 3040

$9999

• FixAssist® - 
features the most 
likely fix for primary 
diagnostic trouble 
codes to guide in 
solving Check Engine 
light issues
• Works with any car, 
light truck, minivan, SUV 
or hybrid manufactured since 1996
(OBD2) – foreign and domestic
• Read and Erase CHECK ENGINE light
codes with a click of a button
• View live-data stream - graph, read,
and record live-data values
• Freeze frame shows engine conditions
such as fuel trim, engine coolant temp, etc.,
at the time the Malfunction Indicator Lamp 
(MIL) was set
• Diagnose and erase ABS (anti-lock brake) 
codes on most popular, newer-model vehicles 
(GM, Ford, Chrysler, Toyota, and Honda)
• Oil and battery maintenance light reset
• Battery/Alternator Test – helps troubleshoot 
no-start car problems
• Red-Yellow-Green LEDs – indicates emissions 
monitor status. They can also help catch 
intermittent problems or confirm repairs during 
a drive cycle
• FEATURES: Patented, 2.8” all-in-one color 
display screen shows 20 pieces of vital infor-
mation all displayed at one time. Memory/bat-
tery backup allows off-car review and analysis. 
9-button format with HOT KEYS – provide easy 
access to important information, intuitive navi-
gation. Free software and firmware updates 
from any Internet-enabled PC or Mac.(included 
USB cable) -- Optional OBD1 Kit to diagnose 
most older model (82-1995) vehicles.

• OEM Enhanced 
data and Transmis-
sion diagnostic 
codes also available 
for most popular 
Ford, GM, Chrysler, 
Toyota & Honda vehicles 
• Works with any car, light truck, minivan, SUV 
or hybrid manufactured since 1996 (OBD2) – 
foreign and domestic. + OBD1 DLC plugs to 
diagnose most older model vehicles (1982-1995)
• Read and Erase CHECK ENGINE light codes 
with a click of a button
• Freeze frame shows engine conditions
such as fuel trim, engine coolant temp, etc., 
at the time the Malfunction Indicator Lamp 
(MIL) was set
• Diagnose and erase ABS (anti-lock brake) 
codes on most popular, newer-model vehicles 
(GM, Ford, Chrysler, Toyota, and Honda)
• Battery/Alternator Test – helps troubleshoot 
no-start car problems
• Red-Yellow-Green LEDs – indicates emis-
sions monitor status. They can also help 
catch intermittent problems or confirm repairs 
during a drive cycle
• Free software and firmware updates
from any Internet-enabled PC or Mac
(included USB cable) 

• Works with any 
car, light truck, 
minivan, SUV or 
hybrid manufactured 
since 1996 (OBD2)
– foreign and domestic
• Read and Erase CHECK ENGINE light
codes with a click of a button
• Freeze frame shows engine conditions 
such as fuel trim, engine coolant temp, etc., 
at the time the Malfunction Indicator Lamp 
(MIL) was set
• Diagnose and erase ABS (anti-lock brake) 
& SRS (air bag) codes on most popular, (GM, 
Ford, Chrysler, Toyota, and Honda) vehicles
• Battery/Alternator Test – helps
troubleshoot no-start car problems
• Red-Yellow-Green LEDs – indicates
emissions monitor status
• Free software and firmware updates
from any Internet-enabled PC or Mac 
(included USB cable) 

• Ideal for the entry-level 
pro, savvy DIYer or to 
speed up work in busy 
shops by efficiently 
troubleshooting OBD2 
and ABS problems
• Read and Erase CHECK ENGINE light codes 
on any foreign or domestic 1996 and newer 
car, light truck, SUV, or Hybrid
• View Live Data in real time for more
accurate troubleshooting and diagnosis
• Reset the Oil Service light
• Battery/Alternator Test 
• Read and erase ABS light trouble codes for 
most GM, Ford, and Chrysler vehicles

OBD2®
ScanTool with
FixAssist®
& ABS 

OBD2 & OBD1
Diagnostic Tool 
Kit with ABS 

OBD2 
Diagnostic Tool

CanOBD2 
Diagnostic Tool
with ABS & SRS

EQU # 3100

$13999

EQU # 3120

$25499

EQU # 3130E

$26499

UNMATCHED
TECHNICAL
SUPPORT
YOU’VE GOT QUESTIONS - THEY’VE GOT ANSWERS
Technical assistance staff of ASE certified technicians
are available to answer questions from application to
installation -OR- check out Innova’s website
(innova.com) and click on the ‘Support’ tab 
for additional options, including ‘How To’ videos.

Monday - Saturday
6:00am - 6:00pm PST
(800) 544-4124

FREE Tool Companion App
Optional RepairSolutions2 delivers a complete solution 
from diagnosis to fix. Pairs our latest generation of Innova 
diagnostic tools, scan tools and code readers to a mobile 
device. Access accurate, recommended likely fix(s), labor 
times, how-to-repair videos, predicted failures, unscheduled 
maintenance reminders, TSB and recall notifications, and 
more. See repair difficulty level to help decide if you want 
to fix it yourself or contact your local repair facility. Simply 
download the app!

Limited
Inventory
Available!

Limited
Inventory
Available!
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6V / 12V Wheeled
Battery Charger w/ Engine Boost
Take the guesswork out of charging your battery with this 3 stage Smart Micro-Processor con-
trolled charger. Designed to charge AGM, GEL, or STANDARD lead acid batteries. Charges both 
6-volt and/or a 12-volt battery. Charging rates includes  2 amps (trickle), 10 amps (standard) and 
40 amps (quick charge) with 200 amp boost Engine Start capability. Easy to operate recessed 
button controls/interface with large LCD display allow user to see Volts, Amps, Status of Charge 
with a push of a button. Three LED’s to indicate reverse cable hook-up, maintenance mode and 
reconditioning/desulfation mode. Constructed using a durable powdered-coated steel case with 
telescopic handle and built-in cord management for easy storage. Large rubber wheels allows 
mobility over a multitude of surfaces. ETL certified.
 

6V / 12V Benchtop
Battery Charger w/ Engine Boost
This Smart Charger has a unique features for ‘Dead’ batteries. The full 24 hour cycle option al-
lows the battery charger to reconfigure and charge a “dead” battery whereas competitive models 
simply identify the battery as dead and provide no output current. Easy to operate recessed but-
ton controls/interface allows user to select between AGM, GEL, or STANDARD lead acid batter-
ies. Charges both 6-volt and/or a 12-volt battery. Charging rates includes 0-20 amps (automatic), 
2 amps (trickle), 10 amps (standard) and 20 amps (quick charge) with 100 amp boost Engine 
Start capability. Large LCD display allow user to see Volts, Amps, Charge Percentage with a push 
of a button. Five LED’s indicate status including reverse cable hook-up. Also provides alternator 
test function and 13.6V stable constant voltage mode all in a compact durable molded case with 
built-in cord management for easy transportation and storage. ETL certified.

6V / 12V Smart
Battery Charger & Maintainer
This micro-processor smart charger uses a unique 9-stage charging process that diagnoses and 
maintains both a 6-volt and/or a 12-volt batteries. Ideal for keeping batteries charged while in 
storage. Features a digital LED screen that displays charging status and built in safety features 
like short circuit protection, overheat protection, spark-proof protection and auto on-off circuit 
safety features. Suitable for AGM, GEL, or STANDARD lead acid batteries. ETL certified.

$18499

$12499

$2799

FRN # 52755

FRN # 52750

FRN # 52735

# 52755

# 52750

# 52735

140 AMP- Flux Core
Inverter MIG Welder
This gasless welder is deigned for 0.30” or 0.35” 
flux-core wire only. The all metal case is big enough 
to handle 2 lb. and 10 lb. rolls of wire. Has 120-volt 
input, which means you can plug it into any standard 
household outlet. Features infinite voltage and wire feed 
speed controls so you can dial in the perfect weld. This 
simple to use ‘plug and play’ unit weights just 19 lbs. 
which makes it easy to carry anywhere. Carry handle 
doubles as a torch wrap.
• COMPLETE WITH: (1) Easy Weld machine, 8’ torch 
lead w/ Tweco® style MIG gun, 8’ cable with ground 
clamp, 20A - 15A power cord adapter, and backed by a 
12 month warranty.

20 AMP - Plasma Cutter
Easy to use, portable and generator friendly. All you need is 120 volt household power 
source and an air compressor capable of producing 1.5 CFM @ 90 PSI. Extremely ef-
ficient as it uses very little air during the cutting process and it is impressive how little 
slag it leaves behind. Virtually no metal distortion in the sheet metal after cutting. 
Features “Drag Torch Technology” that allows the user to move or drag the torch directly 
across the metal surface for more precise cuts. Has a built in regulator and air dryer
• COMPLETE WITH:  (1) Easy Weld plasma cutter with integrated air pressure regula-
tor and dryer, 13’ cutting torch lead, 8’ cable with ground clamp, 20A - 15A power cord 
adapter, and (1) additional electrode and nozzle. Backed by a 1-year warranty.

$22999

$39999

FRN # 261

FRN # 251

INPUT POWER 120V (20A/15A)
RATED OUTPUT 140A
THICKNESS RANGE 24 gauge up to 1/4”
WIRE DIAMETER .030”/.035” 
DUTY CYCLE MIG: 30% @ 90A

CUTTING RANGE
Up to 1/4” mild steel

INPUT POWER 
120V (20A/15A)

RATED OUTPUT
20A

DUTY CYCLE
35% @ 20A

PLASMA

(ER-7OS-6) 

MILD STEEL 
MIG WELDING WIRE

This solid copper coated welding wire con-
tains a high level of manganese and sili-
con for a superior weld, even on rusty, dirty 
steel. The (70) means tensile strength, 
70,000 PSI. Requires Argon/CO2 shielding 
gas (not included).

.035” x 33 lbs. 
FRN # 42281 .................. $79.99
.030” x 10 lbs.
FRN # 42286 ..................$34.99



10 mil thick woven reinforced fabric is designed for 
all-weather outdoor use. Has rope-reinforced hems, 
rust-resistant grommets and reinforced corners for 
added strength.

Silver Heavy Duty Tarps
PRT # W7002 ........ 6’ x 8’ .......... $6.49
PRT # W7004 ........8’ x 10’ ....... $10.99 
PRT # W7006 .......10’ x 12’ ...... $16.99

Blue Standard Duty Tarps
PRT # W6004 ........8’ x 10’ ......... $5.49
PRT # W6011 .......12’ x 16’ ...... $12.49 
PRT # W6015 .......16’ x 20’ ...... $20.99

4

10

MIL

MIL
10 Pc.
Hex SAE Set
3/32, 7/64, 1/8, 9/64, 5/32, 3/16, 7/32,1/4,
5/16 & 3/8”.
PRT # W80274 ....................... $14.49
10 Pc. Hex Metric Set
2, 2.5, 3, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 8, & 10 mm.
PRT # W80275 ....................... $14.49
10 Pc. Star/Torx® Set
T7, T8, T9, T10, T15, T20, T25, T27, T30, & T40.
PRT # W80276 ....................... $15.49

Tarps

T-HaNdlE  SEts

3-PiEcE Utility 
Pry Bar SEt

4-PiEcE
BladE-TypE
Pry Bar Set

These shanks are made from heat treated 
alloy steel and have plastic grips for 

delivering more power to the fasten-
ers and for adding comfort. 

Stand doubles as a wall 
mountable tray.

These three different 
style bars are useful 
when removing 
trim, molding, nails, 
scraping or just prying 
things apart. Designed 
in a compact 10”  
length that fits just 
about anywhere. Even 
fits easily into any tool box. The wide comfort grip 
handles provide secure grip. Features heat-treated, 
high-carbon steel shafts for superior strength. The tear 
drop nail slot lets you get to nails at any angle.

7” flagged synthetic polypropylene bristles 
make this brush great for cleaning fine 

to medium sized particles. Use on floors, 
countertops, shop clean-up or as a duster. 

Forged from high-quality hardened 
and tempered steel with machined 
striking faces for maximum life. High 
visibility fiberglass handle offers 
superior strength and reduces vibra-
tion. The handle grip zone features 
non-slip molded rubber grip.

3 Lb. HaNd
DrilliNg
HaMMEr

REchargEablE
Ultra-ThiN
LED Work Light

325 Pc. CottoN
ClEaNiNg SwabS

 SElf-AdjustiNg
Oil FiltEr PliErs

14” INch
Wood HaNdlE
BENCH BrUSH

PRT # M7105

$1399

PRT # W1232

$449

PRT # W2037

$1499

Ergonomic shape injection molded handle for optimum 
leverage. Precision heat treated chrome vanadium steel 
shafts with a black oxide finish that resist corrosion. 
Includes: 8”, 12”, 18”,  24” in a convenient storage tray.
PRT # W2030 ......................... $31.99

This ultra-thin light bar design pivots 180° to allow 
inspection in the tightest work areas then folds flat 
against itself for easy storage. The COB LED light bar 
delivers a wider and brighter lighting area. Shines up to 
700 lumens of light and offers an additional LED flash-
light function. The powerful magnetic base attaches to 
any metal surface and offers 
an addition swivel hanging 
hook for hands free use. The 
built-in rechargeable lithium 
ion battery charges from any 
powered USB port. Includes 
charging cable.

3-HOUR
RUN TIME

HIGH

5-HOUR
RUN TIME

LOW

PRT # W2665

$2999

Suitable for cleaning those hard-to-reach places, arts and 
crafts, firearm’s and printer maintenance just to mention a 
few. These low lint cotton tip swabs have strong, flexible 
bamboo handles that bend without breaking. Compatible 
with most solvents such as alcohol, acetone, flux, oils, 
greases and solvents. 
Sizes Include: (100) - 5mm x 7.6cm, (100) - 5mm x 15 cm, 
(50) - 8.5mm x 15 cm, (25) - 12mm x 19.5 cm, (25) - 16mm 
x 21 cm and (25) - 20mm x 21.5 cm

Get your oil changes done quickly. Self-adjust-
ing spring tension automatically adjusts to 
a wide range of filter diameters from 2”- 5” 
inches (51-127mm). Features a low-profile 
design with riveted layered steel construc-

tion, molded grips and serrated jaws 
that grip the filter.

PRT # W1471

$1099

PRT # W54312

$1499

Air Compressors / Acces ..... 11, 12, 14
Air Hose / Reels / Acces ...... 15, 21, 37
Air - Shop Systems / Fittings ......... 13
Air Regulators / Filters .................. 13
Air Tanks ..................................... 14
Assortments / Tech Trays .... 31, 38, 43
Batteries / Rayovac ...................... 16
Battery Jumpers / Back-ups ............4
Battery Chargers........................3, 46
Battery Testers / Tools ........ 5, 43, 44
Bead Seater ................................. 14
Booster Cables / Acces ..................4
Brake Tools .............................30, 31
Cable Crimpers / Cutters .................5
Calipers / Micrometers ................. 29
Carts / Service ............................. 22
Chain ........................................... 27
Chain Hoist / Trolleys ................... 27
Circuit Testers .............................. 44
Code Readers ..........................44, 45
Creepers ........................................2
DEF Tools ...............................21, 42
Die Grinders ................................. 20
Drain Pans / Lift Pans ........ 37, 38, 39
Drum Pumps ................................ 42
Drills ............................18, 19, 20, 48
Electric Motors ............................. 12
Engine Crane ................................ 27
Engine Stands .............................. 29
Extension Cords / Reels ...........10, 11
Filter Wrenches .......21, 38, 40, 42, 46 
Flashlights ..............16, 17, 18, 19, 47
Flaring Tools ................................ 30 
Fuel Transfer Pump ...................... 42
Fluid Evacuation / Suction .......31, 41
Funnels / Fillers .......................39, 40
Gas Containers ............................. 11
Generators ................................... 10
Gloves ......................................... 17
Grease Guns...................... 18, 19, 41
Grill Grates / Accessories ...............8
Grinders - Bench ........................... 19
Hammers .......................7, 26, 37, 47
Heat Guns / Shrink ..................... 5, 6
Hex Wrenches .............................. 47
Impact Guns - Air ............... 20, 35, 36
Impact Guns - Cordless ................. 18
Impacts / Hex - Cordless ..........18, 48
Inverters - Power .......................... 48
Jacks - Bottle ............................... 33
Jacks - Service ...............2, 32, 33, 37
Jack Stands ............................32, 33
Leak Detection Dyes ..................... 40
Lights / Reels .................... 15, 16, 17
Memory Saver .............................. 44
Multi-Meters / Test Leads ............. 43
Oil Dollies / Drains ............. 37, 38, 39
Oil Drain Plugs.............................. 38
Pallet Jack / Dolly ........................ 33
Pellet Grills / Pellets ................... 8, 9
Plasma Cutter .............................. 46
Pliers / Locking ............................ 21
Polisher - Cordless ....................... 18
Porto-Power Kits ............................2
Presses - Shop ............................. 28
Pressure Washers / Parts ............. 11
Pry Bars ....................................... 47
Pullers ................................ 5, 28, 29
Rags / Absorbent Mat ................... 39
Ramps ......................................... 37
Ratchets - Air ............................... 20
Ratchets ...................................... 48
Recip Saws .................................. 19
Seasonings / Rubs ..........................8
Scan Tools ..............................44, 45
Scrapers ...................................6, 31
Screwdrivers / Bits ............ 21, 23, 44
Seats / Stools ...........................2, 48 
Slide Hammers ............................. 28
Sockets - Chrome ......................... 23
Sockets - Impact................ 34, 35, 36
Sockets - Insulated ....................... 44
Tarps ........................................... 47
Tire Gauges .............................11, 14
Tire Sealants / Tools .................... 14
Tire Tools..................................... 37
Thermometers ................................8
Terminal Tools ............................. 43
Toolboxes / Triangle Boxes ........... 22
Torches / Gas ............................ 6, 7
Torque Wrenches ......................... 23
Tubing Cutters / Benders .............. 30
Vises ......................................26, 27
Welders / Helmets .....................1, 46
Welding Hose / Acces................7, 46
Wire Brushes ..................................7 
Wrenches - Crowfoot .................... 25
Wrenches - Flare Nut .................... 31
Wrenches - Open/Box End ........24, 25 
Wrenches - Ratcheting .............24, 25



WE APPRECIATE
    YOUR BUSINESS!

The product selection for this catalog was prepared in advance, therefore merchandise availability is subject to manufacturer’s scheduled delivery. Not responsible for pictorial, typographical or pricing 
errors. Due to market fluctuations, tariffs and the rising steel prices beyond our control, Warehouse Inc reserves the right to implement a Force Majeure and change or otherwise modify information and 

pricing represented here at any time without prior notice. Warning products advertised within this publications may contain chemicals listed by the State of California Proposition 65 Act.

Model: # W16651 # W16652 # W16653
Continuous Use: 400 watt  1000 watt  2000 watt
Peak Surge Power: 800 watt  2000 watts  4000 watts
AC Voltage Output:  115V @ 60hz  115V @ 60hz 115V @ 60hz
Digital Display: No  Yes Yes
Cooling Fan Type: High Speed  High Speed  3 Speed
AC Receptacles:   Two (2) Two (2) Three (3)
USB Power Ports:   One (1) 2.1A One (1) 2.1A One (1) 2.1A
Overall Size:   6.3” x 4.4” x 2.2” 9.6” x 6.5” x 3.7” 11.6” x 8.7” x 4.0”
Includes:   12V Power Cord & 3’ Long | 4 gauge 3’ Long | 4 gauge
  Battery Clamp Cable Battery Cable Battery Cable

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 
• Micro Computer Unit - for precise output
• Coil Flux Transformer - for extended life
• Oversized Heat Sink - for thermal efficiency 
• Built-in Cooling Fan - to help dissipate heat 
 extending the life of the inverter
• Automatic Thermal Shutdown Protection
 if operating temperature range is exceeded
• Audible Alarm - if battery voltage
 level gets too low
• Surge Protection - protects against
 excessive current fluctuations
• Additional Built-in Protection - including | Overload
 Short Circuit | Reverse Connection | High/Low Input Voltage
 Battery Drain | Reverse Polarity for safe operation

Converts direct current power (DC) 
into to alternating current (AC) 
anywhere you need it. Ideal for 
operation of your laptop, cell 
phone, nebulizer, appliances, 
camera and other electronic 
devices while on long car trips, 
family vacations, business trips 
and camping expeditions. 

3069523
Conforms to
UL Std. 458
Cert to CSA Std.
C22.2 No. 107.1

# W16653

# W16652

# W16651

SALE PRICE:

SWIVEL SHOP STOOL
This 14” diameter synthetic leather foam 
padded seat swivels 360° and has hydrau-
lic seat that is adjustable from 26” to 32” 
high. Matte black powder coated steel 
tubing frame with wide base for added 
stability. Max capacity: 300 lbs.
PRT # W85011 

5-PIECE RATCHET SET 
Are you wrenching in TIGHT quarters? 
This 90 tooth reversable ratcheting 
mechanism only requires a low 4° 
arc swing to move the fastener. 
Sealed head keeps dirt and other 
contaminants out of the head mechanism. 
Has blue anodized aluminum contoured handle 
for superior grip. Set contains:
Flat Head Ratchets: (1) 1/4’’ Dr. x 6’’- (1) 3/8’’ Dr. x 12’’ - (1) 1/2’’ Dr. x 16’’
Swivel Head Ratchets: (1) 1/4’’ Dr. x 6-1/2’’ - (1) 3/8’’ Dr. x 10’’
TTN # 12175 ............................................... $164.99

HIGH BACK 
SWIVEL SHOP STOOL
Oversized synthetic leather foam padded 
seat swivels 360° and has adjustable 
hydraulic seat that raises from 
25” to 31” high. Matte black 
powder coated 1-1/4” steel 
tubing frame with wide base 
for added stability.
Max capacity: 330 lbs.

PRT # W85031

$8499

$22499

$11999

$4599

• Models W16652 & W16653 Have additional 
features like convenient mounting slots to 
install unit on a flat area. The Smart Digital 
Display Screen indicates battery 
voltage, output power in W or KW 
and error codes.

BUY ONE OF THESE

2.0 Ah
20V MAX* XR 

Lithium-Ion Battery

# DCB203: 
FREE w/ DCD708C2 -or- DCF809C2

-or- DCK278C2 Purchase
$9999

The new ATOMIC Compact Series tools target 
cordless sub-compact class. They come in 
a lighter, smaller package for tight spaces, 
overhead work, and greater control with 
less fatigue over a long period of use.
• SIZE & POWER ~ the Atomic Series is 
extremely compact comparing it into 
Dewalt’s 12 volt size and weight terri-
tory but all the while utilizing the more 
popular 20V batteries. 
• BRUSHLESS ~ Dewalt’s efficient 
brushless motor increases power as 
well as extending battery life. 
• VARIABLE SPEED TRIGGER ~ allows 
for control and precision on delicate 
work surfaces.
• THE HANDLE ~ is ergonomically de-
signed for increased comfort, balance, 
and easier tool control.
• LED LIGHT ~ provide optimum illumi-
nation in dark spaces. These are one 
heck of a tool for the price.

ATOMIC 20V MAX* BRUSHLESS 
1/4” IMPACT DRIVER KIT  

# DCF809C2 Includes: (1) DCF809B 
ATOMIC ~ Cordless impact driver with 1/4” 
hex quick release chuck. Only 5.1” in length, 
from tip to tail, and delivers 0-3,200 IPM. The 

brushless motor boasts a whopping 142 ft/lbs 
of torque (1700 in/lbs) from this little guy. Has 
three evenly spaced LED lights on the nose for 
visibility in dimly lit workspaces - (2) 20V MAX* 
1.3 Ah slim-pack lithium-ion battery packs - (1) 

household fast charger - (1) contractor bag.

ATOMIC 20V MAX* BRUSHLESS 
2-TOOL COMBO KIT  

# DCK278C2 Includes: (1) DCF809B 
ATOMIC ~ Cordless impact driver with 1/4” 

hex quick release chuck. -( 1) DCD708B 
ATOMIC ~ Cordless drill / driver with 1/2” 
ratcheting chuck - (2) 20V MAX* 1.3 Ah 

slim-pack lithium-ion battery packs 
- (1) household fast charger 

- (1) contractor bag.

ATOMIC 20V MAX* BRUSHLESS 
1/2” DRILL / DRIVER KIT  

# DCD708C2 Includes: (1) DCD708B 
ATOMIC ~ Cordless drill / driver measures 

only 6.3” front to back with a 1/2” ratcheting 
keyless chuck & 15 clutch settings. 2 speed 

transmission 0-450 / 0-1,650 RPM for fastening 
and drilling applications. Its brushless motor 
delivers 340 unit watts outs (UWO). Has LED 

foot light for superior visibility. - (2) 20V MAX* 
1.3 Ah slim-pack lithium-ion battery packs - (1) 

household fast charger - (1) contractor bag.

PRT # W85011

$4999

$4599 $11999 $22499

$17999$17999

FREE
GET THIS

20V MAX*
LITHIUM ION

BATTERIES
1. Ah

Li-Ion
3

$25999

RETAIL 
VALUE:

POWER INVERTERS


